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Abstract
Biomimetic microvascular materials are increasingly considered for a variety of autonomic
healing, cooling and sensing applications. The microvascular material of interest in this
work consists of a network of hollow microchannels, with diameters as small as 10 µm,
embedded in a polymeric matrix. Recent advances in the manufacturing of this new class
of materials have allowed for the creation of very complex 2D and 3D structures. The
computational design of such network structures, which is the focus of this work, involves
a set of particular challenges, including a large number of design variables (e.g., topology
of the network, number of diameters to consider and their sizes) that define the network,
and a large number of multidisciplinary objective functions and constraints that drive the
optimization process. The computational design tool to be developed must be capable
of capturing the trade-off between the different objective and constraint functions, as, for
example, networks designed for flow efficiency are likely to have a topology that is very
different from those designed for structural integrity or thermal control.
In this work, we propose to design these materials using Genetic Algorithms (GAs),
the most common methodology within a broader category of Evolutionary Algorithms
(EAs). GAs can be combined with a Pareto-selection mechanism to create Multi-Objective
Genetic Algorithms (MOGAs), which enable the optimization of an arbitrary number of
objective functions. As a result, a Pareto-optimal front is obtained, where all candidates
are optimal solutions to the optimization problem. Adding a procedure to deal with
constraints results in a powerful tool for multi-objective constrained optimization. The
method allows the use of discrete variable problems and it does not require any a priori
knowledge of the optimal solution. Furthermore, GAs search the entire decision space so
the optimal solutions found are likely to be global. The MOGA optimization framework is
also combined with a physical solver based on advanced finite element methods to study
the thermal behavior of these materials. Because the MOGA requires a vast number of
individual evaluations, emphasis is placed on the computational efficiency of the solver.
Thus, a simplified formulation is used to take into account the cooling effect of the fluid,
instead of solving the conjugate heat transfer problem for obtaining the temperature field
in both solid and fluid domains. The Generalized Finite Element Method (GFEM) is
adopted because accurate finite element approximations of the temperature field can be
ii
obtained on finite element meshes that are independent of the geometry of the embedded
network. Numerical experiments of multi-physics optimization involving flow efficiency,
void volume fraction and thermal control are presented. Results show that the trade-
offs between conflicting objectives is well captured so that the optimal design is readily
available to the analyst.
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1 Introduction
Throughout history, humans have found themselves inspired by nature to create materials,
structures, and processes [1, 2]. Without any doubt, a major achievement borrowed from
nature is the ability to fly, with the first successful attempt of flying occurring around A.D.
875 in the Caliphate of Co´rdoba (currently part of Spain) by Abu¯’l-Qa¯sim ‘Abba¯s b. Firna¯s.
Inspired by birds, Ibn Firna¯s attached a couple of wings, covered himself with feathers,
and flung himself into the air covering a considerable distance, according to the Moroccan
historian al-Maqqarı¯ [3]. Later in the 11th century, Eilmer of Malmesbury is considered
the first occidental to have flown [3]. A monk in the Malmesbury Abbey Benedictine
monastery, in Wiltshire England, Eilmer attached wings to his arms and legs and flew
for more than 180 m in the first decade of A.D. 1000. Later in the early 16th, Leonardo da
Vinci’s Codex on the Flight of Birds details the plans for several flying machines inspired by
birds [4]. Another great achievement, inspired by silk, sinew and some plant fibres, was
the fabrication of single-polymer materials such as nylon [5]. Other processes borrowed
from nature, as listed in [6], include: i) bacteria: biological motor; ii) plants: chemical
energy conservation, superhydrophobicity, self-cleaning, drag reduction, hydrophilicity,
adhesion, and motion; iii) insects, spiders, lizards and frogs: superhydrophobicity, reversible
adhesion in dry and wet environments; iv) aquatic animals: low hydrodynamic drag and
energy production; v) birds: light coloration, camouflage and insulation; vi) seashells, bones,
teeth: high mechanical strength; vii) spider web: biological self-assembly; viii) moth-eye effect:
antireflective surfaces; ix) fur and skin of polar bear: thermal insulation; and x) biological
systems: self-healing and sensory-aid devices.
Within the category of biological systems, a successful attempt for the creation of mate-
rials with autonomous healing consists in embedding microcapsules containing a healing
agent that is released in the presence of a crack [7]. The healing agent polymerizes on
the surface of the crack after being in contact with catalyst particles that are distributed
in the matrix of the polymer. Because of the finite supply of the healing agent contained
in the capsules, only a few healing cycles can be achieved and a different approach needs
to be undertaken to provide a continuous supply of the agent over time. Self-healing
capabilities can also be achieved by incorporating a hollow microvascular network in a
polymeric matrix [8, 9], as envisioned in [10]. Advances in the manufacturing of this new
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class of materials has allowed for the creation of very complex 2D and 3D structures, with
diameters that can be as small as 10 µm [10]. A fully automated nozzle with 3D motion is
used to extrude a fugitive ink on a solid polymeric substrate. The scaffold that results from
the writing process is then submerged in liquid polymer, and a curing process is started
to obtain the bulk of the polymeric component. The ink is then removed from the com-
ponent by changing its temperature, leaving voids in the the material that constitute the
microvascular network. Traditionally, the writing process of the microvascular network
is done in 2D, thus the creation of 3D scaffolds is carried out by superimposing 2D layers.
However, new methodologies are being explored where a 3D structure is extruded within
a gel that serves as a support, as illustrated in Figure 1.1. Even though this technique is at
a premature stage, it promises the creation of truly complex 3D microvascular topologies.
(a)
gel
nozzle
wax ink
(b) (c)
Figure 1.1 – New technologies used in the manufacturing process of 3D microvas-
cular materials. Courtesy of Willie Wu from the Materials Science and Engineering
Department at the University of Illinois. (a) Manufacturing process, consisting of a
nozzle with 3D motion that extrudes wax ink in a gel. The gel supports the structure
so that very complex 3D structures can be created. (b) Prototype structure. (c) Final
manufactured sample.
By mimicking vascular systems found in nature, e.g., those found in vascular plants
and animals, the use of a microvascular network to provide a healing agent guarantees a
continuous supply and thus circumvents the drawback of embedding microcapsules. The
resulting functionality of the microvascular polymer depends on the properties of the fluid
that flows through the embedded network. These materials can also be used for thermal
regulation if a coolant is used, a functionality that was foreseen in [8]. This dissertation
focuses on the design of microvascular materials for active cooling applications, where
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the polymeric component is subjected to thermal loads. The computational design of the
microvascular network embedded in these polymers is an intricate process, for there is a
large number of design variables (e.g., the topology of the network, number of diameters
and their sizes, dimensionality of the polymeric component) and various desired features.
The computational design tool to be developed must be capable of capturing the trade-off
between the competing objectives, as for example, networks designed for flow efficiency
are likely to have a topology that is very different from those designed for structural
integrity or thermal control. Because of the computationally intensive nature of the opti-
mization methodology, we are not only interested in the optimized network topologies,
but also in obtaining an efficient and accurate evaluation of the objective functions and
constraints involved in the optimization.
Several approaches can be used to design the microvascular networks embedded in
these materials. These include i) semi-analytical approaches; ii) gradient-based search
methods; and iii) evolutionary algorithms. Semi-analytical approaches can be used to
solve network optimization problems that do not involve a large set of optimization
variables. These methods often require a priori information about the optimal solution.
Constructal theory [11] lies in this group, and it has been used for the solution of simple
problems [12, 13, 14]. Within gradient-based search techniques, topology optimization has
been used recently to optimize flow networks [15]. This method involves design variables
that are continuous and sometimes leads to an optimal solution that is local, so finding
a global optimal solution is not guaranteed. Borrowing some concepts from biological
evolution, Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) are population-based algorithms that improve
a set of candidate solutions throughout their evolution. Genetic Algorithms (GAs) [16, 17]
are the most known methodology within this group, and they use selection, crossover and
mutation as genetic operators to obtain better candidate solutions. The survival of the
fittest takes place through selection, preventing the worst candidates to be nominated for
reproduction. The distinction among individuals is conducted through the computation
of one or more objective functions, which quantitatively describe how fit the individuals
are to solve the problem. Through the crossover operator, new candidate solutions are
created by mixing the information of those nominated through the selection process. Thus,
newly created individuals contain features of their parents. The mutation operator is a
small modification of the features of an individual and could introduce new features to the
existing solutions. GAs offer several advantages compared to the methods listed above.
GAs can use discrete and/or continuous variables, and they search the entire decision
space, so optimal solutions found are likely to be global optima. Furthermore, there is no
need for a priori knowledge about the optimal solutions, but this information can be used
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to obtain a starting population with those features.
The Simple Genetic Algorithm (SGA) [16] is probably the most known algorithm in this
group and is used with a single objective function, usually determined as a linear combina-
tion of weighted objectives if the optimization is on several objectives. In Multi-Objective
Genetic Algorithms (MOGAs), individuals are compared in all objective functions using
a Pareto-optimality procedure. In this context, an individual is better than another if it
is better in at least one objective function and it is not worse in the rest. This selection
mechanism, that has been borrowed from the field of economics, results in a powerful
method for obtaining an optimal front (called Pareto-optimal), where all individuals lying
on it are optimal solutions to the multi-objective optimization problem. By supplement-
ing the MOGA with a mechanism that deals with constraints, a powerful methodology
for multiple-objective constrained optimization is obtained. This is the method chosen
in our work because it allows us to visualize the trade-offs between conflicting objective
functions.
The GA-based optimization tool can be used to study multi-physics optimization prob-
lems if the objective functions involved describe different physical phenomena. In the
context of active cooling applications, the temperature field is obtained when the poly-
meric component is subjected to thermal loads. To obtain the temperature distribution
in the microvascular material, one needs to solve for the temperature field in both the
solid and the fluid domains. This problem is referred to in the literature as the conjugate
heat transfer problem. However, this approach is not straightforward because of the cou-
pling that exists between both domains if a non-monolitic solution approach is used. This
means that an iterative approach is needed to obtain a converged value of the temperature
at solid-fluid boundaries. Because the MOGA requires thousands of individual evalua-
tions, and the total CPU time is directly proportional to the cost of individual objective
functions, we resort to a simplified formulation that describes the convective heat transfer
in the microchannels. This allows us to collapse the cooling behavior of microchannels
to heat sinks over lines and solve for the heat equation in the solid only. Therefore, the
temperature distribution in the solid domain will have a discontinuous gradient along
the direction perpendicular to the microchannels. We use this a priori information to de-
velop Generalized Finite Element Method (GFEM) enrichment functions. This technique
is adopted here because it allows us to obtain an accurate finite element approximation
of the temperature field on finite element meshes that are independent of the geometry
of the embedded network. The mesh independence is the main motivation for the use of
this technique because the template structure that we use to start the optimization process
can have an arbitrary configuration. Furthermore, meshing techniques are less robust in
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3D and we plan to extend this research to include such domains.
Most of the chapters in this dissertation are self-contained articles, with their own in-
troduction, literature review, conclusions and so forth. The dissertation is organized as
follows: Chapter 2 presents the article entitled “Design of microvascular flow networks
using multi-objective genetic algorithms”, published in 2008 in the journal Computer Meth-
ods for Applied Mechanics and Engineering [18]. The chapter presents a brief introduction to
GAs and outlines the Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II), the multi-
objective GA used in this work. The chapter then presents a thorough study on the use
of the NSGA-II in the optimization of microvascular materials. The optimization of the
topology of the network is carried out considering mainly the void volume fraction left
by the microvascular network and its flow efficiency as objective functions, constraining
the design to networks that cover entirely the polymeric component. The methodology
described in Chapter 2 presents a powerful framework for multi-objective constrained
optimization. The framework is independent of the dimensionality of the problem, it can
accommodate an arbitrary number of objective functions and constraints, and it is able to
capture the trade-offs between conflicting objective functions by providing Pareto-optimal
fronts from which the selection of a final network topology is readily available to the an-
alyst. It also respects the imposed constraints by design, therefore eliminating unfeasible
individuals from the evolution after a few generations.
Chapter 3 presents the development of enrichment functions for the GFEM to study
discontinuous gradient field problems. This work, entitled “Generalized finite element
enrichment functions for discontinuous gradient fields”, was published in 2009 in the
International Journal for Numerical Methods in Engineering [19]. A thorough study of enrich-
ment functions available in the literature, as well as new proposed enrichment functions,
shows that it is possible to recover optimal convergence rates for this type of problems on
finite element meshes that are completely independent of the topology of the microvas-
cular networks. Moreover, it is shown that the use of the GFEM provides more accurate
solutions for the same number of degrees of freedom. It is also shown that higher order
approximations, obtained by enriching also with polynomial enrichments, do not require
any correction to the method to achieve optimal convergence rates. The resulting PDE
solver is robust, accurate, and can be used when the microvascular network template
follows a strange pattern for which the creation of a matching mesh is not possible.
Our current efforts on the multi-physics optimization of microvascular materials are
summarized in Chapter 4. The coupling of the multi-objective constrained optimization
framework described in Chapter 2 with the physics solver based on advanced finite
element methods described in Chapter 3, provides a powerful methodology for multi-
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physics optimization. Thus, this chapter presents the use of these tools and extends
the optimization of 2D microvascular networks in the presence of thermal loads. As a
result, the topology of the microvascular networks can be designed within the context
of active cooling applications. Through several examples, it is shown that well-defined
Pareto-optimal fronts are obtained for void volume fraction, flow efficiency, maximum
temperature and surface convected energy objective functions.
Chapter 5 extends the methodology presented in Chapter 4 to 3D networks, thus closing
the gap between the computational approach and the 3D nature of these materials. A 3D
mathematical model is able to capture the heat conduction through the thickness of the
specimens, thus providing a more realistic computational model. Validation studies are
also presented, and optimal designs are manufactured and tested to validate the design
framework. Some concluding remarks and possible areas for further research are given
in Chapter 6. Finally, Appendix A discusses some of the implementation details of the
computational tools developed for this work.
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2 GA-based optimization
This chapter presents the article published in 2008 in the journal Computer Methods for
Applied Mechanics and Engineering [18].
Design of microvascular flow networks using multi-objective
genetic algorithms
Abstract
A multi-objective genetic algorithm is used to design 2D and 3D microvascular
networks embedded in bio-mimetic self-healing/active-cooling polymeric materials.
A variety of objective functions and constraints are considered, ranging from flow
efficiency and homogeneity to network redundancy and void volume fraction. The
design variables include the network topology defined over a template, and the mi-
crochannel diameters chosen among a finite set of values. The effect of network
redundancy, template geometry and microchannel diameters on the Pareto-optimal
fronts generated by the genetic algorithm is investigated.
2.1 Introduction
Inspired by vascular networks in living organisms, materials consisting of a network of
microchannels embedded in a polymeric matrix offer great potential in various autonomic
healing, cooling and sensing applications. One example of a bio-mimetic material uses
hollow fibers embedded in a polymeric matrix and filled with an uncured healing agent,
which is released when the fibers experience damage [20, 21]. In a recent publication [8],
Toohey and co-workers have demonstrated repeated healing of a polymer coating with
the aid of a subsurface microvascular network containing a healing agent in monomeric
form. As cracks form in the coating, the healing agent is wicked to the crack surfaces
through capillarity and encounters solid catalyst particles contained in the coating. The
healing process is thus initiated and can be repeated as long as the three-dimensional
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microvascular network contained in the polymeric substrate provides enough healing
agent to the coating. The circulation of a liquid in the microvascular network is also
being considered for thermal management of a structural component subjected to external
thermal loading. An example of such an application can be found in [22] for the case of a
microvascular network embedded in an epoxy matrix.
Interest in this class of bio-mimetic materials has also been driven by recent advances
in manufacturing techniques such as the robotic deposition process, which allows for
the creation of complex two- and three-dimensional microvascular network structures
[10, 23]. In this process, the microvascular network is drawn by extruding a fugitive
ink on a polymer substrate through needle tips so that the resulting microchannels have
diameters that can be as small as 10µm. After the drawing process has taken place,
the resulting structure is embedded in a liquid polymer that is subsequently cured. The
ink contained within the polymer is then evacuated by heating the material, leaving the
embedded microvascular network. The use of needle tips with different sizes and a fully
automated nozzle with three-dimensional motion results in a powerful manufacturing
methodology for the creation of complex patterns.
Various methods have been proposed in the literature for the design of flow networks,
which presents a set of unique challenges in terms of the complexity of the objective
functions, design variables and constraints. In the constructal theory [11], optimal flow
structures are obtained by applying the constructal law, which states that the optimal
flow structures should provide easier access to the flow than those that are non-optimal.
This method has been used to optimize very simple geometries [12, 13, 14]. Another
approach relies on topology optimization, which has been used primarily in structural
design, but has been recently extended to the design of flow networks by considering the
network either as a continuum or as a discrete system [24]. A comprehensive study of flow
networks using a discrete topology is given in [15], where the diameter variables are chosen
from the positive real number set. Flow networks can also be designed by evolutionary
algorithms, a family of biology-inspired methods that are increasingly gaining popularity
because of their simplicity and applicability to the optimization of a large set of problems
in numerous fields. Starting from a population of candidate solutions, evolutionary
algorithms search for better candidates by applying a set of genetic operators and using
a function to differentiate those solutions that are more fit to solve the problem. The
last twenty years have seen substantial progress in the understanding of the mechanics
behind the optimization based on Genetic Algorithms (GAs) [17], the most popular of
these evolutionary methods. GAs have been applied successfully to the optimization of
flow networks over a wide range of objective functions [25, 26, 27, 28].
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The present study considers a discrete topology for the microchannels of the network
and selects their diameters from a discrete set of values, in accordance to available tip
sizes in the direct printing process mentioned earlier. For the optimization problems in-
vestigated in this work, a multi-objective genetic algorithm scheme is adopted for several
reasons. First, the adopted GA can readily handle any number of objective functions in
a unified formulation and accommodate the discrete nature of the design variables con-
sidered in the present study. Second, gradient-based search techniques may converge to
a local optimum, while GAs search a much broader portion of the decision space and are
thus more likely to yield a global optimum. Third, GAs can readily be hybridized with
other search techniques [29], thus combining the robustness of the global evolutionary
search with the accuracy of problem-specific local search methods. Finally, specific fea-
tures of good solutions found in the GA optimization can be used to initialize another GA
optimization (knowledge-based GAs).
The design of a microvascular network is application specific, so networks designed
for flow efficiency may look very different from those designed for structural perfor-
mance. Furthermore, when considering multiple objectives, there is a need to capture
the trade-off between those objectives in the form of an optimal front from which the
network design can be readily selected. This optimal front must be extracted through
analytical or computational means, by decomposing the problem into a set of conflicting
objectives and constraints. This particular study focuses on the optimization of two- and
three-dimensional simple geometries used in the manufacturing of bio-mimetic polymers.
Whether the resulting polymer is used in self-healing or active-cooling applications, a fluid
will be driven through the microchannels and flow efficiency is thus a key design objec-
tive. However, an optimal solution for the flow efficiency typically maximizes the void
volume left by the network, so both objectives conflict with one another. Beyond these
two primary objective functions, this paper also introduces objectives and constraints
associated with flow homogeneity and network redundancy.
Section 2.2 introduces the problem to be solved and the formulation used to obtain
the objective functions. Section 2.3 gives a brief introduction to multi-objective Genetic
Algorithms. The results are presented in Section 2.4 and Section 2.5 summarizes the
conclusions obtained.
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2.2 Problem description
The adopted mathematical model of a bio-mimetic material containing a microvascular
network consists of two parts, as illustrated in Figure 2.1 for a two-dimensional (2D)
x
a
Ω
y
δ
b
deg (v) = 0
deg (v) = 1
deg (v) = 3
deg (v) = 4
S , m˙S
T , m˙T
Figure 2.1 – Bio-mimetic material mathematical model. The left figure shows the do-
main Ω and the 2D point lattice spanned over Cartesian coordinates. The graph data
structure that represents the microvascular network is shown on the right. Vertices of
the graph laying on top of the 2D point lattice, marked as circles, represent possible
microchannel endpoints whereas edges of the graph represent the actual microchan-
nels. Examples of flow boundary conditions (inflow S and outflow T locations),
together with examples of vertex degrees are also included.
network. First, the bulk of the material is represented by a domain Ω (left Figure 2.1)
with area AΩ (or volume VΩ). Second, a graph data structure G = (V ,E) (right Figure
2.1) is used to represent the microvascular network, where each edge e in the set of edges
E of the graph serves as a microchannel and each vertex v in the set of vertices V as
a possible location for microchannel endpoints. Depending on the context, the number
of elements in the vertex and edge sets are also denoted by V and E , respectively. The
use of a graph data structure to represent the microvascular network allows us to take
advantage of tools associated with graph theory [30]. A graph is disconnected if all vertices
are not reachable from each other through the existing edges. Another important concept
borrowed from graph theory is the degree of a vertex, deg (v), defined as its number of
incident edges. This parameter is used to constrain the optimization in order to ensure
complete network coverage of the domain and also to investigate the reliability of the
network when subjected to damage, as explained in Section 2.2.3.
The current study focuses on convex domain geometries, namely a rectangle in 2D and
a cuboid in 3D. We denote by a and b the sides of a rectangular 2D domain and by a, b
and c the lengths of the edges of a 3D cuboid. Since there is an infinite number of possible
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network configurations that fit within the domain boundary, we restrict the number of
possible vertex locations to a set of points located over an N−dimensional lattice,
Λ :=
 N∑
i=1
ziei | zi ∈ Z
 , Λ ⊂ Ω,
where the basis vectors for the Euclidian space EN have equal magnitude in all directions
‖ei‖ = δ. In other words, the possible vertex locations are limited to the intersection vertices
of a regular Cartesian grid having grid spacing δ, such that two neighboring vertices on any
Cartesian axis direction are separated by a constant distance. The vertices of the graph data
structure corresponding to the point lattice are shown as open circles in the right figure.
Similarly, the number of possible edges is limited to those connecting neighboring vertices.
With these simplifications, the number of possible network configurations is drastically
reduced. Several properties are assigned to the graph data structure that represents
the microvascular network. A coordinate property in EN is associated with each vertex
corresponding to a point in the lattice. Each edge e represents a cylindrical microchannel
and has a length Le and diameter De . Networks containing microchannels oriented only in
the directions of the coordinate axes will be henceforth referred to as orthogonal. Similarly,
we will refer to as diagonal those networks having diagonal microchannels in addition to
the orthogonal ones (right Figure 2.1).
The optimization process starts from an initial structure that we call the network template,
which is the equivalent to the ground structure used in topology optimization [15]. This
network template has the maximum number of edges for the type of networks being
designed, and is illustrated in Figure 2.2 for orthogonal and diagonal networks over a
Figure 2.2 – 2D template structures for orthogonal (left) and diagonal (right) networks.
6 × 6 point lattice. The optimization then consists in finding the diameter for each edge
of the template structure from a finite set of discrete values D = {D0,D1, . . . ,Dm} such
that the resulting networks minimize two or more objective functions subjected to a set
of constraints. In contrast to the preliminary study on orthogonal networks presented in
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[31], the present study also allows for diagonal microchannels. However, microchannels
are permitted to intersect only on locations determined by the spatial point lattice in the
optimization process, so that a network containing microchannels intersecting outside the
point lattice (large hollow circle in Figure 2.1) is marked as unfeasible.
The solution of the flow objective functions requires boundary conditions. Figure 2.1
shows the inflow S and outflow T vertices located at the lower-right and upper-left
corners of the domain, respectively. These are the boundary conditions considered in the
2D problems investigated in this work, although other configurations including multiple
inflows and outflows can also be considered. In the more general case, inflow and outflow
vertices are defined over sets S ⊂ V and T ⊂ V , respectively. The formulation used to
obtain the objective functions and constraints is described next.
2.2.1 Void volume fraction and intersection constraint
The presence of a microvascular network in a material can have a detrimental impact on
its response to external loads as it tends to decrease its stiffness and strength. Thus, one of
the requirements for these materials is to minimize the void volume associated with the
microvascular network. For a 2D domain, the void volume fraction is defined as
v :=
∑
e∈E LeDe
AΩ
, (2.1)
corresponding to the normalized projected area of the network over its plane. Note that
this definition does not correct for the overlapping areas between adjacent microchannels,
which is assumed to be negligible for microchannels with high aspect ratios. Similarly,
for 3D domains and cylindrical microchannels, the void volume fraction is defined as
v := pi
∑
e∈E LeD2e
4VΩ
(2.2)
When dealing with the optimization of diagonal network templates, there exists the
possibility of producing networks where microchannels intersect at locations other than
those determined by the point lattice. As mentioned earlier, these networks are considered
to be unfeasible. Furthermore, the flow pressure values described in the next section
are computed only at lattice point locations so the pressure drop resulting from those
unfeasible networks is incorrect. Even though this problem could be avoided by creating
a vertex at the microchannel intersection, it may be desirable from the manufacturing point
of view to have the microchannels intersect at points determined by the point lattice. We
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thus introduce the microchannel intersection constraint, ψI, as
ψI :=
∑
ei∈E
∑
e j∈E ,e j,ei
ηIi j, (2.3)
where ηIi j = 1 if microchannels ei and e j intersect at a location not determined by the lattice
and ηIi j = 0 otherwise.
2.2.2 Flow objectives and constraints
The flow efficiency is obtained by computing the maximum pressure drop between any
two vertices in the spatial domain, assuming that the pressure drop in any microchannel
e is given by the classical Hagen-Poiseuille law
∆pe =
128νLe
piD4e
m˙e , (2.4)
where ν and m˙e denote the kinematic viscosity and mass flow rate of the fluid, respectively.
Assembling the contribution of all microchannels in the network results in a linear system
of equations ~K~p = ~˙m, where ~K is the network characteristic matrix, ~p is the network
pressure vector and ~˙m is the network mass flow rate vector [32]. Boundary conditions for
this problem involve prescribed pressure values at outflow locations and prescribed flow
at the inflow. The flow efficiency of the network is thus given by
∆p := max
vi,v j∈V
|pvi − pv j |. (2.5)
Note that the pressure drop in a microchannel (Equation (2.4)) is inversely proportional to
the fourth power of its diameter, in contrast to the linear or quadratic relationship found
earlier for the void volume fraction (Equations (2.1) and (2.2)).
A good microvascular network design not only minimizes the energy needed to drive
the flow through the network but also ensures that each of the microchannels has an active
flow. This is particularly important for self-cooling or self-sensing applications. Thus,
inner loops with no pressure differential have to be eliminated from the optimization, but
the GA cannot infer this information from the pressure drop computation given earlier.
As a result, we label as unfeasible those networks where there is zero flow in at least one
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of their microchannels. To that purpose, we define the non-zero flow constraint, ψF, as
ψF :=
∑
ei∈E
ηFi , η
F
i =
 1 if m˙ei = 0,0 otherwise. (2.6)
When dealing with multiple targets, there is a need to distribute the outflow evenly
among the various targets. Consider that the resulting design of a square microvascular
network is just a cell of a larger structure. Certainly, outflows that share a boundary of
the network will become inflows for a contiguous cell, so having heterogeneous flows
will introduce another complexity in the design of contiguous cells. On the other hand, if
the healing process is started at outflow locations (as in the healing of a coating [8]), flow
homogenization is also needed to obtain homogeneous healing. The fluid healing agent
undergoes a chemical reaction with the catalyst that is present in the coating, but this
reaction could be avoided completely if the flow were too high (washed out) or it could
even block the outflow if the flow were too low. In all problems studied in this work, we
assume that there is an external source of energy to drive the flow over the network, so
the amount of fluid that leaves the system is proportional to the prescribed inflow. To
ensure that the healing process at the T outflow locations be as homogeneous as possible,
we define the flow homogeneity parameter, ζ, as
ζ :=
1
m˙S
max
vi,v j∈T
|m˙vi − m˙v j |, (2.7)
where the maximum outflow difference is normalized by the total network inflow m˙S .
2.2.3 Coverage and redundancy
In the case of self-healing polymers, an ideal microvascular network will cover the entire
domain so that internal cracks nucleating anywhere in the domain can be arrested before
reaching a critical length leading to a catastrophic failure. The coverage is hereafter
imposed as a constraint by simply requiring a minimum degree d¯ on each vertex of the
graph that represents the microvascular network. The degree constraint, ψD, is then
computed as
ψD :=
∑
vi∈V
ηDi , η
D
i =
 1 if deg (vi) < d¯,0 otherwise. (2.8)
Probably the most desirable feature in the design of a microvascular network for self-
healing applications is the reliability of its structure when subjected to damage. In other
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words, when one or more microchannels are cut within the domain, the healing agent must
be able to reach most if not all areas in a good network design. The severity of such a cut
depends on the location of the damaged microchannels, ranging from preventing flow to
a single vertex in a corner to completely preventing any vertex from receiving flow (in case
the microchannel connecting the inflow is cut). This problem has been studied thoroughly
in the literature and is designated as the survivable network design problem [33, 34]. The
reliability of a network is obtained numerically through the redundancy matrix r, where
each entry ri j represents the number of node disjoint paths1 between vertices vi and v j. In
other words, ri j denotes the number of microchannels that have to be damaged in order
to make vertex v j unreachable from vertex vi. It is well known that the redundancy matrix
can be obtained by solving the maximum flow problem after assigning a unit capacity to
all edges [33]. However, obtaining the redundancy matrix is computationally expensive
since each entry ri j has a complexity O
(
V E2
)
with the algorithm devised by Edmonds and
Karp [35]. Since the computation of the minimum degree d¯ is only of complexity O (V ), we
have opted to investigate the relation between this parameter and the resulting network
redundancy2. We use the observation that there must be at least d¯ incident microchannels
on vertices vi and v j if there are to be d¯ disjoint paths between them. Nevertheless, this
is just a necessary condition since ri j might be lower than d¯ even if both vertices have d¯
incident microchannels.
To support this statement, let us consider the two groups of 2D networks considered in
this study over a square domain, i.e., the orthogonal and diagonal microvascular networks.
Furthermore, let us use the diameter set D = {0, 1} to indicate the presence or absence of
a microchannel in the network. Both the dimensions of the domain and the magnitude of
the diameters used are irrelevant to this study, which aims at correlating the redundancy
of the network to its minimum degree. In any cartesian direction, there are n = a/δ + 1
vertex locations. For a particular value of n, there are a total of |D|E possible microvascular
networks, with |D| = 2, E = n (n − 1) for orthogonal networks and E = 2 (2n − 1) (n − 1)
for diagonal networks. The lattices considered range from 2× 2 up to 6× 6. It is clear that
the exponential dependence on the number of edges, which in turn depends on n, makes
the study of larger lattices prohibitively expensive. Note on the other hand that many
of the networks within that total are not considered because they are either disconnected
networks or, in the case of diagonal networks, there are microchannels that intersect in
points not defined by the 2D lattice. Since the redundancy matrix is symmetric (i.e.,
1Two paths are called disjoint if they share no nodes other than the endpoints [34].
2The definition of d¯ is in contrast to the formal definition of the degree of a graph, which is the maximum
degree of its vertices.
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ri j = r ji), let us define the network average redundancy as
r¯ :=
1
V (V − 1)
∑
vi∈V
∑
v j∈V ,v j,vi
ri j. (2.9)
Figure 2.3 shows the average redundancy values for the feasible orthogonal (left) and
diagonal (right) networks, where each data set includes only structures for a particular
lattice size. For each set, the average of r¯ over all networks in the survey is marked by
a symbol, along with error bars that indicate maximum and minimum values. Results
are slightly offset along the d¯ axis to ease the visualization. For orthogonal networks (left
Figure 2.3), a 5×5 lattice requires more than a trillion evaluations. As a result, a sample of
the total number of networks was taken for the evaluations (indicated in the figures by an
asterisk after the lattice size). The sampling size, ranging from 106 to 107 networks, was
increased until no significant variation was obtained in the results. For diagonal networks
(right Figure 2.3), a sampling was required even for a 4× 4 lattice since a complete survey
of all networks involves more than 4 trillion evaluations. The figures show a quasi linear
dependence between the minimum degree of a network and its average reliability. In
other words, a microvascular network with minimum degree d¯ has a high probability of
having r¯ = d¯. This allows us to use the degree as a fundamental parameter in the design
of microvascular networks.
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Figure 2.3 – Correlation between the minimum degree d¯ and average network redun-
dancy r¯ (Equation (2.9)) for orthogonal (left) and diagonal (right) networks of various
lattice sizes. For each data set, the average value of r¯ for the survey is marked along
with error bars indicating minimum and maximum values. An asterisk indicates that
the data was obtained through sampling.
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2.3 Genetic algorithms
Since their introduction more than four decades ago [36, 37], GAs have proven to be an
efficient heuristics tool for the optimization of complex design problems. The notation
adopted in this section follows the convention used in [38, 39]. GAs usually start the
optimization from a population P containing a fixed number |P| of individuals I, each
with a distinctive chromosome C. In order to use the algorithm, a suitable representation
must be chosen to encode in the chromosome of an individual the different characteristics
of the problem for which an optimum is sought. The chromosome is a numeric string
where each location (alleleA in GA terminology) encodes a parameter (or part of it) of the
problem. The alleles can be chosen from a binary alphabet (Ai ∈ {0, 1}), a k−ary alphabet
(Ai ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k − 1}), or from the real numbers (Ai ∈ R).
In a simple GA [16], the population of individualsP0 is initialized randomly, after which
the algorithm enters a loop over tmax iterations or generations. In this loop, the entire
population is first evaluated according to a prescribed objective function that describes
numerically how fit the individuals are to solve the problem at hand. After this step
another loop is initiated to determine the parent population for the next generation by
applying the genetic operators selection, crossover and mutation. The selection mechanism
is where the “survival of the fittest” takes place since those individuals that are more fit are
more likely to be selected for reproduction. The mixing of the genetic information takes
place in the crossover operator, where two selected individuals interchange the alleles of
their chromosomes according to a certain criterion. The mutation is a slight modification
in the characteristics of an individual and it is usually performed by changing the value
of one of the alleles in the chromosome.
Even though the simple GA can be used to solve Multi-Objective Optimization Prob-
lems (MOOPs) [40], better results can be achieved by using Multi-Objective Evolutionary
Algorithms (MOEAs) [41, 42, 43, 44]. With the simple GA, a MOOP is converted to a single
weighted objective function, with different weights selected to assign different priorities
to the corresponding objectives. The drawbacks of using a simple GA to solve MOOPs are
evident not only because the solution obtained cannot capture the tradeoff between the
different objectives but also because the determination of the weighting factors tends to
influence the solution substantially. MOEAs, on the other hand, can capture the tradeoffs
between conflicting objectives by carrying out a Pareto-optimization, in which individuals
are compared in all objectives to determine the best candidates for the next generation.
Some definitions are needed to understand how the MOEA-based optimization process
works. At a given generation t < tmax, let us divide the population in two mutually
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exclusive sets containing feasible and unfeasible individuals, i.e.,
P = P f ∪ Pu, P f ∩ Pu = ∅,
where P f =
{
Ii | ψi = 0
}
and Pu =
{
Ii | ψi , 0
}
. Let the domination operator, S, over
the space S be defined such that the i−th individual Ii in the population P dominates
another individual I j if Ii is better than I j in at least one dimension over the space S and
is no worse in the rest3. Therefore, we denote Ii Ψ I j an individual Ii that dominates
another individual I j in the constraint function space Ψ. The same reasoning follows for
the objective function space Φ. With this definition, let the global domination operator,
≪, be defined such that Ii dominates I j (i.e., Ii≪ I j) if any of the following conditions
holds:
• Ii ∈ P f ,I j ∈ Pu
• Ii,I j ∈ Pu,Ii Ψ I j
• Ii,I j ∈ P f ,Ii Φ I j
In other words, the i−th individual dominates the j−th individual if Ii is feasible and I j is
not, or both individuals are unfeasible but Ii dominates I j in constraint function space Ψ,
or both individuals are feasible and Ii dominates I j in objective function space Φ. With
this definition, the evolution is different from a single-objective optimization since the
selection process keeps nondominated solutions. This is schematically shown in Figure
2.4, where a randomly created population is optimized4 for two objective functionsφ1 and
φ2. Through the evolution process, all individuals approach the so-called Pareto-optimal
front, where all individuals lying on it are optimal solutions to the MOOP.
For this work, the Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) introduced
by Deb et al. [46] is used. The original algorithm was modified in order to handle
constraints by using the operator ≪ defined earlier, and is described in Algorithm 1.
The main difference between the simple GA and the NSGA-II presented in Algorithm 1
is in the way individuals are selected in order to retain those nondominated solutions.
An offspring population is obtained by applying the same genetic operators used for the
simple GA, forming a combined parent-offspring population of size 2|P|. All individuals
in the combined population are grouped first according to their non-domination rank in
fronts Fi, i = 1, 2, . . . ,n, such that individuals in Fi dominate those of subsequent fronts
(i.e., fronts F j, j > i). In order to select the individuals that will constitute the parent
3The concept of dominance is borrowed from the field of economics and it is due to Vilfredo Pareto [45].
4Minimization is carried out in the schematic figure, thus the Pareto-optimal front is closer to the origin
at the lower-left corner.
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Algorithm 1 NSGA-II [46]
procedure Evolve(|P|, tmax)
P0 = Random(|P|))
Q0 = ApplyGeneticOperators(P0)
while t < tmax do
t← t + 1
Rt = Pt ∪Qt
F = FastNondominatedSort(Rt)
repeat
CrowdingDistanceAssignment(Fi)
Pt+1 = Pt+1 ∪ Fi
until |Pt+1| < |P|
sort(Pt+1,≪)
Pt+1 = Pt+1 [0 : |P|]
Qt+1 = ApplyGeneticOperators(Pt+1)
end while
end procedure
population in the next generation, the algorithm first selects all fronts that completely fit
in the population size (i.e., all fronts Fi are selected such that | ∪i Fi| ≤ |P|). The |P| − | ∪i Fi|
remaining individuals (if any) are selected by also considering a crowding parameter,
used to distribute individuals more evenly along the fronts throughout the computation.
To illustrate how the algorithm works, consider the two-objective optimization problem
MPO4 presented in [46]. The left plot in Figure 2.5 shows the 100 selected individuals, most
of them lying in the Pareto-optimal front for this problem, while the right plot presents
the resulting fronts obtained in that particular generation for the combined population of
size 2|P|. Note that, on the figure that shows the fronts Fi, the discrete points are joined
by lines for visualization purposes, but the lines themselves do not represent the fronts.
2.3.1 Microvascular network representation
As mentioned earlier, the use of GAs to carry out the optimization of a problem involves
finding a suitable GA representation. In our case, the microvascular network is idealized
as a graph data structure and the optimization is carried out on the diameters. An integer
representation of cardinality k, referred to as k-ary alphabet in GA terminology, is chosen
to represent the set of k possible discrete diameters. Therefore, the number of alleles in the
chromosome of a network individual equals the number of microchannels in the network
and the allele values map to a discrete set of diameters, chosen according to manufacturing
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Figure 2.4 – Schematic of multi-objective optimization, showing a randomly created
population of individuals at t = 0 evolving towards a Pareto-optimal front at iteration
t = tmax.
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Figure 2.5 – NSGA-II results for problem MPO4 [46] at a particular generation, show-
ing most individuals lying on the Pareto-optimal front for this problem (left) and the
corresponding non-dominated fronts Fi, i = 1, . . . , 12 (right). Discrete points repre-
senting the fronts in the right figure are joined by lines for visualization.
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requirements.
To illustrate the network representation, let us consider a 2D diagonal network template
on a 3 × 3 point lattice (left Figure 2.6). This template has 20 microchannels and a
conforming chromosome will have the same number of alleles. Let the possible diameter
choices be limited to the setD = {Di | Di = i · 25µm, i = 0, 1, . . . , 5}. Then, the chromosome
C = {44031205311400225042}
produces the mapping shown at the right in Figure 2.6, i.e., the first and second alleles map
to a diameter D4 = 100µm, the third one maps to D0 = 0µm (absence of the microchannel),
the fourth one to D3 = 75µm, and so forth.
Figure 2.6 – Network template (left) for diagonal networks over a 3 × 3 point lattice
and resulting microvascular network (right) after applying the mapping given by a
chromosome C.
2.3.2 Objective functions and constraints
The selection process within the GA needs to differentiate the “fittest individuals” by
assigning numerical values to each of the objective functions and constraints considered.
Most of the study presented in this manuscript focuses on the objective functions asso-
ciated with the flow efficiency and void volume fraction, with an example considering
also the flow homogeneity across outflow locations. The coverage of the network is im-
posed by constraint, as well as the requirement to have intersection of microchannels
only at lattice point locations. Most examples will also enforce the presence of flow in
every microchannel. In all cases presented in this paper, the optimization involves the
minimization of the objective functions and is stated formally as
minimize φ =
{
φi
}m
i=1
,
such that ψ =
{
ψi
}n
i=1 = 0, (2.10)
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where the optimization is carried out on the set of m objective functions subjected to n
equality constraints.
The void volume fraction is computed using Equations (2.1) and (2.2) for the 2D and
3D networks, respectively. The flow efficiency is evaluated through the computation of
the maximum pressure difference between any two vertices of the network, i.e., Equation
2.5. The computed values are normalized by a reference network topology. For 2D
problems involving a square domain of side a with a single inflow and outflow located at
opposite corners (right Figure 2.1), the reference network consists of a single microchannel
connecting the source to the target with diameter Dref = 100µm. The corresponding
reference values for the void volume fraction (vref) and pressure drop (∆pref) are
vref =
√
2Dref
a
, ∆pref =
128
√
2aν
piD4ref
m˙S. (2.11)
For more complex 3D problems with single or multiple outflow locations, the reference
network topology is chosen to be the same as the template used in the optimization.
Thus, the objective functions associated with the void volume fraction, φv, and flow
efficiency, φ f , are
φv =
v
vref
, φ f =
∆p
∆pref
, (2.12)
where v and ∆p correspond to the values of the network being evaluated. A third objective
function considered in this study is the flow homogeneity defined by Equation (2.7) (i.e.,
φh = ζ), where the maximum flow difference among outflows is normalized by the total
inflow. Since zero diameter (i.e., missing) channels are considered in the optimization
process, disconnected networks may occur. Where such a network is found, very high
values are assigned to φ f and φh so the network becomes a “bad individual” for the
selection process in the GA.
2.3.3 Genetic operators
The creation of an offspring population in the NSGA-II algorithm to form the combined
population involves the use of genetic operators. For the selection process, tournament
selection with selection pressure s = 4 is used [17]. In tournament selection, two indi-
viduals are selected and the dominated individual according to the operator≪ defined
in Section 2.3 is discarded. The winner is then compared to another contender and this
process is repeated until s individuals are compared.
One point crossover is used in all crossover operations [16]. This mechanism randomly
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selects one of the |C| − 1 possible crossover points and then exchange all alleles between
the two selected individuals after this point. A high probability of crossover pc is used in
this work, usually pc = 0.9.
The chromosomes in this study have cardinality k > 2 so simple bit mutation, the
most common mutation operator [16], cannot be used. The mutation operator considered
here uses a Gaussian probability density function centered at the value of the allele to be
mutated. In this way, the mutation has a higher probability to select values that are close
to the original allele. This technique is borrowed from other evolutionary algorithms and
is adapted so it can be used with integer values. The probability of mutation pm is chosen
such that, on average, at most one allele is mutated in the chromosome, i.e., pm ≤ 1/|C|.
2.4 Results
This section starts with the description of a typical multi-objective optimization using
GAs, followed by a series of optimized problems. If not explicitly stated, it is implied that
the GA has completely converged to a Pareto-optimal front. This can be concluded after
observing no significant differences on the front for many generations.
2.4.1 Multi-objective constrained optimization
To illustrate the optimization process, consider a 2D square domain with side a = 10 mm
where the point lattice has δ = 1 mm (11 × 11 lattice), resulting in V = n2 = 121 vertex
locations, with n = a/δ + 1. The set of possible diameter choices isD [µm] = {0, 100, 200}.
The inflow and outflow vertices are located in the lower-right and upper-left corners,
respectively. A diagonal template is considered for the optimization, containing E =
2 (2n − 1) (n − 1) = 420 edges. We constrain the optimization to those networks having
microchannel intersections at lattice point locations (Equation (2.3)), covering the entire
domain with a minimum degree d¯ = 2 (Equation (2.8)) and with flow at every microchannel
(Equation (2.6)). Considering as objectives for the optimization the void volume fraction
and the flow efficiency, the resulting optimization problem is stated as
minimize φ =
{
φv, φ f
}
,
such that ψ =
{
ψD, ψI, ψF
}
= 0.
A typical run of the multi-objective optimization is illustrated in Figures 2.7, which
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present snapshots of the objective function and constraint spaces at generations t = 0,
t = 21 and t = 25. The initial randomly generated population contains only unfeasible
individuals, as shown in Figures 2.7a and 2.7d. Both plots show only those individuals for
which the microvascular network is not disconnected, accounting for approximately 71%
of the total. Recall that when a disconnected network is found, the flow efficiency objective
and the non-zero flow constraint are penalized with a very high value (i.e., machine
representation of infinity). At this stage the optimization is carried out in constraint
space and the algorithm selects the better structures for the next generation according to
their feasibility. Generation t = 21 is the first generation for which a feasible individual
appears (indicated by an arrow in Figure 2.7b) and the entire population becomes feasible
after only four more generations as shown in Figures 2.7c and 2.7f. After this point, the
optimization is carried out in objective function space until the algorithm converges to the
Pareto-optimal front. It is worth mentioning that unfeasible individuals are completely
eliminated from the population after a few generations for all objective functions and
constraints presented in this work. Moreover, no new unfeasible solutions appear after
the entire population becomes feasible.
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Figure 2.7 – Objective function and constraint spaces at three early steps of the
optimization (t = 0, t = 21 and t = 25). Plots on the upper row show the objective
function space composed of void volume fraction φv and flow efficiency φ f . Plots
on the lower row show the constraint function space, composed of degree constraint
ψD, intersection constraint ψI and flow constraint ψF. Crosses (+) and diamond (^)
symbols indicate unfeasible and feasible individuals, respectively.
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Optimization results after 2000 generations for a population size |P| = 5000 are pre-
sented in Figure 2.8 (top). The obtained Pareto-optimal front for competing objectives φv
and φ f is shown on the left, whereas the microvascular networks for selected individuals
labeled (a) through (d) are shown on the right. Individual (a), which is composed only of
100µm diameter microchannels, has the minimum void volume fraction but the highest
pressure drop. Individual (b) shows a set of connected microchannels with the largest
diameter D = 200µm directing most of the flow through a direct path between the source
and the target. The emergence of this path in the solution creates a jump in the flow
efficiency in the Pareto-optimal front. Similarly, the network corresponding to individual
(c) has three main paths of microchannels with the largest diameter. Finally, individual (d)
is the right-most individual resulting from this particular optimization, having the maxi-
mum void volume fraction, but the minimum pressure drop. It is important to note that
all the networks obtained in this optimization are optimal solutions to the problem and
that all of them respect the imposed constraints. Moreover, the algorithm picks the best
orientation for most of the diagonal microchannels in the resulting optimized structures
even though the starting template structure is not biased regarding the orientation.
Constraints reduce the search space and guide the GA to obtain only networks with
desired properties and/or without undesired features. For example, consider the same
optimization problem subjected this time to constraints ψ =
{
ψD, ψI
}
, i.e., without the
non-zero flow constraint. The results for this optimization are illustrated in Figure 2.8
(bottom), where the darker colored microchannels of the selected networks correspond
to those that have no flow. In fact, for this particular run 90% of the resulting optimized
structures had microchannels with zero flow. Interestingly, the Pareto-optimal front in this
optimization is almost identical to that obtained while accounting for the non-zero flow
constraint (top-left Figure 2.8), but the resulting structures have a completely different
behavior.
2.4.2 Effect of microchannel orientation
The effect of the microchannel orientation is studied here by comparing the optimization
of an orthogonal network template (left Figure 2.2) with the fully constrained results of
the previous section. Thus, the optimization of the orthogonal template uses the same
domain size and point lattice described earlier (i.e., a = 10 mm,V = n2 = 121 vertex
locations, n = a/δ + 1). Void volume fraction and flow efficiency are used again as the
objective functions. The orthogonal template has a total of E = 2n (n − 1) = 220 edges and
is optimized using the diameter set DO [µm] = {100, 200}. There is no need to constrain
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Figure 2.8 – Pareto-optimal front and selected networks after 2000 generations for
a 11 × 11 square lattice with d¯ = 2, considering non-zero flow constraint (top), and
neglecting it (bottom). Inflow and outflow vertices are located in the lower-right
and upper-left corners, respectively. Eight networks labeled (a) through (h) on the
optimal fronts are shown on the right. The darker segments in networks (e) through
(h) denote microchannels with zero flow. The source and target locations are denoted
by arrows in Figures 2.8a and 2.8e.
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this optimization because the absence of the null diameter ensures complete coverage and
intersections only occur at lattice points. Therefore, the optimization of the orthogonal
template is stated as
minimize φ =
{
φv, φ f
}
.
Recall from the previous section that the diagonal template considers also the null diame-
ter, allowing for a possible match between the resulting diagonal and orthogonal networks
in certain areas of the domain.
The NSGA-II results for both optimization problems are plotted in Figure 2.9, where
they are denoted as orthogonal and diagonal. Different population sizes and maximum
number of generations were chosen for each optimization. The chromosome size and
its cardinality (number of possible allele choices) are higher for diagonal networks, so
the genetic algorithm needs more computational resources to obtain solutions lying on
the Pareto-optimal front. The optimization of orthogonal networks was run for 1000
generations with a population size |P| = 3000. The orthogonal data set shows the entire
population on the Pareto-optimal front. Recall from the previous section that the opti-
mization of the diagonal network was run for 2000 generations with a population size
|P| = 5000. Not all the individuals of the diagonal data set are displayed as the figure is
cropped for visualization purposes.
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Figure 2.9 – NSGA-II results for the optimization of orthogonal and diagonal network
templates (left) and selected microvascular networks for the orthogonal template op-
timization (right). Refer to Figures 2.8b through 2.8d for selected diagonal networks.
Figure 2.9a shows the inflow and outflow locations.
Four networks from the orthogonal template optimization, labeled (a) through (d)
on the Pareto-optimal front, are selected for visualization (right Figure 2.9). Labels 2.8b
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through 2.8d refer to the diagonal networks presented in Figure 2.8 for the fully constrained
optimization. As in the previous section, Figure 2.9a corresponds to the individual with the
minimum void volume fraction but with the highest flow resistance. All the microchannels
in the microvascular network converged to the minimum value D = 100µm. Solutions
2.9b and 2.9c resemble those given in the previous section, where most of the flow is
directed through main paths of interconnected microchannels having the largest diameter.
An individual for which almost all microchannels have converged to the largest diameter
is presented in Figure 2.9d. The optimum individual with the highest void volume fraction
(and consequently the minimum flow resistance) would have all its microchannels with
the largest diameter, thus it is expected that running the algorithm for more generations
or with a higher population size would produce this result. Note that having diagonal
microchannels and the null diameter in the diagonal template optimization allows us to
obtain individuals in a wider range for both objective functions and a much more efficient
flow network for a given void volume fraction.
2.4.3 Effect of network minimum degree
We now turn our attention to the issue of coverage imposed as a constraint by requiring
a minimum degree d¯ on all vertices of the graph (Equation (2.8)). It was shown in Section
2.2.3 how this parameter relates to the reliability of the network when subjected to damage.
We vary the minimum degree target d¯ from 0 (unconstrained case) to 3 (networks having
at least three incident microchannels at each vertex) for networks within a 2D square
domain with side a = 10 mm over a 6 × 6 point lattice (δ = 2 mm). Refer to Figure 2.2
for the template network used in the optimization and to Section 2.3.2 for a description
on the reference network used for the normalization of the objective function values. For
this study, the diameter set is D [µm] = {0, 100}. Again, the inflow and outflow vertices
are located at the lower-right and upper-left corners, respectively. The non-zero flow
constraint is not imposed in all optimizations of this section.
Figure 2.10 presents the resulting Pareto-optimal fronts for all optimizations. For high
values of the void volume fraction, all curves lie on top of each other since the distinction
between different values of d¯ vanish for “fully populated networks”. For low values of φv,
notable differences are obtained, with low-d¯ networks achieving better flow efficiencies.
Some of the resulting networks, labeled (a) through (l) on the fronts, are also shown in
Figure 2.10. The first four figures correspond to the unconstrained case (d¯ = 0). The
optimal solution for an individual containing the minimum void volume fraction would
correspond to a set of microchannels forming a straight path between the source and the
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target. The network shown in Figure 2.10a has a structure similar to that of the reference
network used for normalization and the algorithm would have matched it had it been
run for more generations or had the population size been increased. The individual
shown in Figure 2.10d matches the optimum containing the highest void volume fraction.
Note once again how the optimized networks naturally align with the source to target
direction. Networks 2.10b and 2.10c correspond to two individuals with intermediate
objective function values. Structures 2.10e and 2.10f belong to the second optimization,
with imposed minimum degree d¯ = 1. The first network shows how the flow efficiency
is deteriorated by maximizing the distance between inflow and outflow. The second
network shows a jump in the pressure drop in Figure 2.10 due to the fact that this is the
first network for which the flow reaches the outflow in two distinct paths. The networks
resulting from the optimization with an imposed degree d¯ = 2 are labeled 2.10g through
2.10j. The first network shows the individual with minimum void volume fraction. The
next three individuals show symmetric patterns that result from the optimization in
increasing order of void volume fraction. The last two figures, labeled 2.10k and 2.10l,
illustrate the results for the last optimization for which d¯ = 3. Note that the algorithm
has oriented the two microchannels in the lower-left and upper-right corners of the lattice
in order to respect the constraint on the degree. These two networks correspond to the
extreme point locations on the Pareto-optimal front for this optimization.
2.4.4 Diameter set study
The influence of the magnitude of one of the diameters in the set as it increases from
D = 20µm to D = 80µm is studied in this section for diagonal networks. Thus, the i−th
optimization has a set of diameters
Di [µm] = {0, 20 (i − 1) , 100, i = 1, 2, . . . , 5} .
As in the previous case, the square domain for this problem has a side a = 10 mm, and
spacing δ = 2 mm. Also, let us consider as feasible only those networks with imposed
degree d¯ = 2, which guarantees a complete coverage of the domain and same level of
redundancy.
Once again, the results obtained from the algorithm are shown in Figure 2.11, which
are very similar to those given in the previous section since all curves lie on top of each
other for high values of void volume fraction. The effect of the intermediate diameter
value is seen for small values of φv. The figure was cropped for visualization purposes, as
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Figure 2.10 – NSGA-II results for network minimum degree study (top) and selected
networks labeled (a) through (l) in the Pareto-optimal fronts. (a) through (d): d¯ = 0;
(e) and (f): d¯ = 1; (g) through (j): d¯ = 2; (k) and (l): d¯ = 3. Source and target locations
are marked by arrows in Figure 2.10a.
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some networks composed almost exclusively of intermediate-diameter microchannels are
characterized by very high pressure drop values. Recall that the pressure drop is inversely
proportional to the fourth power of the diameter. The results presented in Figure 2.11
indicate that the most efficient networks combine large-diameter microchannels directing
most of the flow between the source and the target and small-diameter ones addressing
the coverage and redundancy requirement, as is the case in many biological systems.
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Figure 2.11 – NSGA-II evolution results for the diameter set study. Networks labeled
(a) and (b) are shown on the right and correspond to the optimization with diameter
set D [µm] = {0, 20, 100}. The source and target locations are marked as arrows in
Figure 2.11a.
2.4.5 3D optimization
A 3D domain is optimized in this section by simply changing the template structure. This
can be done because the underlying optimization scheme using GAs is independent of
the network used as the template. As usual, we take φv and φ f as primary objective
functions. Consider a cuboid with a = b = c = 10 mm (i.e., a cube) and a 11 × 11 × 11
point lattice (δ = 1 mm). The template and reference networks have the same structure
and consist of microchannels oriented only in the directions of the coordinate axes x, y
and z (i.e., orthogonal network). For this structure, there are E = 3n2 (n − 1) = 3630 edges,
where n = a/δ + 1. The diameter set considered is again D [µm] = {0, 100, 200} with a
fixed diameter for the reference structure Dref = 150µm, resulting in vref = 7.63%. For this
problem the inflow is located at one of the vertices of the cube and the outflow is located
at the vertex furthest from the inflow. The optimization is constrained to those networks
having non-zero flow in all microchannels and having a minimum degree d¯ = 2.
Results for this optimization are summarized in Figure 2.12, where some structures
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lying on the optimal front (top) are selected for visualization (bottom). Darker colored
microchannels have the largest diameter value D = 200µm. The results follow the same
criteria described in the previous sections, where the emergence of sets of microchannels
having the largest diameter reduce the pressure drop but increase the void volume fraction.
It is worth mentioning that this problem has a total of 33630 different networks and yet
the trade-off between conflicting objective functions is still well captured with a relatively
modest population size of 8000 individuals.
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Figure 2.12 – NSGA-II results for a 3D optimization (top) and selected networks lying
on the Pareto-optimal front (bottom). Darker-colored microchannels correspond to
those with the largest diameter. The arrows in Figure 2.12a show source and target
locations.
2.4.6 3-objective optimization
A third objective function that deals with the homogeneity of flow at target locations
is introduced here. Consider a 3D cuboid with dimensions a = 10 mm, b = 4 mm and
c = 1 mm. A point lattice with δ = 1 mm produces 11 × 5 × 2 possible vertex locations.
Furthermore, consider all vertices lying on the top surface of the cuboid as outflows
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(totalling T = 55 targets) and a single inflow is located at the midpoint of a short edge
at the bottom surface. The template and reference network for this optimization are
again orthogonal networks. The reference network has a diameter Dref = 50µm and the
diameter set to consider isD [µm] = {0, 10, 100}. The minimization problem is then
minimize φ =
{
φv, φ f , φh
}
,
such that ψ =
{
ψD, ψF
}
= 0.
For this problem the degree constraint is relaxed at outflow locations because failing to
do so would always produce unfeasible networks. In other words, all outflow vertices
have the same pressure so any microchannel connecting two of them would have had
zero flow had the degree constraint been satisfied.
Two different views of the resulting “Pareto-optimal surface” are illustrated in Figure
2.13, along with selected network structures. Once again the algorithm is able to capture
the tradeoffs between the different objectives. After a few generations the algorithm
eliminates all unfeasible solutions. This translates in assigning a zero diameter to all
microchannels of the template close to the upper surface of the cuboid since all of them
have zero flow. The network labeled 2.13a has the minimum value φh = 0.0005 for
the flow homogeneity objective function, showing that all vertical microchannels take
the lowest non-zero diameter and a distribution network is created underneath. This
network achieves a nearly optimum outflow distribution, with minimum and maximum
outflow values deviating by only −1.25% and 1.46% respectively, from the optimum value
m˙S/T. As shown in Figure 2.13 (top), the optimal front has a distinct discrete nature and is
composed of two main “branches”. The solution labeled 2.13b belongs to a set of solutions
where φh is not optimal. However, these solutions are characterized by a substantially
better flow efficiency as one or more large-diameter microchannels link the source to at
least one of the targets. Finally, the network 2.13c corresponds to the individual with the
lowest void volume fraction for this particular run, showing most of the microchannels
converged to the smallest non-zero diameter. However, this network is not as optimal as
network 2.13a in terms of outflow uniformity (φh = 0.1053) and pressure drop (φ f = 203.1).
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Figure 2.13 – NSGA-II results showing two different views of the Pareto-optimal
surface for a 3-objective problem (top) and selected resulting structures (bottom).
The boundary conditions for the flow objectives consider a single inflow shown by
an arrow in Figure 2.13a and 55 outflows located in the upper surface.
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2.5 Conclusions
This work has presented a study on the use of a multi-objective GA in the optimiza-
tion of microvascular flow networks decomposed into a set of mathematically simple
objective functions. The algorithm is able to capture adequately the tradeoff between
conflicting objective functions and to eliminate unfeasible solutions. Constraints restrict
the search space and guide the algorithm to obtain only feasible solutions after a few
generations. The GA naturally evolves the networks towards paths of minimal flow
resistance between the source and the target. The optimized results show how the addi-
tion of diagonal microchannels in the template improves flow efficiency, specially at low
values of the void volume fraction. The analysis also demonstrated the cost in terms of
void volume fraction of added redundancy in the networks. Similar to many biological
systems, the most flow-efficient networks resulting from the GA optimization combine
large-diameter microchannels directing most of the flow between the source and the target
with small-diameter ones addressing the coverage and redundancy requirements. Even
though the study was carried out on simple geometries, the extension to more complex
geometries is easily accomplished by selecting a different template structure since the
underlying evolution process is independent of the template selection, as demonstrated
in the optimization of 3D templates.
To conclude this study, let us mention a couple of issues associated with the multi-
objective GA used in this microvascular network design. In all problems studied in this
work, the NSGA-II algorithm has no difficulty reaching the Pareto-optimal front and, once
this front is reached, the subsequent generations create individuals that spread uniformly
along it. However, the use of the crowding distance parameter in the selection exchanges
optimal solutions in tightly crowded areas over the front for non-optimal yet less crowded
ones [47]. Also, the algorithm has difficulties when trying to find the individuals with
extreme values on the Pareto front. Furthermore, the algorithm does not scale well with
the problem size. However, there have been successful attempts to obtain scalable GAs by
combining the algorithm with other techniques [48] or by exploiting the “embarrassingly
parallel” nature of the evaluation process [49].
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3 GFEM-based solver for the heat equation
This chapter presents the peer-reviewed article published in 2009 in the International
Journal for Numerical Methods in Engineering [19].
Generalized finite element enrichment functions for
discontinuous gradient fields
Abstract
A general GFEM/XFEM formulation is presented to solve two-dimensional prob-
lems characterized by C0 continuity with gradient jumps along discrete lines, such as
those found in the thermal and structural analysis of heterogeneous materials or in line
load problems in homogeneous media. The new enrichment functions presented in
this paper allow solving problems with multiple intersecting discontinuity lines, such
as those found at triple junctions in polycrystalline materials and in actively cooled
microvascular materials with complex embedded networks. We show how the intro-
duction of enrichment functions yields accurate finite element solutions with meshes
that do not conform to the geometry of the discontinuity lines. The use of the proposed
enrichments in both linear and quadratic approximations is investigated, as well as their
combination with interface enrichment functions available in the literature. Through
a detailed convergence study, we demonstrate that quadratic approximations do not
require any correction to the method to recover optimal convergence rates and that they
perform better than linear approximations for the same number of degrees of freedom
in the solution of this type of problems. In the linear case, the effectiveness of correction
functions proposed in the literature is also investigated.
3.1 Introduction
Discontinuous gradient fields appear in many problems in physics and engineering. Ex-
amples include thermal and structural analyses of heterogeneous materials such as poly-
crystals, where C0 continuity is observed along grain boundaries, or composite materials,
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where a discontinuous gradient is obtained along inclusion boundaries. Homogeneous
materials can also exhibit solutions characterized by discontinuous gradients. Examples
include problems with thermal or structural loads applied over very narrow regions,
mathematically modeled as line loads. An example of such a model can be found in
the thermal response of a new type of polymeric materials that contains an embedded
microvascular network (i.e., a flow network where the diameter of the channels can be as
small as 10µm). These materials are currently being considered for thermal management
[22]. In the mathematical model of such a system, the cooling effect of the microchannels
can be collapsed to a thermal heat sink over a line.
The standard finite element method usually approaches these problems using a con-
forming finite element mesh [50]. Throughout the paper the terminology conforming mesh
and matching mesh will be used interchangeably, referring to meshes where the edges of the
finite elements follow the grain boundaries or the line loads1. The inherent C0 continuous
nature of the resulting finite element approximation automatically satisfies the required
jumps in the gradient along those boundaries. However, there may be cases where creat-
ing a conforming mesh is not feasible or is computationally too demanding. The problem
geometry can be such that the creation of a conforming mesh requires finite elements with
unacceptable aspect ratios. Furthermore, creating a conforming mesh may necessitate
advanced meshing tools not available to the analyst (especially in 3D) or sometimes not
sufficiently robust to handle complex geometries. The complexity and computational
cost of creating conforming meshes are especially critical in transient problems involving
moving line loads or boundaries.
By eliminating the complexity of the computational geometry and allowing the dis-
cretization to become independent of the underlying geometry, the Generalized/Extended
Finite Element Method (GFEM/XFEM) provides an attractive alternative for this class of
problems. Since its introduction in the mid-nineties [51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56], the method
has increasingly gained attention in the FE community because of the added flexibility it
offers compared to the conventional FEM. For more details on the history of development
of these methods we refer the reader to [57] and the references therein. The GFEM/XFEM
allows the use of a priori knowledge about the solution of a problem to obtain an im-
proved finite element approximation or to recover optimal convergence by the use of a
non-matching mesh. This knowledge is introduced through the use of enrichment functions
that can range from polynomials to very sophisticated handbook functions (e.g., the West-
ergaard solutions for a crack in an infinite plate). The mesh independence that the method
1In contrast to other commonly used terminology, where a non-conforming mesh implies, e.g., regions
in the mesh having hanging nodes and thus creating a discontinuous solution.
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provides plays a fundamental role in problems that require complete remeshing or even
refinement around areas of interest inside the problem domain. Problems addressed by
the GFEM include structural problems [58, 59], crack propagation in fracture mechanics
[60, 61, 62, 63, 64] and phase interface/change problems [65, 66, 67, 68].
The method has also been used for problems that involve embedded particles or holes
[69, 70, 71]. In this line of work, the material interfaces completely cut the finite elements
and the proposed enrichment functions attempt to recover the discontinuous gradient
field at the interfaces. In order to do so, the elements split by the interfaces are subdivided
in integration elements that use the right material properties according to the side of the
interfaces they lie on. Material interfaces can also be handled using the GFEM proposed by
Babusˇka and Osborn [72]. They used the so-called broken function to solve 1D problems
using finite element meshes that do not match material interfaces. Most of the work
available in the literature deals with these problems, and it was reported that some of
these enrichments provide optimal convergence when the mismatch between material
properties is not too high [73]. However, little attention has been paid to the more
general case where multiple interfaces meet inside a finite element and a C0 continuous
field is recovered. In these cases, a conforming mesh to the junctions could be used in
conjunction with the interface enrichment functions mentioned above. Yet, the use of a
truly non-conforming mesh is always desired, and two approaches have been proposed
in the literature to deal with multiple intersecting weak discontinuities. The first one uses
enrichment functions based on the product of the distance functions to the interfaces [74].
The second approach, presented in [75], uses Heaviside enrichments and the continuity
is enforced using a traction separation law, following the methodology proposed in [59]
for strong discontinuities. This work introduces new enrichment functions that address
the problem of having multiple interfaces intersecting inside finite elements and detailed
convergence results are given. The end result is the creation of a finite element mesh that
is completely independent of the geometry of the problem. The results in this paper are
obtained in the context of the heat equation, but the enrichment functions are general and
can be used to simulate other physical phenomena (e.g., elasticity problems). It is shown
that in all cases, quadratic approximations are more accurate than their linear counterparts
for the same number of degrees of freedom. It is also shown that the use of the correction
to the GFEM/XFEM proposed in [76] is not required for quadratic approximations in order
to achieve optimal convergence rates and that for linear approximations, some enrichment
functions fail to recover optimal convergence even when using such correction. A detailed
review on the GFEM/XFEM for material modeling can be found in [57].
Section 3.2 describes the problem to solve and gives a brief introduction to the GFEM.
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The proposed enrichment functions are presented in Section 3.3 and convergence results
follow in Section 3.4. Section 3.5 presents real applications where the proposed enrichment
functions are used. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in Section 3.6.
3.2 Problem description
Consider in Figure 3.1 an open domain Ω ⊂ R2 with boundary Γ = Ω−Ω, the latter having
outward unit normal n and partitioned into mutually exclusive regions Γu and Γq such
that Γ = Γu ∪ Γq and Γu ∩ Γq = ∅. Dropping the dependance on position x, the strong form
for the steady-state thermal boundary value problem can be written as follows: Given the
x
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Ω
q¯
Γq
ωα
xα
Figure 3.1 – Two-dimensional domain Ω used in the formulation of the problem. The
boundary of the domain is split in two mutually exclusive regions Γu and Γq where
Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions are applied, respectively. The figure
also shows part of a mesh of triangular elements used for discretization showing the
cloud or support ωα for node xα.
thermal conductivity κ : Ω→ R2×R2, the heat source f : Ω→ R, prescribed temperature
u¯ : Γu → R and prescribed heat flux q¯ : Γq → R, find the temperature field u : Ω→ R such
that
∇ · (κ∇u) + f = 0 on Ω,
u = u¯ on Γu,
κ∇u · n = q¯ on Γq.
(3.1)
LetU = {u | u|Γu = u¯} ⊂ H1 (Ω) be the set of trial solutions for the temperature field and
V = {v | v|Γu = 0} ⊂ H10 (Ω) be the variation space. The weak form of the problem reads:
Given κ, f , u¯ and q¯ as before, find u ∈ U such that
a (w,u) =
(
w, f
)
+
(
w, q¯
)
Γq
∀w ∈ V, (3.2)
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where the bilinear and linear forms are given by
a (w,u) =
∫
Ω
∇w · (κ∇u) dΩ,
(
w, f
)
=
∫
Ω
w f dΩ,
(
w, q¯
)
Γq
=
∫
Γq
wq¯ dΓ.
For the Galerkin approximation, letVh ⊂ V andUh ⊂ U be finite-dimensional sets such
that Vh =
{
vh | vh|Γu = 0
}
and Uh =
{
uh | uh = vh + u¯h, u¯h|Γu ≈ u¯, vh ∈ Vh
}
. The Galerkin
statement of the boundary value problem is expressed as: Given κ, f , u¯ and q¯ as before,
find uh = vh + u¯h ∈ Uh such that
a
(
wh, vh
)
=
(
wh, f
)
+
(
wh, q¯
)
Γq
− a
(
wh, u¯h
)
∀wh ∈ Vh. (3.3)
The application of Dirichlet boundary conditions within the GFEM framework is not
straightforward since some enrichment functions may be non-zero at nodes with a pre-
scribed value of the solution. In this work, the penalty method is adopted due to the
simplicity in its implementation. The Galerkin form in this context becomes: Given κ, f ,
u¯ and q¯ as before, find uh ∈ Uh such that
a
(
wh,uh
)
+ ρ
(
wh,uh
)
Γu
=
(
wh, f
)
+
(
wh, q¯
)
Γq
+ ρ
(
wh, u¯
)
Γu
∀wh ∈ Vh, (3.4)
where ρ is a penalty parameter. Dirichlet boundary conditions can also be enforced using
Lagrange multipliers [77]. A thorough discussion of these and other methods used to
enforce Dirichlet boundary conditions can be found in [78].
Let Ωh ≡ int
(
∪Mα=1Ωα
)
be a discretization of domain Ω in M finite elements such that
Ωα ∩ Ωβ = ∅ ∀α , β. Due to discretization error, Ω  Ωh and Γ  Γh ≡ Ωh − Ωh.
Let {x1, x2, . . . , xN} be the set of N nodes contained in the discretization and ϕα (x) be the
standard (Lagrangian) finite element shape function associated with node xα. For this
node, let ωα ≡ {x | ϕα (x) , 0} be the cloud or support of xα, i.e. the set of all elements
attached to it, as illustrated in Figure 3.1 for a mesh of 3-noded triangular elements. The
partition of unity property of finite element shape functions specifies that
N∑
α=1
ϕα = 1, ∀x ∈ Ωh. (3.5)
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In the GFEM, the partition of unity property is used to paste together local enrichment
functions {Lαi (x) : ωα → R}Ei=1 that aim at representing some localized behavior, with E
being the number of enrichment functions used in ωα. In other words,
ψαi = ϕαLαi (no summation on α) . (3.6)
In order to keep the standard finite element shape functions in those elements that contain
enriched nodes, we require that Lα0 = 1, so that a set with E enrichment functions would
be {1,Lαi}Ei=1. A temperature approximation using the GFEM thus has the form
uh (x) =
N∑
α=1
ϕα (x) U˜α +
N∑
α=1
ϕα (x)
E∑
i=1
Lαi (x) Uˆαi, (3.7)
where the first term corresponds to the standard finite element interpolation and the
second term to the enriched/extended part of the approximation, with U˜α and Uˆαi denoting
the standard and enrichment degrees of freedom, respectively. The resulting functions
that are used with enriched degrees of freedom can thus be viewed as the cartesian product
of the partition of unity shape functions with those of the enrichment set:
{
ψαi
}E
i=0 = ϕα × {1,Lαi}Ei=1 . (3.8)
Elements where all nodes are enriched are called reproducing elements [76]. These are the
elements where enrichment functions have to be used in order to capture some localized
behavior. With the exception of a few cases, enrichment functions cannot be used directly
as in Equation (3.8) because problems arise in those elements that do not have all nodes
enriched [79, 76]. These elements, located contiguously to the reproducing elements,
are called blending elements. Optimal convergence is lost due to pathological terms in
blending elements unless the enrichment functions are by construction constant or include
polynomial enrichments. A correction to the method recently proposed in [76] will be
investigated in this work: Given an enrichment function ψαi, let ψcαi be the corrected
counterpart, defined as
ψcαi = ψαic, (3.9)
where the correction function c over an element is defined as
c =
∑
i∈I?
ϕi, (3.10)
and I? is the set of all nodes that belong to reproducing elements in the mesh. In other
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words, c is unity in all reproducing elements (due to the partition of unity property), ramps
down in blending elements, and is equally zero elsewhere in the domain. The use of this
type of cut-off function can be traced back to [64], in the context of fracture mechanics. An
extension of this correction has been studied in [80] for interacting enrichments. Other
approaches have been proposed to overcome the problem that arises in blending elements,
including using enhanced formulations [79], hierarchical elements [79, 81] and even using
Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) formulations [82].
The choice of some enrichment functions can lead to a singular stiffness matrix. There-
fore, the resulting system of equations is positive semidefinite and cannot be solved by
standard Gauss elimination or Cholesky decomposition. In this work, the algorithm de-
scribed in [58, 83] is used, where a solution vector is obtained by carrying out iterative
refinement on the solution of a perturbed problem (ill-conditioned but not singular). The
perturbation parameter is chosen as ε = 10−12.
3.3 Enrichment functions
This section presents the enrichment functions investigated in this work. The objective
is to obtain an enrichment function that is continuous and has a discontinuous gradient
in the direction perpendicular to the line segments that represent line loads or grain
boundaries. The enrichment functions should be general enough so they can be used in
the case of a single interface.
3.3.1 Junction ramp enrichments
Problems where the displacement field is discontinuous (i.e., strong discontinuities) have
been addressed in [61, 59, 62]. Most of the enrichment functions for problems with
discontinuous field gradients (i.e., weak discontinuities) deal with the case where the
discontinuity completely crosses the finite elements [71, 70]. As indicated earlier, for
problems with multiple interfaces meeting inside a finite element, enrichment functions
based on products of distance functions or Heaviside enrichments have been proposed in
[74] and [75], respectively. Here we present other enrichment functions that can be used
when dealing with such cases.
Consider the square domain Ω shown in Figure 3.2. The domain is subdivided in regions
{Gi}3i=1 such that Ω = ∪3i=1Gi. Inner sub-domain boundaries are defined as Γi j ≡ Gi ∩ G j, i , j
and the junction coordinate as xJ = ∩3i, j=1,i, jΓi j. In the case of a polycrystalline microstruc-
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ture, a region Gi represents one of the grains in the domain whereas Γi j represents the
material interface between grains i and j. In the case of a homogeneous material, the
sub-domain boundaries Γi j can be viewed as line loads. These line loads become heat
sinks in the case of the microvascular material alluded to in Section 3.1.
L
L
x
y
ΩG3
Γ13
p
Γ23
G1 Γ12
xJ ≡ q
G2
Figure 3.2 – A 2D square domain Ω ≡ L × L is divided in regions {Gi}3i=1 such that
Ω = ∪3i=1Gi. Each sub-domain can be viewed as different grains in the case of a poly-
crystalline microstructure. In the case of a homogeneous material, inner boundaries
can be viewed as line loads (heat sinks in the case of a microvascular material for
active cooling applications).
The first enrichment considers each sub-domain individually and can be obtained by
integrating the enrichment functions proposed for strong discontinuities in polycrystalline
materials [59], in the direction perpendicular to the material interfaces (or line loads). For
a particular sub-domain, the function ramps only inside it and it is constant elsewhere.
For sub-domain Gi, the ramp enrichment function is
ri (x) =
1 + min
n
i=1 di (x) if x ⊂ Gi,
1 otherwise,
(3.11)
where di (x) is the distance function to the i−th line segment representing one of the n inner
boundaries of Gi and the unity constant is introduced so that the resulting matrix is better
conditioned. This means that we might need to consider as many enrichment functions
as sub-domains. In [59], it was found that for n intersecting inner boundaries, considering
n−1 enrichments was enough due to the fact that one of the enrichments could be obtained
as a linear combination of the others. This issue will be investigated shortly for the type
of enrichment functions used in this work. Schematics showing the convention adopted
to represent the enrichment function are illustrated in Figure 3.3 for the three sub-domain
problem, showing that for each enrichment the function is non-constant in its shaded area.
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Arrows in the schematic figures indicate the direction where the ramp function increases
in magnitude whereas dashed lines indicate bisector lines between adjacent line segments.
The function is C0 continuous along the bisector lines so they are also considered when
subdividing the element for integration purposes, as explained in Section 3.4.3.
x
y r1
,
x
y
r2
, . . .
Figure 3.3 – Ramp enrichments given by Equation (3.11), non-constant on their re-
spective shaded area. Arrows denote the direction where the ramps increase in
magnitude. Bisector lines are shown as dashed lines.
A second option that involves less degrees of freedom can be obtained by combining the
enrichment functions defined in Equation (3.11) into a single junction ramp enrichment
R (x). For a junction xJ between m grains with n boundaries Γi j, the enrichment function is
defined as
R (x) =
m∑
i=1
ri (x) −m =
n
min
i=1
di (x) . (3.12)
The enrichment function is obtained by computing the distance from point x to the closest
line in the domain. This function is illustrated in Figure 3.4, both in 3D and its equivalent
planar representation. Note that, when there is a single line segment (e.g., single material
interface), the enrichment function reduces to the enrichment proposed in [70].
x
y
R
x
y
R
Figure 3.4 – Single junction ramp enrichment R (x) showing a 3D representation (left)
and its equivalent 2D schematic (right).
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The distance function to the i−th line can be computed analytically as follows: the
closest point lying on the ray having the same slope as the line segment defined by points
p and q ≡ xJ (see Figure 3.2) is x? = p + s (x) (q − p), with
s (x) =
(
x − p) · (q − p)∥∥∥q − p∥∥∥2 .
Then, the distance function is given by
di (x) =

∥∥∥x − p∥∥∥ if s (x) ≤ 0,∥∥∥x − q∥∥∥ if s (x) ≥ 1,∥∥∥p + s (x) (q − p) − x∥∥∥ otherwise. (3.13)
When the closest point on the line segment is obtained through an orthogonal projection
(i.e., 0 ≤ s (x) ≤ 1), we approximate the distance function to the i−th line segment by using
the level set method [84, 74], such that
dhi (x) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∑j ϕ j (x) Λij
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ , (3.14)
where Λij is the level set function value at the j−th node of the element that contains point
x.
Polynomial functions can also be used together with the ramp functions presented. For
a quadratic finite element approximation, we enrich each node xα =
(
xα, yα
)
in the mesh
with linear polynomials
ξ =
x − xα
hα
, η =
y − yα
hα
, (3.15)
where hα is a scaling parameter related to the size of the cloud of node xα. The ramp
functions are also multiplied by the polynomial enrichments defined in Equation (3.15),
so when using, e.g., the single ramp enrichment R the enrichment functions on node xα
become
L = {1, ξ, η} × {1,R} = {1, ξ, η,R, ξR, ηR} . (3.16)
These high-order enrichment functions follow the same concept as those proposed in
[85, 86].
The aforementioned enrichment functions ri and R defined in Equations (3.11) and
(3.12), respectively, are used to enrich all nodes whose support intersect any of their sub-
domain boundaries. However, there are situations where the required information to
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produce these enrichments is not easily available. The information about the intersecting
lines can be obtained locally when evaluating the junction even if the complete geometric
description of the sub-domains is not available. The proposed enrichments can still be
applied to the finite element nodes with support interacting with the junction. Other
nodes of elements completely split by the interfaces can be enriched with other interface
enrichments, thus allowing the mixing of the enrichments proposed here with other
enrichment functions available in the literature. Figure 3.5 shows schematically the mixing
between interface and junction enrichments. The nodes of elements that are completely
cut by the sub-domain inner boundaries are enriched with interface enrichments unless
they already have a junction enrichment (see Figure 3.5b). The convention used to denote
the set of enrichment functions used at a node when mixing types is
L =
{
1,
[{
LIαi (x)
}EI
i=1
|
{
LJαi (x)
}EJ
i=1
]}
, (3.17)
where EI and EJ represent the number of enrichment functions used for interfaces and
junctions, respectively, and [· | ·] denotes one set of enrichments or the other, but not both.
For example, the enrichment set L = {1, ξ, η} × {1, [M|R]} is equivalent to
L =
{
1, ξ, η,
[{
LIαi
}3
i=1
|
{
LJαi
}3
i=1
]}
=
{
1, ξ, η,
[
M,Mξ,Mη | R,Rξ,Rη]} ,
where
{
LIαi
}3
i=1
=
{
M,Mξ,Mη
}
and
{
LJαi
}3
i=1
=
{
R,Rξ,Rη
}
denote the sets of enrichment
functions used for interfaces and junctions, respectively. The nodes of the element that
contains the junction are enriched with the functions described above. As a result, the
junction function is non-zero over ΩL ≡ ωα ∪ ωβ ∪ ωγ. Thus, we use a unique enrichment
function that ramps in all directions inside ΩL (Figure 3.6b) or single ramp enrichments
for each pair of adjacent lines considering them as part of a fictitious sub-domain (Figure
3.6a). This approach also allows us to combine the junction enrichments proposed above
with other interface enrichments available in the literature.
The correction proposed by Fries [76] may be used in conjunction with the proposed
enrichments. The corrected enrichment functions require an additional layer of nodes to
be enriched, thus increasing the size of the support of the function and consequently the
number of degrees of freedom. In other words, not only the nodes of elements that interact
with inner boundaries are enriched but also those of contiguous elements (i.e., blending
elements). The functions, taking into account the correction, are denoted hereafter as rci
and Rc.
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Ωy
x
xα
xγ
xβ
(a)
junction
interface
Ω
y
x
(b)
Figure 3.5 – Mixing between interface and junction enrichments. (a) Area ΩL ≡
ωα ∪ ωβ ∪ ωγ (shaded area) where the junction function is applied. (b) Choice of
interface and junction enrichments.
x
y r1
, x
y
r2
, . . .
(a)
x
y
R
(b)
Figure 3.6 – Junction enrichment functions applied only to those nodes with support
interacting with the junction xJ. This approach is appealing for problems where the
complete geometry of the sub-domains cannot be defined easily or when mixing
enrichment types. (a) r1, r2, . . .∀x ∈ ΩL; (b) R ∀x ∈ ΩL.
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3.3.2 Interface enrichments
Interface enrichments have been investigated primarily for inclusions and voids inside
another material. Even though many examples in this work do not have a material inter-
face per se, these functions are still referred to as interface enrichments to be consistent with
the existing literature. These functions can be used to enrich the nodes of elements that
are completely cut by the lines, unless they are enriched with junction ramp enrichments
ri or R or their corrected counterparts.
Ridge enrichment
Introduced by Mo¨es et al. [71], the ridge enrichment function is given by
M (x) =
N∑
i
|Λi|ϕi (x) −
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
i
Λiϕi (x)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ , (3.18)
where Λi is the level set function value corresponding to the i−th node. This function
constructs a continuous field inside the element with a ridge following the path of the
interface. By construction, this enrichment function is identically zero in elements that
do not contain the interface. As a result, no problems arise in blending elements and the
correction given by Equation (3.10) is not necessary.
Ramp enrichments
These functions are a special case of the ramp enrichments presented before when con-
sidering a single line segment. The function R ramps in both perpendicular directions
from the line segment that represents the inner boundary. This function was proposed
by Sukumar et al. in [70] with special treatment on blending elements. Chessa et al.
made use of this function for solidification problems [87]. Fries [76] used this function
together with his proposed correction and showed optimal convergence rates in the case
of a circular inclusion for 2D elasto-statics. In this work the latter is denoted Rc. Similarly,
the functions ri, i = 1, 2 and their corrected counterparts introduced before can be used for
interface enrichments when considering a single line segment. These enrichment func-
tions ramp to one side of the line segment and are constant on the other side. A single
ramp function on one side of the interface was used in [88] for a comparison between the
XFEM and the Immerse Interface Method.
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3.4 Convergence results
Convergence results for all enrichment functions investigated are presented in this section.
3.4.1 Single uniform heat source
This example is used to introduce the enrichment functions used in this work in the context
of a single line load. Let the temperature field over Ω ≡ L × L (Figure 3.7) be defined as
u
(
x, y
)
=

x(L−4x)(5L−4x)(L−2x)
6L3 x ≤ L/2,
(3L−4x)(L−2x)(L−x)(L+4x)
6L3 x ≥ L/2.
(3.19)
This function, which is constant in the y direction, was manufactured from two polynomi-
als X1 (x) and X2 (x) at each side of the line x = L/2 such that Ju′ (L/2)K = −1. This constant
jump along the line x = L/2 can be clearly seen in Figure 3.8. The body heat source term
L
L
x
y
f
Ω, fb
u¯ = 0 u¯ = 0
Figure 3.7 – Schematic for the single uniform line heat source. A 2D square domain
Ω = L × L contains a single line heat source f that traverses it from side to side and
a body heat source fb. Boundary conditions include prescribed temperature u = 0 at
left and right edges, and insulated bottom and top edges.
that needs to be applied to all elements results from substituting Equation (3.19) in the
differential equation:
fb
(
x, y
)
=
−102L4 + 576L3x − 576L2x2
9L5
. (3.20)
For the finite element solutions, the domain Ωh is then discretized using matching (M) and
non-matching (NM) meshes. A single line heat source of unit magnitude per unit length
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xy
u
(
x, y
)
Figure 3.8 – Temperature distribution given by Equation (3.19) showing the constant
jump in the derivative at x = L/2.
traverses the domain. This line load is the responsible for creating the jump Ju′ (L/2)K = −1.
Recall that by a matching mesh we mean that the heat source follows the edges of the
finite elements. Top and bottom edges are insulated (i.e., q¯ = 0) and a temperature u¯ = 0 is
prescribed at left and right edges. The Dirichlet boundary conditions are enforced using
the penalty method because the example involves the use of the polynomial enrichments
given by Equation (3.15).
The results from the convergence study for this problem are illustrated in Figures 3.9
and 3.10 for the L2 and energy norms, respectively. Figures on the top show in abscissas
the number of degrees of freedom n whereas the figures on the bottom show the mesh
size h. The error in the L2 is given by
∥∥∥u − uh∥∥∥
L2(Ω)
≡
√∫
Ω
(u − uh)2 dΩ,
whereas the error in the energy norm is
∥∥∥u − uh∥∥∥
E(Ω)
≡
√∥∥∥u − uh∥∥∥2
L2(Ω)
+
∫
Ω
∥∥∥∇u − ∇uh∥∥∥2 dΩ.
Our reference solutions are the standard finite element solutions on matching meshes,
denoted as FEM-M in Figures 3.9 and 3.10. The linear FEM-M, obtained with standard 3-
noded elements, attains optimal convergence of 2 in the L2 norm and 1 in the energy norm
with respect to the mesh size h. 6-noded elements are used in the quadratic FEM-M, and
optimal convergence rates of 3 and 2 are obtained. Refer to Table 3.1 for a complete list of
convergence values. The FEM-NM solutions refer to those of non-matching meshes with-
out the use of enrichment functions. The purpose of showing these solutions is two-fold:
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h − E h − L2 n − E n − L2
linear FEM-M 1 2 0.5 1
quadratic FEM-M 2 3 1 1.51
linear FEM-NM 0.54 1.58 0.27 0.79
L1 = {1,M} 1 2.02 0.51 1.04
L2 = {1, r1} 0.53 1.57 0.27 0.8
L3 =
{
1, rc1
}
1 2 0.51 1.02
L4 = {1, r1, r2} 0.53 1.58 0.27 0.8
L5 =
{
1, rc1, r
c
2
}
0.99 2 0.51 1.04
L6 = {1,R} 0.53 1.57 0.27 0.79
L7 = {1,Rc} 0.56 1.62 0.29 0.83
L8 = {1, ξ, η} × {1,M} 2 3 1.02 1.52
L9 = {1, ξ, η} × {1, r1} 1.93 2.93 0.98 1.49
L10 = {1, ξ, η} × {1, r1, r2} 1.97 2.96 1 1.51
L11 = {1, ξ, η} × {1,R} 2 2.98 1.01 1.51
Table 3.1 – Convergence rates for the single uniform heat source example. All con-
vergence rates reported are obtained using the two most refined solutions.
Firstly, this solution establishes an upper bound on the error of other solutions. Secondly,
even though the convergence rate is very poor when compared to other solutions, the
standard FEM still converges as the meshes are refined because the interface is contained
in increasingly smaller elements. The curve L1 = {1,M} corresponds to the use of the
ridge function proposed in [71], showing optimal performance for this problem. All ramp
enrichment functions without the correction proposed in [76] perform as poorly as the
FEM-NM. Adding the correction enables them to recover optimal convergence rates for
all ramp functions but the one that ramps to both sides of the interface (i.e., Rc). For the
quadratic approximations using enrichments, all nodes in the mesh are enriched with
the linear polynomials given by Equation (3.15). As explained before, the discontinuous
part of the approximation is also multiplied by polynomials so the enrichment functions
are given by Equation (3.16). The results show that quadratic optimal convergence is
obtained in all cases, without the use of Fries’ correction term and regardless of the en-
richment used. Note also that all approximations using enrichment functions are more
accurate than the quadratic standard FE approximation on matching meshes. Further-
more, for any given number of degrees of freedom n, quadratic approximations are more
accurate than the linear approximations. Therefore, quadratic approximations should be
preferred over linear ones, even for very coarse finite element meshes when solving this
class of problems.
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Figure 3.9 – Convergence results in the L2 norm for the single uniform heat source
example shown in Figure 3.7. The top figure shows in abscissas the number of degrees
of freedom n whereas the bottom figure shows the mesh size h.
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Figure 3.10 – Convergence results in the energy norm for the single uniform heat
source example shown in Figure 3.7. The top figure shows in abscissas the number
of degrees of freedom n whereas the bottom figure shows the mesh size h.
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3.4.2 Single linearly varying heat source
There might be cases where the jump in the derivative of the solution is not constant but
spatially varying. To investigate this situation we multiply the temperature field from the
previous example by Y
(
y
)
= y − L/2, which results in a field that has a linearly varying
jump in the derivative along the line load (i.e., Ju,x (L/2, y)K = −Y (y)). The temperature
field is then
u
(
x, y
)
=

x(L−4x)(5L−4x)(L−2x)(2y−L)
12L3 x ≤ L/2,
(3L−4x)(L−2x)(L−x)(L+4x)(2y−L)
12L3 x ≥ L/2.
(3.21)
and again it is shown in Figure 3.11. The body source applied to all elements in the
x
y
u
(
x, y
)
Figure 3.11 – Temperature distribution given by Equation (3.21) showing the linear
jump in the derivative at x = L/2.
discretization is the same as that given by Equation (3.20). Left and right edges are
Dirichlet boundaries again using the penalty method. Top and bottom edges this time
have a prescribed heat flux (q¯ = u,y for the top edge and q¯ = −u,y for the bottom edge).
The convergence results for this example are shown in Figures 3.12 and 3.13, where
non-optimal enrichment functions from the previous example were excluded. The results
show that the corrected ramp enrichments used previously do not achieve optimal con-
vergence anymore. Therefore, the corrected ramp functions can only represent a constant
jump, which is clear because the nature of the function. In other words, the function has
along the line a constant jump in the derivative normal to the line so a linear variation
is not possible. However, using the ramp functions with linear polynomial enrichments
brings optimal convergence back, as shown in the figure for the quadratic approxima-
tions. Interestingly, the ridge enrichment function performs as well as before. This ridge
function, which is not constant over the ridge, performs better than the ramp functions
when the jump is not constant. Furthermore, no correction is needed since the function
is already zero in blending elements. As a result, this function uses less degrees of free-
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Figure 3.12 – Convergence results in the L2 norm for the linearly varying heat source
example. Top and bottom figures show in abscissas the number of degrees of freedom
n and the mesh size h, respectively.
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Figure 3.13 – Convergence results in the energy norm for the linearly varying heat
source example. Top and bottom figures show in abscissas the number of degrees of
freedom n and the mesh size h, respectively.
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h − E h − L2 n − E n − L2
linear FEM-M 1 2.01 0.51 1.01
quadratic FEM-M 2 3 1 1.5
linear FEM-NM 0.53 1.55 0.27 0.78
L1 = {1,M} 1 2.02 0.51 1.02
L2 =
{
1, rc1
}
0.53 1.58 0.27 0.81
L3 =
{
1, rc1, r
c
2
}
0.61 1.88 0.32 0.98
L4 = {1,Rc} 0.6 1.66 0.31 085
L5 = {1, ξ, η} × {1,M} 2.01 3.01 1.02 1.53
L6 = {1, ξ, η} × {1, r1} 2.01 3.01 1.02 1.53
L7 = {1, ξ, η} × {1, r1, r2} 2 3.01 1.02 1.53
L8 = {1, ξ, η} × {1,R} 2.01 3.01 1.02 1.52
Table 3.2 – Convergence rates for the linearly varying heat source example. All
convergence rates reported are obtained using the two most refined solutions.
dom than the ramps for linear approximations and should be used when possible. For
quadratic approximations, the ramp functions perform as well as the ridge function, and
they have the same number of degrees of freedom (except when using two single-sided
ramps). Table 3.2 lists all convergence rates obtained in this example.
3.4.3 Multiple uniform heat sources
The same domain Ω used in the previous examples is used here. The problem now
contains three line heat sources of unit magnitude per unit length that meet at the center
of the domain, as illustrated in Figure 3.14. An exact solution for this problem is not
available so convergence rates will be measured with respect to an energy value obtained
using a cubic approximation on a very fine matching mesh (10-node triangles). The error
in the energy norm is computed as∥∥∥u − uh∥∥∥
E(Ω)
≡
√
a (u,u) − a (uh,uh). (3.22)
The boundary conditions for this example include prescribed temperature along the right
edge whereas all other edges are insulated.
Figure 3.15 shows typical integration meshes used in this example when neglecting and
considering bisector lines. In the latter case, the bisector lines are considered in addition
to the lines that define the heat sources for the initial element subdivision into integration
elements. Thus, the resulting partitioned elements that lie along bisector directions are
forced to have their edges aligned with the bisector lines. During the computation of
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Figure 3.14 – Geometry of test problem with multiple uniform line heat sources. A
2D square domain Ω of side L contains uniform heat sources fi, (i = 1, 2, 3) that meet
at the center of the domain. Boundary conditions include prescribed temperature
u = 0 at the right edge whereas the remaining edges are insulated.
local matrices and vectors, elements are created in places where the functions are not
smooth and therefore difficult to integrate. This can be seen in Figure 3.15a, where
not considering bisector lines for the initial partitioning has created smaller integration
elements along the bisector directions. Thus, this technique can be used together with
the GFEM to find regions of difficult integration inside the mesh. The algorithm used in
this work uses adaptive integration only in elements with enriched nodes. No adaptive
integration is used in the rest of the mesh since in those elements a standard finite element
approximation is used (as long as no polynomial enrichments are used). Moreover, a
single level of recursion is used in blending elements because the enrichment function
in those elements is smooth. Adding bisector lines reduces dramatically the level of
recursion used in elements that lie in the path of bisector lines, as noted in Figure 3.15b.
The use of this technique within the GFEM framework is not new and can be traced back
to [89, 69].
Convergence results for this problem are summarized in Figure 3.16. As in the previous
examples, FEM-M and FEM-NM denote the standard finite element solutions on matching
and non-matching meshes, respectively. The figure shows that the second junction en-
richment proposed (i.e., Rc) performs sub-optimally for a linear approximation. Having a
unique function does not provide enough degrees of freedom to represent the solution ac-
curately. Adding polynomial enrichments improves dramatically the enrichment, but the
solutions are still not as accurate as other solutions with the same polynomial degree that
we will discuss shortly. The following curves show the results of using the first proposed
enrichment for junctions (i.e., considering all subdomains with individual enrichments).
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.15 – Resulting integration mesh using adaptive numerical quadrature. (a)
Bisector lines not considered; (b) Bisector lines considered.
It can be seen from the results that considering three enrichment functions gives more
accurate results than using only two. This is in contrast to the results found in [59] for
discontinuous displacement fields in polycrystalline materials, where n − 1 enrichments
are used on a junction of n grains because one of the enrichments was linearly dependent.
Here the functions within the grains are completely different among them so the solutions
obtained considering n enrichments for an n−junction gives more accurate results. Finally,
taking the ridge function proposed in [71] as the choice for interfaces, we use local junction
enrichments. Once again we see that using a unique function to represent the junction
does not perform as well as having individual enrichments, even though it requires less
degrees of freedom. Convergence rates are not reported for this example because the
reference energy has a finite accuracy. This reference value is accurate enough for the
linear approximations, but it affects the rates for the quadratic ones.
3.5 Applications
This section presents two real applications where the proposed enrichment functions are
used.
3.5.1 Actively cooled microvascular material
The goal of this example is to analyze a microvascular material with active cooling ca-
pabilities, thus using the proposed enrichments in a real problem. Much work has been
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Figure 3.16 – Convergence results in the energy norm for the multiple heat sources
example. The top figure shows in abscissas the number of degrees of freedom n
whereas the bottom figure shows the mesh size h.
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done on the development of materials that mimic living organisms to provide self-healing
and active cooling capabilities [7, 8, 31]. Chapter 2 presents a detailed discussion on the
optimization of microvascular materials to void volume fraction and flow efficiency. For
an active cooling microvascular material, thermal loads are applied and an embedded
network containing a cooling fluid is used to reduce its maximum temperature. It can be
shown (see reference [90]) that the equivalent heat sink generated by the fluid in a single
microchannel is given by
qe = m˙ecp
du
dξe
, (3.23)
where m˙e and cp are the the mass flow rate in the microchannel and the specific heat
of the fluid, respectively, and ξe is the local coordinate in the direction of the channel.
This simplified formulation for the conjugate heat transfer problem, whose assumptions lie
outside the scope of this work, allows us to collapse the cooling effect of the fluid to a
heat sink applied over the centerlines of the channels. The dependance of the heat sink
on the temperature field implies that Equation (3.23) will contribute to the stiffness matrix
in the finite element formulation. Of course, the accuracy in the representation of these
sink terms is limited to the type of approximation used. In other words, the formulation
above can represent a linear variation on the heat sink if a quadratic approximation is
used. Furthermore, the stiffness matrix loses its symmetry due to the addition of these
sink terms. The algorithm described in [58, 83] can still be used to solve the resulting
system of equations with small changes.
Consider the mathematical model of a biomimetic active cooling material depicted in
Figure 3.17. The material is composed of epoxy with thermal conductivity κ = 0.3 W/mK.
The material is represented by the rectangular domain Ω with sides Lx = 66 mm and
Ly = 68 mm. The microvascular cooling network, denoted as G in the figure, contains
microchannels that follow Murray’s law [91]: At any junction,∑
i
D3pi =
∑
j
D3cj,
where Dp and Dc denote the diameters of microchannels with inflow to and outflow from
the junction, respectively. Murray’s law ensures that the distribution of diameters in the
network minimizes the pressure drop between the inlet and the outlet locations, given that
the flow inside the microchannels is laminar. Innermost microchannels to the x barycentric
axis have the smallest diameter D = 200µm.
To determine the pressure distribution in the network, the Hagen-Poiseuille law is used
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Figure 3.17 – (a) Mathematical model of a biomimetic active cooling material com-
posed of epoxy. The material has en embedded microvascular network with a distri-
bution of diameter values that follows Murray’s law. The domain contains a single
inflow m˙S and a single outflow m˙T located on the bottom and top edges, respectively.
A prescribed heat flux q¯ is applied to the left edge whereas the remaining edges
are convective boundaries. (b) Non-conforming finite element mesh used for the
discretization.
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to represent the pressure drop in the microchannel:
∆pe =
128νLe
piD4e
m˙e , (3.24)
where Le and De denote the length and diameter of the microchannel e, respectively, and
ν the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. Assembling the contribution of all microchannels
in the network results in a linear system of equation ~K~p = ~˙m, where ~K is the characteristic
matrix (the equivalent to the stiffness matrix in solid mechanics), ~p is the pressure vector
and ~˙m is the mass flow rate vector. The boundary conditions consist of a prescribed water
mass inflow of 20 g/min and prescribed atmospheric pressure at the outflow.
The boundary value problem for the temperature solution has a prescribed heat flux
q¯ = 500 W/m on the left edge. The remaining edges have a convective boundary condition,
with ambient temperature u∞ = 293 K. The right edge has a heat transfer coefficient
h1 = 100 W/m2K whereas bottom and top edges have h2 = 10 W/m2K.
The problem is then solved with a mesh that does not conform to the microvascular
network (see Figure 3.17b) using
{
1, ξ, η
}×{1, r1} and {1, ξ, η}×{ri}3i=1 as the sets for interface
and junction enrichments, respectively. The temperature distribution both considering
the flow and neglecting it are illustrated in Figure 3.18 using the same scale. Injecting
flow into the domain has the direct effect of reducing the temperature by about 25 K. Note
that this formulation is able to capture the loss in symmetry with respect to the horizontal
barycentric axis due to the fact that the fluid increases its temperature from the inlet to
the outlet.
u [K] m˙
[
g/min
]
359
326
293
20.00
10.63
1.25
Figure 3.18 – Temperature distribution for a biomimetic active cooling material with
flow (right) and without it (left). The problem was solved on a non-conforming mesh
using
{
1, ξ, η
} × {1, r1} as the set for interface enrichments and {1, ξ, η} × {1, ri}3i=1 for
junction enrichments.
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3.5.2 Polycrystalline microstructure example
Even though all the problems studied so far have focused on line heat sources (or heat
sinks), the enrichment functions presented in this work can also be used to study problems
containing material interfaces. Consider the polycrystalline microstructure on a square
domain Ω shown in Figure 3.19. A square domain is used again and the grains inside
it have increasing conductivity values (in W/mK) κ1 = 2, κ2 = 4, κ3 = 8 and κ4 = 380.
A uniform heat flux q¯ = 100 W/m is applied over the top edge. The bottom edge is a
convective boundary, with ambient temperature u∞ = 293 K and heat transfer coefficient
h = 100 W/m2K. The problem is solved using the enrichment functions
{
1, ξ, η
} × {1, ri}3i=1,
resulting in a quadratic approximation. The resulting temperature distribution is pre-
sented in Figure 3.20, clearly demonstrating the ability of the proposed GFEM model to
capture the discontinuous temperature gradients along the grain boundaries, including
those at triple junctions.
κ3
κ1
κ4
κ2
Ω
y
x
q¯
L
L
Figure 3.19 – Schematic for the polycrystalline microstructure example. The material
is divided in grains having different thermal conductivity values. Boundary condi-
tions include insulated left and right edges, a constant heat flux q¯ on the top edge and
a convective boundary along the bottom edge.
3.6 Conclusions
The enrichments introduced in this work solve the problem of having multiple interfaces
converging to a single point inside finite elements. When there is only a single interface,
these enrichments reduce to the ramp enrichments discussed in detail in Sections 3.4.1
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Figure 3.20 – Temperature distribution for the polycrystalline microstructure example
emphasizing the discontinuous gradients along grain boundaries.
and 3.4.2. It was shown that the correction factor proposed by Fries in [76] is needed
when ramp functions are used in a linear approximation. However, the ramp functions
can only represent in this case a constant jump in the gradient of the field, so they fail
to capture accurately the linear variation studied in Section 3.4.2 even when using the
correction mentioned above. Also, the correction factor is not needed anymore when using
a quadratic approximation and these functions recover optimal quadratic convergence
rates.
It was shown that a single enrichment function (i.e., R (x)) for multiple interfaces does
not recover optimal convergence rates. On the other hand, having one enrichment function
per subdomain (i.e., ri (x)) gives very accurate results. When the geometric representation
of these subdomains is not available, junction enrichments can be built locally and used
in conjunction with regular interface enrichments to provide more accurate results. It was
shown in Section 3.4.3 that line bisectors have to be added because these enrichments
are C0 continuous along those lines as well. Adaptive integration can be used in the
GFEM framework to find regions where the enrichment functions are not smooth. All
results in this work reveal that quadratic approximations are more accurate than linear
approximations for the same number of degrees of freedom.
Most examples studied in this work involved line heat sources in homogeneous ma-
terials to create the discontinuous gradient nature of the solution. The microvascular
material example showed how this technique can be used in a real problem where the
mesh is completely independent of the geometry of the network. The last example showed
how the same enrichments can be used in heterogeneous materials. In this example the
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discontinuity in the gradient results from having different conductivity values across the
grains in a polycrystalline microstructure. Even though the presented work has focused
entirely on the solution of the Poisson equation, the extension to elasticity problems is
straightforward, i.e., the enrichment functions presented are general and they should
work in the context of other physical phenomena. Although likely, the applicability of
the enrichment functions presented in this work to 3D problems with line or planar heat
sources remains to be demonstrated.
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4 Multi-physics optimization
Multi-physics design of microvascular materials for
active-cooling applications
Abstract
This paper describes a framework for the design of microvascular polymeric com-
ponents for active-cooling applications. The design of the embedded networks involves
complex and competing objectives that are associated with various physical processes.
The optimization tool includes a PDE solver based on advanced finite element techniques
coupled to a multi-objective constrained genetic algorithm. The resulting Pareto-optimal
fronts are investigated in the optimization of these materials for void volume fraction,
flow efficiency and maximum temperature objective functions.
4.1 Introduction
Numerous examples of vascular systems can be found in nature, e.g., in plants, animals
and in the human body. Aside from transporting the nutrients and other necessary sub-
stances, the vascular system plays a fundamental role in thermoregulation [92], a fact
widely studied in animals such as reptiles [93, 94]. In the human body, the heat produced
by exercise is convected through the blood to the skin to be eliminated through evapo-
rative cooling [95, 96]. Nature has served as a source of inspiration for the creation of
structures and materials throughout history [1, 2, 6, 5]. Over the past decade, polymeric
materials with embedded microvascular networks have been envisioned for mimicking
the self-healing capability found in living organisms [10], and repeated healing on a poly-
mer specimen using the aid of a three-dimensional microvascular network to supply the
healing agent has been demonstrated [8]. These materials are currently being investigated
for thermal regulation [97]. Due to the large surface to volume ratio of microchannels,
microvascular cooling has been investigated for the cooling of integrated circuits and
silicon computer chips [98, 99, 100], and micro-miniature refrigerators [101].
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Microvascular polymeric materials are created by extruding a fugitive ink over a poly-
meric substrate, with tip diameters ranging from a few microns to hundreds of microns
[10]. The resulting ink scaffold is then infiltrated with liquid polymer, until reaching the
desired thickness of the final sample. Once the curing process of the polymer is finished,
the ink is evacuated by heating (or cooling) the system, creating the void space that con-
stitutes the network. The autonomic response then depends on the type of fluid used in
the system. As mentioned earlier, by using a coolant as the fluid, microvascular materials
can be used for active cooling applications [97]. The optimization of the topology of the
microvascular network for such application encompasses a set of objectives that involve
several physical phenomena. The energy that drives the flow through the network needs
to be minimized in an optimal design. Moreover, for a specific configuration of thermal
loads, the topology of the network needs to accommodate to the most efficient layout in
order to keep the maximum temperature below a threshold value or to reduce the amount
of thermal energy stored in the material. Finally, the topology also needs to be concerned
with the volume of voids present in the final polymer, as this will have a direct impact on
the stiffness and strength properties of the resulting system.
Several approaches have been used in the optimization of flow networks, and they can
be grouped into three main categories: i) Semi-analytical approaches; ii) Gradient-based
search methods; and iii) Evolutionary algorithms. Within semi-analytical methods, con-
structal theory [11, 12, 102] gives a practical alternative for the optimization of simple
problems when there is information about optimal network configurations. As the com-
plexity of the problem increases, the knowledge about optimal configurations decreases
and so does the effectiveness of this approach. The use of constructal theory in the context
of microvascular materials for active cooling can be found in [103, 104, 105]. The most
common methodology within gradient-based search techniques, topology optimization,
is applicable for problems for which the optimization process is concerned with contin-
uous variables and the gradient computation is straightforward. As any gradient-based
search technique, the algorithm usually converges to a local optimum. In order to find
the global optimum, numerous attempts with different starting configurations are often
needed, and even then the extremum is not guaranteed to be the global one. The use of
topology optimization in the context of flow network design is discussed in [24, 106, 15].
Evolutionary algorithms are population-based algorithms, where a randomly generated
set of candidate solutions evolves towards optimal structures throughout the optimization
process. Genetic Algorithms (GAs), the most widely known methodology in this category,
use selection, crossover and mutation as genetic operators. At each generation of the evo-
lution process, the worst candidates are unlikely to be selected for reproduction, thereby
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mimicking Darwin’s natural selection. Selected individuals produce a new generation of
candidate solutions by interchanging information, i.e., by applying the crossover opera-
tor. These new candidates then incur slight modifications in their structures through the
mutation operator. Genetic algorithms do not have the drawbacks that the other methods
have as they do not require any knowledge about optimal solutions, there is no need of a
gradient computation, they search the entire decision space and they can be used for both
continuous- and discrete-variable problems. Nevertheless, GAs are computationally de-
manding, often requiring millions of individual evaluations throughout their evolution.
Fortunately, the evaluation step of the GA is embarrassingly parallel, which means that the
candidate solutions can be evaluated independently in different processes, and thus GAs
can obtain close to ideal speed-ups when running in distributed-memory computers. For
a thorough discussion of GAs, we refer the reader to [16, 17].
A discussion on the use of GAs in the optimization of microvascular flow networks
has been presented in Chapter 2, where a Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA)
was chosen as the underlying optimization framework. The selection mechanism in a
MOGA takes into account all objectives simultaneously and determines the best candidate
solutions using the concept of Pareto optimality: when comparing two candidate solutions,
the best candidate is better in at least one objective while not being worse in the other
objectives. More specifically, the MOGA chosen in that work is the Non-dominated Sorting
Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) introduced by Deb et al. [46]. A space of constraints
was built into the original algorithm so that any number of constraints could be used
in conjunction with the objective functions. In this sense, individuals are first selected
according to their feasibility in the constraint function space, and if a decision cannot be
made, the objective function space is analyzed next. The resulting algorithm provides a
powerful tool for multi-objective constrained optimization, which can be used with an
arbitrary number of objective functions and constraints. Moreover, analyzing a problem in
two or three dimensions depends only on the microvascular network chosen as a template
in the beginning of the optimization process. More details can be found in Chapter 2,
reference [46], and the references therein.
For difficult problems, GAs usually involve thousands of individual evaluations to
obtain good candidate solutions. As a result, the cost of the algorithm is directly propor-
tional to the cost of evaluating the objective functions involved. By optimizing objective
functions that describe different physical phenomena, this tool can be used to analyze
truly multi-physics problems. This paper summarizes the authors’ attempt to extend the
results presented in Chapter 2 to include the thermal response of the embedded network
so that optimized 2D structures can be obtained in the context of active cooling appli-
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cations. The temperature field can be determined by solving the corresponding partial
differential equations in both fluid and solid domains. In the literature, this problem is
referred to as the conjugate heat transfer problem [99, 100]. To reduce the computational cost
of the conjugate problem, we adopt in this work some simplifying assumptions that take
advantage of the laminar regime of the flow and the high aspect ratio of the microchannels.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 4.2 discusses the mathematical representa-
tion of microvascular networks and states the network optimization problem. Section 4.3
describes the desired features for actively-cooled materials and introduces the objective
functions and constraints considered in the optimization. Using a manufactured solution,
the thermal solver is verified in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 gives a brief overview on the
multi-objective constrained genetic algorithm used as the underlying optimization tool
while various optimization examples are presented in Section 4.6.
4.2 Microvascular network representation
Within a polymeric component, there is an infinite number of possible network configura-
tions, so the computational design requires considering only a finite number of them. We
define as the optimization network template a microvascular network having all possible
microchannel locations for the optimization being carried. This network is represented
mathematically by a graph G := (V ,E), where each vertex v ∈ V represents the endpoint
of one or more edges in the set E , and each edge e ∈ E represents a microchannel of the
network. Thus, for each v ∈ V , there exists a physical coordinate xv ⊂ Ω ⊂ R2, where
Ω represents the matrix of the polymeric component. Other properties can be assigned
to the vertices in the graph. For example, the pressure at a vertex v ∈ V is defined as a
function pv : v (V ) → R. Similarly, properties are associated with the edges of the graph,
thus De : e (E) → R and Le : e (E) → R denote the diameter and the length of an edge
e, respectively. The distribution of the vertices within Ω can be done arbitrarily, but it is
convenient to place them over a lattice layout Λ :=
{∑2
i=1 ziei | zi ∈ Z
}
,Λ ⊂ Ω, where ei
represent a basis of R2.
Consider the set of k discrete diameters D := {Di}ki=1, taken from the set of possible
diameter tips used in the manufacturing process of the microvascular networks [10]. The
zero diameter (i.e., the absence of the channel) can also be considered in the set D, thus
providing a means for the resulting networks to morph in topology. In other words,
considering the zero-diameter case makes possible the evaluation of a finite number of
subgraphs G ′ := (V ′,E ′) of the graph G that represents the network template, where
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V ′ ⊆ V and E ′ ⊆ E . These definitions imply that, for a subgraph G ′, the degree deg (v ′) of
a vertex representing the number of edges to which the vertex v ′ ∈ V ′ is connected, may
not be the same as the degree for the corresponding vertex in the graph G of the network
template (i.e., deg (v ′ ∈ V ′) ≤ deg (v ∈ V )). This fact has implications on the coverage of
the network, as described in the following section. For now, let us borrow the following
definitions from graph theory: the minimum degree of a graph G , denoted δ (G), is defined
as the minimum degree of its vertices (i.e., δ (G) = mini deg (vi) ,∀vi ∈ V (G)); a graph G is
connected if there exists a path for every pair of distinct vertices vi, v j ∈ V (G) through the
existing edges of the graph E (G); finally, a disconnected graph G has at least two connected
components, where each one of these components is a connected subgraph G ′ as defined
earlier. The optimization process involves finding the diameter Di ∈ D for all channels
e ∈ E in order to optimize a set of objective functions Φ =
{
φi
}m
i=1
, subject to a set of
constraints Ψ =
{
ψi
}n
i=1. According to these definitions, there are k
|E | possible networks to
be evaluated, where |E | is the number of edges in the set E .
4.3 Design objectives and constraints
The design of microvascular polymeric materials is inherently an intricate process, for
an ideal system must achieve several objectives. For example, it is desired that the
microvascular network be minimally invasive, for the void of the network reduces the
stiffness and strength properties of the resulting polymer. A desired feature might also be
that the microvascular network distributes the fluid to all relevant parts of the matrix, thus
providing maximum coverage. Furthermore, it might be desired that the topology of the
final network design provides some degree of redundancy, so that the fluid can still reach
all areas of the specimen even if damage or blockage occurs in certain parts of the network.
It is also important that the energy needed to drive the flow through the microvascular
network be minimized in an optimal design, thus flow efficiency is a required feature in
these systems. Finally, in the context of active cooling applications, the structure of the
network must be such that the thermal energy stored or the maximum temperature in the
matrix are minimized for a given set of thermal loads. Intuitively, some of the design
objectives discussed conflict with one another, so the optimization tool to be used needs
to be able to optimize all objectives simultaneously, capturing the trade-offs between
competing objectives. The following sections provide a mathematical representation of
the objective functions of interest in the present study.
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4.3.1 Flow efficiency
Microvascular networks are typically composed of microchannels with circular cross-
sections and high aspect ratios (i.e., length to diameter ratio). Even in 3D scaffolds, aspect
ratios of 6.25 have been reported [107]. Furthermore, due to the small diameter sizes
and relatively small flow rates, the flow in these structures is laminar with a Reynolds
number Re < 1000, a value which lies well below the onset of turbulent transition reported
for these networks [108]. Figure 4.1 shows a schematic of the mathematical model used
to represent a biomimetic microvascular material, defined over the domain Ω ⊂ R2.
The microvascular network template, denoted G on the figure, contains a single inflow
vertex and a single outflow. More generally, let the network inlets be represented by
the set of vertices S ⊂ V (G) and the set of outlets by the vertex set T ⊂ V (G). Then,
m˙S :=
∑
v∈S m˙v and m˙T :=
∑
v∈T m˙v are the total mass flow rate entering and leaving the
polymeric component, respectively, with m˙S = m˙T . An inset of the microchannel e shows
the local coordinate system ξe =
(
ξe , ηe
)
, and the flow velocity vector ve (ξe). Considering
Ω
Γh
Γh
GΓq
q¯
T
Γu, S
y
ξ e
η e
x
ve
x
n
nιi
Figure 4.1 – Mathematical model of a biomimetic active cooling material. The mate-
rial, defined over the domain Ω ⊂ R2 with outward unit normal n, has an embedded
microvascular network, represented by a graph data structure G . The domain con-
tains an inflow S and an outflow T . The total mass flow rate entering the material
is m˙S . An inset of microchannel e shows the velocity profile ve (ξe) assuming laminar
flow. For the thermal boundary value problem, the boundary of the domain is split
in mutually exclusive regions Γu, Γq and Γh, where Dirichlet, Neumann, and Robin
boundary conditions are applied, respectively.
a fully developed flow of constant density ρ f , the velocity vector in microchannel e of
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diameter De and constant cross-section Ae = piD2e /4 is given by
ve (ξe) = 2v¯e
(
1 − 4 η
2
e
D2e
)
eξe , (4.1)
where v¯e is the mean velocity defined such that m˙e ≡ ρ f v¯eAe , with m˙e denoting the mass
flow rate in the channel. Then, the pressure drop between the end-vertices v j, vk,∈ V of
the channel is obtained using the Hagen-Poiseuille law,
∆pe =
128νLe
piD4e
m˙e , (4.2)
where ν denotes the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. The assumption of fully developed
flow is valid everywhere but close to inlet locations and microchannel junctions. The
hydrodynamic entry length can be estimated [109] by
ξh ≈ 0.05De Re. (4.3)
For the aspect ratios considered, the ratio ξh/Le = 0.005 Re is very small so the flow can be
considered as fully developed throughout the channel. Equation (4.2) can be rearranged
to express the mass flow rate contribution at the end-vertices of the channel: m˙v jm˙vk
 = piD4e128νLe
 1 −1−1 1

 pv jpvk
 . (4.4)
More generally, the formulae above are also valid for the subgraphs of the microvascular
network template, i.e., G ′ ⊆ G . Considering the contribution of |E ′| microchannels, a
system of linear equations ~K~p = ~˙m is assembled, where ~K is the network characteristic
matrix of size |V ′| × |V ′|, ~p the pressure vector and ~˙m the mass flow rate vector [32]. Two
types of boundary conditions are considered when solving this system of equations. The
mass flow rate is prescribed over the vertex set S ⊂ V ′, that represents network inlets,
while network outlets, represented by the vertex set T ⊂ V ′, have prescribed pressure
values. Prescribed pressure values are typically set at zero, so that the computed pressure
value at each network vertex corresponds to the difference with the outflow pressure. The
pressure distribution in the network is fully determined after solving this system of linear
equations.
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Let us define the flow efficiency objective function φ f : V ′ (G ′)→ R as
φ f := max
v ′i ,v
′
j∈V ′
|pv ′i − pv ′j |. (4.5)
In other words, the maximum pressure difference in the microvascular network repre-
sented by the subgraph G ′ = (V ′,E ′) can be used to quantitatively describe the amount of
energy needed to drive the flow through the network. The flow in each channel can also
be computed once the pressure distribution is obtained by using Equation (4.2).
Equation (4.5) can be applied in two different contexts. The first one considers a constant
value of the total mass inflow rate m˙S . This case is straightforward and the objective
function is obtained directly after solving the system of linear equations mentioned above.
The second context considers a constant power
P :=
1
ρ f
∑
v∈S
m˙vpv , (4.6)
where pv represents the pressure at inlet locations (i.e., v ∈ S) in excess of the value
prescribed at outlet locations. In this case, the prescribed mass flow rates are scaled
such that the power P remains constant for each network. In other words, instead of
considering a constant mass inflow throughout the optimization, the power is fixed to
the value of the template configuration P0. The power P is computed for each individual
after solving for the flow efficiency objective function using the initial flow boundary
conditions, and a scaling factor is obtained as the ratio between the reference power P0
and P. This factor is used to scale both the pressure and the mass flow rate, such that the
power of the candidate solution equals that of the template configuration P0.
4.3.2 Void volume fraction
As described previously, the microvascular network may have a detrimental impact on
the stiffness and strength properties of the resulting polymer. To achieve a minimally
invasive network, we aim to minimize the network void volume fraction objective function
φv : E ′ (G ′)→ R, defined as
φv :=
∑
e′∈E ′ Le′De′
AΩ
, (4.7)
i.e., as the projected area of microchannels normalized by the area of the domain AΩ.
During the optimization process, groups of channels with no pressure differential (and
therefore no flow) are eliminated prior to the computation of φv.
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4.3.3 Thermal field
For the definition of the thermal boundary value problem, we refer again to Figure 4.1.
The domain that represents the material Ω ⊂ R2 is defined such that Ω := Ωs ∪Ω f , where
Ωs and Ω f represent mutually exclusive parts of the domain occupied by the solid and the
fluid, respectively. The boundary of the domain Γ := Ω−Ω, with outward unit normal n,
is partitioned into regions Γu, Γq and Γh, where Dirichlet, Neumann and Robin boundary
conditions are applied, respectively. The boundary regions are also mutually exclusive
such that Γ = Γu ∪ Γq ∪ Γh and Γu ∩ Γq ∩ Γh = ∅. Finally, there are |E ′| interfaces between
the fluid and the solid domains, defined as I = {ιi}|E ′|i=1 := Ωs ∩Ω f \Γ, each one with normal
vector nιi.
The temperature distribution in the mathematical representation of the microvascular
polymeric material can then be obtained by solving the conjugate heat transfer boundary
value problem. This implies solving for the temperature in both solid and fluid domains,
subject to a set of boundary conditions and ensuring continuity of the temperature and
heat flux along solid-fluid interfaces. This requires a discretization in both domains and
the exchange of information between them if a non-monolithic solver is used. To reduce
the problem size, we adopt the following expression of the heat flow rate per unit length
qe at channel e, which can be obtained through an energy balance [90]:
qe = m˙ecp
du
dξe
, (4.8)
with cp denoting the specific heat of the fluid, and du/dξe representing the gradient of
the temperature in the direction of the channel. This equation assumes a fully developed
temperature profile and also constant heat rate along the wall of the channel. The small
diameters (of the order of tens to hundreds of microns) and the high aspect ratios of
these microchannels allow us to mathematically treat them as line segments. Then, the
simplified equation for the heat flow rate given by Equation (4.8) allows us to consider
the cooling effect of the microchannels as heat sources (or sinks) over these line segments,
without the need to solve explicitly for the temperature in the fluid. The strong form of the
simplified thermal problem becomes: Given the density ρ f and specific heat cp of the fluid,
the ambient fluid temperature u∞, the heat transfer coefficient h : Γh → R, the thermal
conductivity tensor in the solid κ : Ω → R2 × R2, the heat source f : Ω → R, prescribed
temperature u¯ : Γu → R and prescribed heat flux q¯ : Γq → R, find the temperature field in
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the solid u such that
∇ · (κ∇u) + f = δ (x − xe) cpm˙e · ∇u on Ω, (4.9)
with m˙e = m˙eeξe , and boundary conditions
u = u¯ on Γu, (4.10)
κ∇u · n = q¯ on Γq, (4.11)
κ∇u · n = h (u∞ − u) on Γh, (4.12)
where the Dirac delta function is introduced to represent the location of the microchannels
in the 2D domain. The boundary value problem given by Equations (4.9) through (4.12)
is solved using a finite element formulation, as described in Section 4.4.
The maximum temperature objective function φT : Ωh → R is defined as
φT := max uh (x) , ∀x ∈ Ωh, (4.13)
where Ωh is a finite element discretization of Ω and uh is an approximate solution of u
obtained from a discrete formulation.
In most applications, the source term f in Equation (4.9) is zero. However, there is a
class of problems for which the 2D domain represents a microvascular fin surrounded by
a fluid at temperature u∞. In that case, the source term takes the form f = h f (u∞ − u),
where h f denotes the film coefficient describing the heat transfer between the fin and
its surrounding. For this class of design problems, we introduce the surface convected
energy objective function φs : Ωh → R as
φs :=
1
Ωh
M∑
α=1
∫
Ωα
h f
(
uh (x) − u∞
)
dΩ. (4.14)
where M denotes the number of elements that discretize Ωh.
4.3.4 Connectivity constraint
The objective functions introduced above are computed only for connected graphs. When
the candidate solutions are allowed to morph in structure throughout the optimization
process, many of the subgraphs G ′ := (V ′,E ′), of the graph G that represents the network
template become unfeasible becauseG ′ is not a connected graph. In this case the candidate
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solution is marked as unfeasible. A very simple constraint can be obtained as
ψc :=
1 if G
′ is disconnected,
0 otherwise.
However, this simple constraint is modified in practice so that it is easier to move away
from the unfeasibility region. A better constraints relies on the number of connected
components of the subgraph:
ψc := c (G ′) − 1,
where the function c : G ′ → Z gives the number of connected components. Finally, the
number of edges in the subgraph can be used to move away from the unfeasibility region,
considering the fact that the template network, which contains the maximum possible
number of edges, is feasible:
ψc :=
1/
∣∣∣E ′ (G ′)∣∣∣ if G ′ is disconnected,
0 otherwise.
(4.15)
Equation (4.15) is used to impose the connectivity constraint in all optimization examples
studied in this work.
4.4 Thermal solver
For the weak formulation, letU = {u | u|Γu = u¯} ⊂ H1(Ω) be the set of trial solutions for the
temperature field andV = {v | v|Γu = 0} ⊂ H10(Ω) be the variation space. The weak form of
the problem is: Given ρ f , cp, u∞, h, κ, f , q¯, u¯ as defined earlier in Section 4.3.3, find u ∈ U
such that
a (w,u) + a (w,u)Γh =
(
w, f
)
+
(
w, q¯
)
Γq
+ (w,u∞)Γh ∀w ∈ V, (4.16)
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where the bilinear and linear forms are given by
a (w,u) =
∫
Ω
(
∇w · (κ∇u) + w δ (x − xe) cpm˙e · ∇u
)
dΩ, (4.17)
a (w,u)Γh =
∫
Γh
whu dΓ, (4.18)
(
w, f
)
=
∫
Ω
w f dΩ, (4.19)
(
w, q¯
)
Γq
=
∫
Γq
wq¯ dΓ, (4.20)
(w,u∞)Γh =
∫
Γh
whu∞ dΓ. (4.21)
Equation (4.16) is discretized using a finite element formulation. It is worth noting that
the resulting matrix in the discrete form is not symmetric due to the convective term in
the bilinear form of Equation (4.17).
Let us partition the domain in M finite elements with a total of N nodes such that
Ωh ≡ int
(
∪Mα=1Ωα
)
≈ Ω. A more advanced framework can be used to obtain the tem-
perature field. The Generalized Finite Element Method (GFEM) enables us to obtain the
temperature field in finite element meshes that are completely independent of the geom-
etry of the microvascular networks. Because the topology of the optimal network is not
known a priori, it is desirable that the finite element mesh used to solve the thermal field
be completely independent of the location of the microchannels. Enrichment functions
used in the GFEM that recover optimal convergence rates, developed especially for this
work, have been proposed in Chapter 3. In the GFEM framework, the temperature field
approximation becomes
uh (x) =
N∑
α=1
ϕα (x) U˜α +
N∑
α=1
ϕα (x)
E∑
i=1
Lαi (x) Uˆαi, (4.22)
where the first term corresponds to the standard finite element interpolation (with stan-
dard degrees of freedom U˜α), the second term to the enriched/extended part of the approx-
imation (with enrichment degrees of freedom Uˆαi), and the functions {Lαi (x) : ωα → R}Ei=1,
with ωα :=
{
x | ϕα (x) , 0} being the cloud or support of xα, attempt at capturing some a
priori information about the solution of a problem. See also [57] for more details on the
GFEM.
For the discussion that follows, polynomial and ramp enrichment functions (see Chap-
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ter 3) are used for the GFEM:
L = {1, ξ, η} × {1, ri}2i=1 , (4.23)
ξ =
x − xα
hα
, η =
y − yα
hα
where
(
xα, yα
)
are the coordinates of the node xα, hα is a scaling parameter that is propor-
tional to the size of the cloud or support of node xα, and ri are the ramp functions described
in Chapter 3. This choice of enrichments results in an approximation that recovers optimal
quadratic convergence.
A manufactured solution is constructed to verify the implementation of the weak for-
mulation given by Equation (4.16). Consider the domain Ω := Lx×Ly shown in Figure 4.2a.
Assume that along the line y = αLy, with 0 < α < 1, heat is being generated in proportion
to the x−derivative (i.e., f1 = C ∂u/∂x, with C constant), following the reasoning behind
Equation (4.8). Thus, along that line, the jump in the heat flux equals the generated heat:
κ
s
∂u
∂y
{
y=αLy
= C
∂u
∂x
∣∣∣∣∣
y=αLy
.
It can be shown that a temperature satisfying the equation above can be written as
u
(
x, y
)
= e−κx/CαLy(1−α)
[
y
αLy
− y − αLy
α (1 − α) LyH
(
y − αLy
)]
, (4.24)
where H (·) is the Heaviside step function. Substituting Equation (4.24) into the heat
equation gives the form of the heat source f needed to satisfy the equation.
The temperature field of Equation (4.24) is illustrated in Figure 4.2b for α = 0.5. Approx-
imate solutions are also given in Figures 4.2b and 4.2c for a matching and a non-matching
mesh, respectively. In the matching case, a finite element mesh of 3-node triangles is
used, where the edges of the elements follow the heat source applied along the line. For
the non-matching case, the generalized finite element method is used, with a quadratic
approximation given by the use of the enrichment functions in Equation (4.23). A mesh
of 3-node triangles is used as the underlying mesh, hence with a linear partition of unity.
4.5 Genetic algorithms
With the formulation of the objective functions and constraints at hand, we now turn
to the underlying optimization methodology. Genetic algorithms have been chosen for
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Ω
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f1 = C∂u/∂x
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Figure 4.2 – Manufactured solution. (a) Schematic of the domain used, showing a
heat source f1 proportional to the x−derivative. (b) Exact temperature distribution
given by Equation (4.24). (c) Finite element approximation on a matching mesh of
3-node triangular elements. (d) Generalized finite element quadratic approximation
on a non-matching mesh of 3-node triangular elements using
{
1, ξ, η
} × {1, ri}2i=1 as
enrichment functions.
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this work for a number of reasons. First, GAs do not require any a priori knowledge
about optimal solutions. However, such knowledge can be exploited by creating a better
starting guess for the population of individuals. The encoding of the problem gives pow-
erful flexibility so the method can be used to solve both continuous- and discrete-variable
problems. As mentioned earlier, GAs can be combined with a Pareto-selection mechanism
to create Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithms (MOGAs). In these algorithms, individuals
evolve all objectives simultaneously and the end result is usually a Pareto-optimal front of
individuals, where all candidates are optimal solutions to the multi-objective optimization
problem. The addition of a space of constraints creates a powerful tool for constrained
multi-objective optimization, that can be used with an arbitrary number of objectives and
constraints. GAs search the entire decision space so the optimal solutions found are likely
to be global optima. Finally, the algorithm can be combined with other optimization
procedures (e.g., gradient-based search techniques such as topology optimization or even
another type of evolutionary algorithm) resulting in a hybrid methodology. In this regard
the GA is used to search globally while the other search technique is used to find the
local optimum. GAs have the disadvantage of consuming vast computational resources.
However, GAs are embarrassingly parallel so a considerable speed-up can be obtained
when running the algorithm in distributed-memory systems. The parallelization of GAs is
challenging for problems where the evaluation time (i.e., the computational time required
to evaluate objective functions and constraints) varies among individuals, requiring ad-
vanced load balancing techniques among processors. The parallelization scheme adopted
in this work is discussed later in this section.
Genetic algorithms evolve a population P of candidate solutions, or individuals I in
GA terminology. Each individual contains a chromosome C, that encodes in each one
of its alleles A the candidate solution. The encoding used in this study is discussed
next. As explained in Section 4.2, the optimization starts with a microvascular network
template. This network is represented by a graph G = (V ,E), with a total of |E | possible
microchannels. Each chromosome that represents a candidate solution has length equal
to the number of microchannels (i.e., |C| = |E |), and each of its alleles gets a value from a
diameter set D = {Di}ki=1 that contains the possible diameter choices. In GA terminology,
this is termed k−ary encoding. As explained previously, considering the zero diameter
allows the network to morph in structure from the network template. The mapping
resulting from applying a chromosome C to the graph G can be thought of as a function
f : G → G ′ ⊆ G , resulting in a subgraph with fewer edges when considering the zero
diameter.
The adopted multi-objective GA, outlined in Algorithm 2, is called the Non-dominated
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Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (or NSGA-II) and is attributed to Deb et al. [46]. Given the
Algorithm 2 Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm
procedure Evolve(|P|, tmax)
P0 = Random(|P|)
Q0 =ApplyGeneticOperators(P0)
while t < tmax do
Rt = Pt ∪Qt
Fi = FastNondominatedSort(Rt)
repeat
CrowdingDistanceAssignment(Fi)
Pt+1 = Pt+1 ∪ Fi
until |Pt+1| < |P|
sort (Pt+1,≪)
Pt+1 = Pt+1 [0 : |P|]
Qt+1 =ApplyGeneticOperators(Pt+1)
t← t + 1
end while
end procedure
population size |P|, the algorithm starts by creating a random population of individualsP0.
A children population Q0 is then created by applying genetic operators selection, crossover
and mutation. Then the algorithm enters a loop over a maximum number of iterations (or
generations) tmax, where the initial population evolves over time towards better candidate
solutions. At each generation, the combined parent-children populationRt is split into sets
Fi (non-dominated fronts) according to their domination rank (see below). The population
for the next generation is then obtained by considering individuals starting from the best
fronts until the population size equals |P|, considering also a crowding distance parameter,
used to populate the resulting fronts better. The genetic operators are applied again to
obtain the children population for the next generation and the process is repeated.
The original algorithm was modified in the present study in order to handle constraints
by using the operator≪ defined as follows: Given the objective function space Φ, an
individual Ii that is better than (or dominates) another individual I j in that space, is
expressed as Ii Φ I j. For this to be true, the corresponding objective functions are
compared and individual Ii is better in at least one of them while being no worse in the
rest. This concept, due to Vilfredo Pareto [45], is called dominance and it is borrowed
from the field of economics. Similarly, considering the constraint space Ψ, Ii Ψ I j
implies that individual Ii dominates individual I j in the constraint function space. At
any generation t < tmax, the population P can be split into two mutually exclusive sets
(i.e., P = PF ∪ PU, PF ∩ PU = ∅), where PF and PU contain only feasible and unfeasible
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individuals, respectively. The operator  considers both spaces, so the domination of
individual Ii over individual I j is expressed as follows:
Ii  I j ⇔

Ii ∈ PF, I j ∈ PU,
Ii,I j ∈ PU,
(
Ii Ψ I j
)
or
(
Ii 3Ψ I j and Ii Φ I j
)
,
Ii,I j ∈ PF, Ii Φ I j.
(4.25)
This operator is also used during the selection process when the genetic operators are
applied. Finally, the operator≪ considers also the crowding distance assignment, so that
Ii≪ I j ⇔
(
Ii  I j
)
or
(
Ii 3 I j and ci > c j
)
, (4.26)
where ci and c j are the crowding distance values for individuals Ii and I j, respectively,
as discussed in Chapter 2. In Equations (4.25) and (4.26), (·3 ·) implies non-domination,
e.g., Ii 3Ψ I j implies also I j 3Ψ Ii.
Parallel implementation
As the size of the problem increases, the parallelization of the GA is required if a Pareto-
optimal front is to be obtained in a reasonable amount of time. The following analysis
follows the methodology presented by Cantu´-Paz and Goldberg [49]. Let us assume a
master-slave approach for the parallelization, where slave processes are in charge of the
evaluation of all objective functions and constraints for the individuals they receive and
the master process receives this information and applies genetic operators. Considering
only the evaluation part of the GA, the total parallel computational time is
Tp =
(
p − 1) tc + t¯e|P|p − 1 , (4.27)
where tc is the communication time, t¯e the average evaluation time, |P| is the population
size and p the number of processes. The optimal number of processes to solve this problem
is given by
p? = 1 +
√
γ|P|, (4.28)
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with γ = t¯e/tc. The speed-up Sp = Ts/Tp, defined as the ratio between sequential and
parallel computational times, is then
Sp =
γ |P|(
p − 1) + γ |P|/ (p − 1) . (4.29)
Note that the inherent part of the GA (i.e., the time spent on genetic operators and in the
NSGA-II front determination) is neglected in this analysis, so Equation (4.29) reflects only
the speed-up in the evaluation. For the problems investigated in this work, the time spent
in the inherent part of the GA can indeed be neglected and Equation (4.29) gives a good
estimation of the speed-up. Figure 4.3 shows the speed-up Sp and efficiency Ep = Sp/p
as a function of p for γ = {250x}4x=1 and a population size |P| = 1000. This population
size is typical for the type of optimization problems studied in this work. The figures
show that using an arbitrary number of processes can have a detrimental impact on the
total computational time due to communication time. The speed-up figure also shows the
optimal number of processes given by Equation (4.28).
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Figure 4.3 – (a) Speed-up Sp = Ts/Tp; and (b) Efficiency Ep = Sp/p, as a function of the
number of processes p for a population size |P| = 1000 and γ = {250x}4x=1 .
It is worth mentioning that for problems where the individuals can have very different
computation times, a naive implementation that considers no load balancing would re-
duce the efficiency, as defined above. In the present study, the evaluation times for the
candidate solutions vary drastically, as all objective functions can only be computed for
those individuals that are feasible. The time complexity of the algorithm used to find
out the number of connected components in the network of the candidate solution is
O (V ′ + E ′), and this time is spent to find out if the individual is feasible or not. When
a microvascular network that is not connected is found, the individual is marked as un-
feasible and no time is spent computing the objective functions defined in Section 4.3.
The objective functions studied in this work have very different time complexities. The
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computation of the void volume fraction φv has complexity O (E ′). For the flow efficiency
objective function φ f , the time complexity is O(V ′3). Finally, the maximum temperature
objective function φT and the surface convected energy objective function φs have com-
plexity O(N3), with N being the number of nodes in the finite element mesh. Because the
number of nodes in a mesh is clearly larger than the number of vertices in the network of
a candidate solution, the evaluation of a feasible individual has complexity O(N3), which
is much higher than that of an unfeasible individual O (V ′ + E ′).
4.6 Results
As indicated earlier, a GA-based optimization of microvascular materials has been pre-
sented in Chapter 2, with emphasis on maximizing the flow efficiency and minimizing
the void volume fraction of the embedded network. Here we extend that methodol-
ogy to multi-physics optimization that includes the solution of the temperature field.
Tournament selection, uniform crossover, and bit-wise mutation are used as genetic op-
erators for the GA [16, 17]. In the following examples, water is used as the coolant,
with density ρ f = 1000 kg/m3, kinematic viscosity ν = 1.05 × 10−6 m2/s and specific heat
cp = 4185.5 J/kg K.
4.6.1 Uniform heat trap example
This first application is used primarily as a verification problem and consists of a rect-
angular domain Ω = (26 × 12) mm2, with two holes ω = (7 × 2) mm2, as represented in
Figure 4.4. The figure displays the microvascular network template, consisting of 446 chan-
nels. Flow boundary conditions include prescribed mass flow rate m˙v = 10 g/min ∀v ∈ S
of water at three locations over the left edge and prescribed zero pressure at three locations
over the right edge, as shown in the figure. For the thermal boundary value problem, a
uniform heat source is applied to the domain strip between the two holes. All free edges in
the domain have a convective boundary condition. Figure 4.4 also shows the temperature
field in the absence of flow, where a maximum temperature umax = 327 K is reached. Thus,
this problem tests the ability of the genetic algorithm to obtain a microvascular network
configuration where the flow is collected into a single channel that passes through the
central strip where the heat source is applied. Intuitively, this structure would minimize
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the value of φT. The optimization problem is then stated as:
minimize Φ =
{
φv, φ f , φT
}
,
such that ψc = 0.
The diameter set used throughout the optimization is D
[
µm
]
= {0, 350}, and the tempera-
ture of the fluid at inlet locations considered is u f = 283.15 K. A population size |P| = 3200
is chosen for the GA evolution. Results are reported for both constant mass inflow rate
and constant power.
m˙I →
m˙I →
m˙I →
→ p = 0
→ p = 0
→ p = 0
u, [K]283 327
Figure 4.4 – Microvascular network template with 446 microchannels showing the
flow boundary conditions and temperature solution in the absence of flow for the
uniform heat trap example.
Constant inflow results
The evolution of the objective functions (normalized with those corresponding to the
microvascular network template shown in Figure 4.4, φ0v, φ0f and φ
0
T) is illustrated in
Figure 4.5. The figure omits the first ten generations because they did not contain any
feasible individuals (i.e., all candidate solutions contained disconnected networks). As
apparent in the figure, the temperature objective function φT converges fast and remains
roughly constant throughout the evolution. The other two objective functions need a
higher number of generations to converge.
The entire Pareto-optimal front at generation t = 2000 is illustrated in Figure 4.6. The
front contains two well defined branches, as illustrated clearly in the projection of the
front on the φ f − φT plane. One of the branches remains roughly constant for the value
of φT, and contains individuals for which the flow is entirely collected in microchannels
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Figure 4.5 – Void volume fraction, flow efficiency and maximum temperature objec-
tive functions as a function of generations t for the uniform heat trap example. The
objective function values are normalized with those of the microvascular template
network φ0v, φ0f and φ
0
T, and with the fluid temperature u f .
passing through the central strip where the uniform heat source is applied. Thus, these
candidate solutions are the best for minimizing the value of the maximum temperature
φT. More precisely, individuals with increasing value of φv and decreasing value of φ f
have a slightly higher value of φT. Therefore, the individual that minimizes the maximum
temperature objective function is not flow efficient. This individual, labeled (a) and
marked with a  symbol on the Pareto-optimal front, belongs to this first branch and it is
revealed in Figure 4.7a. Arrows in Figure 4.7 represent the flow, so their sizes and gray
scale are proportional to the flow magnitude. As expected, the flow is collected into a
single microchannel. This individual not only minimizes the value of φT, but also the void
volume fraction objective function φv. The other branch contains individuals where the
flow is not collected entirely through the central strip, thus yielding a higher value of φT.
However, individuals in this branch have a better value of the flow efficiency objective
functionφ f because the flow is divided in multiple paths from inflow to outflow locations,
which in turn increases the value of the void volume fraction φv. The individual shown in
Figure 4.7b, which maximizes the flow efficiency at this particular generation, belongs to
this branch and it is labeled (b) and marked with a© symbol on the front. The structure
of this individual is very close to that of the network template, thus having a very high
value of the void volume fraction objective function φv. The ranges for the objective
function values for this problem are as follows: φv [%] : (2, 14), φ f [MPa] : (0.8, 5.7) and
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φ f [K] : [294.7, 313.1].
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Figure 4.6 – Pareto-optimal front and its projection to three orthogonal planes after
2000 generations of the genetic algorithm for the uniform heat trap example under
constant inflow conditions. Selected candidate solutions in the front correspond
to those shown in Figures 4.7a and 4.7b, and are marked with symbols , and ©,
respectively.
Constant power results
For the case of constant power, the entire front and its projections are presented in Fig-
ure 4.8 at generation t = 4000, and three of its candidate solutions (marked with symbols in
the front and its projections) are illustrated in Figure 4.9. Note that the range of values for
the flow in the latter is different from that shown in Figure 4.7. There are noticeable changes
on the front, when comparing it to the front for constant inflow shown in Figure 4.6. The
ranges for the objective functions are as follows: φv [%] : (2, 15), φ f [MPa] : (0.75, 2.23) and
φ f [K] : [301.6, 326]. The pressure range changes drastically, reducing the upper bound
considerably. However, this is just an apparent benefit because the temperature range
is now considerably higher. The Pareto-optimal front is also divided in more than two
branches, some of which contain just a few individuals. There is a branch that contains
a single individual, the one that minimizes the void volume fraction (Figure 4.9a and
individual marked with a ^ in the front). This individual is very similar to that shown in
Figure 4.7a for constant inflow, except for the fact that the flow is led through channels
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Figure 4.7 – Selected individuals at generation t = 2000 for the uniform heat trap with
constant inflow: (a) candidate solution that minimizes both φv and φT; (b) individual
that minimizes φ f .
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in the upper part of the domain and therefore has little effect on reducing the maximum
temperature. With respect to the void volume fraction objective function, both networks
are equivalent. Let us now focus on the tight branch with lower values of φT. Contrary
to the constant inflow rate case, individuals with increasing value of φv and decreasing
value of φ f have a lower value of φT. Thus, the individual that minimizes φT is located
at the opposite end of the branch, compared to the result for the constant inflow case.
This individual, denoted by (b) on the front and marked with a  symbol, is shown in
Figure 4.9b. As for constant inflow, the flow is collected into a set of channels passing
through the central strip where the heat source is applied. However, this time a dense
network is created before and after the central strip to minimize the pressure drop in these
regions. This individual contains the maximum value of the flow, which is roughly half
of that for constant inflow. When considering constant power, the flow in the microchan-
nels is reduced and therefore the maximum temperature increases. As a result, there is a
difference of almost 7 K between this individual and the one displayed in Figure 4.7a. Yet
another branch of the front contains individuals with high flow efficiency. The individual
that minimizes the pressure drop, labeled (c) in the front and marked with a© symbol, is
shown in Figure 4.9c. This individual is very similar to the one shown in Figure 4.7b.
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Figure 4.8 – Pareto-optimal front after 4000 generations of the genetic algorithm
considering constant power in the uniform heat trap example. Selected candidate
solutions in the front correspond to those shown in Figures 4.9a, 4.9b and 4.9c, marked
with symbols ^, , and©, respectively.
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Figure 4.9 – Selected individuals for the uniform heat trap example with constant
power at generation t = 4000, minimizing: (a) φv; (b) φT; and (c) φ f .
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4.6.2 Localized heating example
Consider a rectangular domain Ω = (35 × 20) mm2. For this 2D optimization problem,
the microvascular network template contains 1241 microchannels (Figure 4.10a). There
is a single inflow and a single outflow, located on the center of left and right edges,
respectively. Flow boundary conditions include a prescribed mass inflow m˙S = 10 g/min
of water and zero pressure at the outflow. For the thermal boundary value problem, all
edges have a convective boundary condition and two localized heat sources are applied,
as indicated in Figure 4.10a. Also, the inlet temperature of the fluid is set at u f = 283.15 K.
The temperature distribution obtained using a finite element discretization in the absence
of flow is also shown in Figure 4.10a, where a temperature difference of 59 K is observed.
The diameter set considered in the optimization is D
[
µm
]
= {0, 150}. As in the previous
example, results are reported for constant mass inflow and for constant power. For the
latter, the inflow is scaled such that the power of the candidate solutions equals that of
the template configuration.
Constant inflow results
Figure 4.10 also reports candidate solutions obtained throughout the evolution of the
genetic algorithm. Figures 4.10b, 4.10c and 4.10d represent the evolution of the candidate
solution that minimizes the value of φT at generations t = 100, t = 1000 and t = 10000,
respectively. It can be seen that the topology of the individual converges to a single path
of interconnected microchannels going through the hot spots. Also, after reaching the
first hot spot, the topology of the network is configured in such a way that the flow is
taken over the cooler areas of the domain, allowing for the fluid to release some of its
thermal energy. For the individual shown in Figure 4.10d, the maximum temperature is
reduced by approximately 18 K. Due to its structure, it is expected that this solution has a
poor performance for the flow efficiency objective function. Figures 4.10e and 4.10f also
show optimal solutions at generation t = 10000. The individual presented in Figure 4.10e
minimizes the void volume fraction, as it does its best to connect the inflow and outflow
locations with a straight path of microchannels. The individual shown in Figure 4.10f
maximizes the flow efficiency, as it divides the flow in as many channels as possible to the
cost of increasing the void volume fraction.
Figure 4.11 presents the entire Pareto-optimal front for this problem at generation
t = 10000. The front is again projected onto three orthogonal planes to assist with the
visualization. The projection on the
(
φ f , φT
)
plane is very well defined, and there is a large
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Figure 4.10 – Results for the localized heat source example for constant inflow. (a)
Microvascular network template for this problem with 1241 channels and temperature
solution without flow. Figures (b), (c) and (d) show the individuals that minimize
φT at generations t = 100, t = 1000 and t = 10000, respectively. Figures (e) and (f)
represent the solutions that minimize φv and φ f at generation t = 10000, respectively.
Arrows are sized proportionally to the flow magnitude.
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range of individuals for which the maximum temperature objective φT remains almost
constant. This compares similarly with the front obtained for constant inflow presented
in Section 4.6.1. The same symbols as before are used, so Figures 4.10d, 4.10e and 4.10f
are marked with , ^, and© symbols, respectively. The objective function ranges for the
front are: φv [%] : (0.96, 20], φ f [MPa] : (0.08, 1.7) and φT [K] : [324.2, 342.2].
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Figure 4.11 – Pareto-optimal front after 10000 generations of the NSGA-II for the
localized heat example with constant inflow. Selected candidate solutions in the
front, marked with,^, and© symbols, correspond to those shown in Figures 4.10d,
4.10e, and 4.10f, respectively.
Constant power results
Three candidate solutions at generation t = 10000 for the localized heat source considering
constant power are illustrated in Figure 4.12. The genetic algorithm is able to capture the
individual with the least possible void volume fraction in Figure 4.12a. The candidate
solution presented in Figure 4.12b minimizes the value of φT. As in the case for constant
inflow rate, the flow is directed to the hot spots, but this time with a dense network to
reduce the amount of energy needed to drive the flow. It is worth mentioning that the
entire flow is collected when reaching the second hot spot. However, since collecting
the flow in a single path increases the pressure drop rapidly, the flow is only collected
in a couple of microchannels. Finally, the individual outlined in Figure 4.12c minimizes
the pressure drop, and it has a structure that again resembles that of the microvascular
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network template.
The front in this case, shown in Figure 4.13, follows the same pattern as that of the
previous example for constant power. It is clearly more segregated than the front shown
in Figure 4.11. Once again, the individual that minimizes φT is located at the opposite end
from that for constant inflow, for the set of individuals with low value of φT. This indi-
vidual, labeled (b) on the front and marked with a  symbol, corresponds to Figure 4.12b.
It can be clearly seen in the φ f − φT plane that candidate solutions increase the value of
φT as the pressure increases. Again, this is due to the fact that, as the network is less
flow efficient, the flow decreases to keep the power constant, reducing also its ability to
remove heat from the domain. The other two marked individuals on the front correspond
to Figures 4.12a and 4.12c, and are marked with ^ and © symbols, respectively. The
reported ranges for objective functions are: φv [%] : (0.75, 22), φ f [MPa] : (0.072, 0.22) and
φT [K] : [335.9, 343.5]. As it was the case for the previous example, the pressure range
is drastically improved, to the cost of incrementing the temperature range. The upper
bound on the pressure considering constant power is 13% of that for constant inflow, and
there is a difference of almost 12 K between the lower bounds for the temperature.
A direct comparison between the thermal results presented in Figures 4.10d and 4.12b
does not however account for the very large pressure penalty associated with the single
channel solution obtained with the constant inflow case (Figure 4.10d). If indeed we
scale down the driving pressure for that case to match the reference power value, the
corresponding temperature drop would only amount to 0.3 K.
4.6.3 Microvascular fin
Consider the same domain studied in the previous problem, i.e., Ω = (35 × 20) mm2, the
same microvascular network template, and the same diameter set for the optimization.
As in the previous example, flow boundary conditions include a single mass inflow of
water m˙S = 10 g/min and zero pressure at a single outflow. This problem is studied in
two separate cases, depending on how the flow boundary conditions are placed in the
domain. The first scenario follows the previous example, placing the inflow and outflow
on opposite sides of the domain. The second scenario places the flow boundary conditions
on the same edge of the domain. Only constant inflow results are reported for both cases.
For the thermal boundary value problem, the ambient temperature for this optimization
problem is u∞ = 363.15 K, thus the specimen is placed in a hot environment. As before,
the inlet temperature of the fluid is set at u f = 283.15 K. For this optimization, energy
is lost through the surface of the specimen only. Thus, convection through the surface
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Figure 4.12 – Selected individuals at generation t = 10000 considering constant power
for the localized heat source example. Labels (a), (b), and (c), respectively, denote
optimal solutions with respect to the φv, φT, and φ f objective functions.
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Figure 4.13 – Pareto-optimal front for the localized heat example with constant power
at generation t = 10000. Selected candidate solutions, labeled (a), (b), and (c) in the
optimal front, correspond to the individuals presented in Figures 4.12a, 4.12b and
4.12c. These solutions are also marked with ^, , and© symbols, respectively.
is taken into account by having a temperature-dependent heat source f = h f (u∞ − u), as
explained in Section 4.3.3. The edges in this example are insulated, i.e., q¯ = 0. Thus, in
the absence of flow, the temperature of the entire domain equals that of the environment.
The optimization problem is stated as:
maximize Φ1 =
{
φs
}
,
and minimize Φ2 =
{
φv, φ f
}
,
such that ψc = 0,
with φs defined in Equation (4.14). In other words, the thermal optimization problem
investigated in this application consists in designing the embedded network to achieve
optimal heat exchange between the microvascular fin and its surrounding.
Flow boundary conditions on opposite sides
The Pareto-optimal surface for this case is given in Figure 4.14. For this problem, the
surface convected energy objective function φs is maximized, thus the Pareto-optimal
front has a different configuration when compared with the fronts of previous problems.
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Moreover, this front contains a feature that is particularly different, for the candidate
solution that minimizes the void volume fraction objective function, labeled (a) in the
front, is an inflection point for the φs objective function. Starting from this individual,
solutions with increasing values of φ f create a trail of individuals that have increasingly
higher values of φs. The solution located at the extremum of this trail, even though not
being optimal in any of the objective functions, has also been selected for visualization to
explain this particular feature of the front.
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Figure 4.14 – NSGA-II results at generation t = 10000 for the fin specimen example
with flow boundary conditions on opposite sides of the domain. Selected candidate
solutions, labeled in the front and marked with^,©,, and4 symbols, are illustrated
in Figure 4.15.
Figure 4.15 presents the selected candidate solutions for this problem. The individuals
that minimize φv and φ f , shown in Figures 4.15a and 4.15b, have similar features as those
shown in the previous problems. These figures are labeled (a) and (b) in the Pareto-optimal
front of Figure 4.14, and are marked with ^ and © symbols, respectively. The solution
presented in Figure 4.15c, labeled (c) in the front and marked with a  symbol, maximizes
the surface convected energy objective function φs. Therefore, this individual maximizes
the difference uh − u∞ over the entire domain Ωh, and because u∞ is constant, this means
that the temperature is minimized on average over the domain. A similar solution would
thus be obtained by considering the average temperature of the domain as an objective
function, instead of using the defined objective functionφs. The microvascular network for
this solution roughly distributes the flow evenly through the surface of the specimen. First,
the network halves the flow and channels it to the top and bottom edges of the specimen.
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Then, part of the flow remains in these edges, while the rest is channeled back to the center
of the specimen. Near the outflow, the flow is collected again near the top and bottom
edges in two halves before exiting the domain. The last solution shown in Figure 4.15d is
presented to explain the trail in the Pareto-optimal surface shown in Figure 4.14, a feature
that was not present in the previous optimization examples. This individual is marked
with a 4 symbol and is labeled (d) on the front. The individual shows that, starting
from the individual with minimum void volume fraction, better configurations for the
convected surface energy can be obtained with networks that collect the flow into a single
set of interconnected microchannels. Increasing the length of these single-path networks
increases the pressure drop, as determined by Equation (4.2), and thus reduces the flow
efficiency. However, the flow is exposed to more surface area, which has the effect of
reducing the temperature more efficiently and thus increasing the difference uh − u∞ over
Ωh. This serpentine-like topology therefore seems to be a good candidate solution for
minimizing the temperature of the domain, to the cost of decreasing the flow efficiency.
Note however, that this solution is worse than that shown in Figure 4.15c with respect to
φs.
Flow boundary conditions on the same side
For this last optimization problem, the inflow and outflow are located on the left edge of
the domain. Again, after 10000 generations, the Pareto-optimal surface for this problem
is well established, as displayed in Figure 4.16. Once more, the selected individuals
marked on the front are displayed in Figure 4.17. Figures 4.17a and 4.17b follow the
same structure as the corresponding solutions in previous optimizations. The solution
illustrated in Figure 4.17c maximizes the value of the objective function φs. The flow is
entirely collected close to the inflow and outflow locations. Close to the right edge, the
flow is divided in many paths, thus reducing the pressure drop in this region. The last
figure shows the individual with the worst value of the flow efficiency objective function.
This individual has a similar structure than the one shown in Figure 4.17c close to inlet
and outlet locations. However, because the flow is collected into a single path of channels,
the pressure drop is increased dramatically. Still, this individual is optimal for the surface
convected energy objective function φs.
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Figure 4.15 – Selected candidate solutions for the fin example considering constant
inflow and flow boundary conditions on opposite sides of the domain. Figures
(a), (b) correspond to the candidate solutions that minimize φv and φ f , respectively.
Figure (c) corresponds to the individual that maximizes φs. Finally, the individual
illustrated in Figure (d) is displayed to explain the trail in the Pareto-optimal surface
of Figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.16 – Pareto-optimal surface at generation t = 10000 for the fin specimen
example with the inflow and outflow located on the same edge. Individuals selected
for visualization are displayed in Figure 4.17 and are labeled in the front and marked
with symbols ^,©, , and 4 symbols.
4.7 Conclusions
This work has presented a multi-objective constrained optimization framework for the
design of microvascular networks for active cooling applications. The scheme is able
to accurately define Pareto-optimal fronts for the objective functions considered, thus
capturing the trade-offs between competing objectives for a final design decision. The
algorithm can be used with an arbitrary number of objective functions and constraints. It
was shown how coupling a finite element PDE solver with the multi-objective constrained
genetic algorithm provides a powerful tool for multi-physics optimization. It is worth
mentioning that even though extreme individuals on the Pareto-optimal fronts have been
reported, the entire front is available to the analyst for a final decision.
The initial population usually contains only unfeasible individuals, but the population
becomes feasible after only a few generations. There is a considerable difference between
the evaluation times of feasible and unfeasible individuals. Strictly speaking, unfeasi-
ble individuals are not even evaluated, their objective functions are penalized with very
high values. This difference in evaluation times requires a very efficient parallel imple-
mentation, that takes into account the load balancing on processors to achieve optimal
speed-ups.
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Figure 4.17 – Selected individuals taken from the Pareto-optimal front of Figure 4.16
for the microvascular fin example with the inflow and outflow located on the same
edge of the domain. As before, Figures (a) and (b) minimize objective functions φv
and φ f , respectively. Figures (c) and (d) show candidate solutions with a high value
of φs.
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5 3D multi-physics optimization
5.1 Introduction
In this final chapter, we extend the 2D network design analysis presented in Chapter 4
to more complex 3D geometries. As before, the optimization of the network topology
relies on a combination of the multi-objective constrained genetic algorithm summarized
in Chapter 2 with a thermal finite element solver. The latter is used to capture the
impact of the embedded network on the thermal response of the polymeric material. The
optimization of three-dimensional polymeric components is driven by several motives.
First, these polymeric materials are three-dimensional by nature, even when the ink
scaffold is created layer by layer. Moreover, new advances in the manufacturing process
of these materials allow for the creation of fairly complicated three-dimensional network
topologies with the aid of a gel structure that supports the ink manifold, as explained in
Chapter 1. A 3D mathematical model is thus required to keep up with the manufacturing
advances. Second, there are several limitations imposed by a 2D model on the heat transfer
response of these materials. In Chapter 4, the use of a temperature-dependent heat source
helped circumvent the limitation of a 2D model to take into account the convection
between the surface of the specimen and its surrounding environment. A 3D model
does not have this limitation, as every surface can have a convective boundary condition.
Furthermore, a 3D model can also capture the heat conduction through the thickness of
the polymeric component. Due to the structured nature of the templates used hereafter
to design the networks, the thermal solver does not rely on the GFEM. Nevertheless, the
thermal solver relies on assumptions similar to those adopted in Chapter 4 to model the
cooling of the embedded microchannels.
This chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 states the optimization problem and
presents the mathematical model used for representing the microvascular networks. Sec-
tion 5.3 presents a brief overview of GAs. The objective functions and constraints used in
conjunction with the GA are defined in Section 5.4. Section 5.5 summarizes a validation
study of the thermal field when these materials are used for active cooling applications.
Finally, the application of the optimization framework for the design of 3D microvascular
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networks follows in Section 5.6.
5.2 Microvascular network representation
Consider the mathematical model of a biomimetic material shown in Figure 5.1. An
open domain Ω ⊂ R3, with boundary Γ := Ω −Ω, represents the polymeric component.
The optimization process starts from what we call the microvascular network template, a
reference structure that contains every possible microchannel considered in the design.
Mathematically, the network template is represented by a graph G := (V ,E), where each
edge e ∈ E represents a channel of the network and each vertex v ∈ V represents the
possible location of a microchannel endpoint. Thus, a space coordinate xv ⊂ Λ ⊂ Ω is
associated with each vertex v , where Λ :=
{∑
i=1 ziei | zi ∈ Z} is a three-dimensional point
lattice and ei represents the i−th component of an orthogonal basis of R3. Restricting
the location of the vertices to a point lattice reduces considerably the number of possible
network topologies within Ω. Other properties assigned to vertices include pressure
pv : v (V )→ R and mass flow rate m˙v : v (S ∪ T )→ R, S ∩ T = ∅, where S and T represent
inflow and outflow vertex sets, i.e., {S , T } ⊂ V (G). Because of mass conservation, the
total mass inflow rate m˙S :=
∑
v∈S m˙v equals the total mass outflow rate m˙T :=
∑
v∈T m˙v .
Properties are also assigned to the edges of the graph, including the microchannel diameter
De : e (E)→ R, length Le : e (E)→ R, and mass flow rate m˙e : e (E)→ R.
S
T
Ω
G
Figure 5.1 – Mathematical model of a biomimetic polymeric component. An embed-
ded microvascular network template is represented by a graph G , with inflow and
outflow vertices S and T , respectively.
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As explained in the previous chapters, these microvascular materials are created by
extruding a fugitive ink on a polymeric substrate. Let D = {Di}ki=1 be the set of discrete
diameters used in the optimization process. This set includes the diameters prescribed by
the manufacturing process, i.e., the diameter of the nozzles used to extrude the fugitive ink.
It also includes Dk = 0, which represents the absence of a microchannel to allow networks
to change in topology from that of the network template. During the optimization process,
each microchannel e ∈ E of a candidate solution is assigned a diameter De ∈ D in order to
optimize a set of objective functions Φ =
{
φi
}m
i=1
, subject to a set of constraints Ψ =
{
ψi
}n
i=1.
Each candidate solution created during the GA optimization process can be thought of
as a mapping, a function f : G → G ′ ⊆ G , where G ′ := (V ′,E ′) may contain fewer
channels, i.e., E ′ ⊆ E . Thus, the degree of a vertex v ′ in the candidate solution, denoted
deg (v ′) and defined as the number of incident edges on the vertex, may be smaller than
the degree of the corresponding vertex in the network template G , i.e., deg (v ′ ∈ V ′) ≤
deg (v ∈ V ). It is interesting to note that there are k|E | possible network configurations in
this optimization process. Yet many of these topologies are considered unfeasible because
their corresponding graphs are disconnected, which means that there is at least one pair
of vertices v ′i , v
′
j ∈ V ′ (G ′) for which a path cannot be created through the existing edges
E ′ (G ′). A disconnected graph therefore contains two or more connected components.
5.3 Multi-objective constrained genetic algorithms
Genetic algorithms are chosen as the underlying optimization technique because of their
advantages with regard to other methods used in search and optimization. As a subset of
a broader category of Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs), genetic algorithms are population-
based methods where candidate solutions develop towards better configurations for the
problem considered throughout an evolution process. GAs do not require any information
about optimal topologies, a main advantage when comparing the method with other
approaches used for optimization such as constructal theory [11, 12, 102]. Usually, the
starting population of a GA is created randomly, yet any a priori knowledge about optimal
features can be incorporated into this initial population, procedure known as a knowledge-
based GA. After the creation of the initial population, GAs usually start the evolution over
a specified number of generations tmax, unless other criteria can be used to obtain a measure
of convergence. More precisely, GAs can evolve indefinitely introducing new features
to individuals in the population. GAs do not guarantee the convergence to optimal
solutions at any value of tmax, but they search the entire decision space, a main advantage
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when comparing GAs to gradient-based search techniques like topology optimization
[24, 106, 15]. Also, GAs do not require any gradient computation, and they can be used
as long as a quantitative measure of the fitness can be assigned to the individuals in the
population. Additionally, GAs can handle problems that are encoded with both discrete
and continuous variables. As explained in Section 5.2, the optimization problem in this
work assigns discrete values to the diameters of the microchannels of candidate solutions,
making this a discrete optimization problem.
At each generation t of the evolution of the GA, the genetic operators selection, crossover
and mutation are applied to generate the population at generation t + 1. The selection
operator can be thought of as a mechanism that eliminates those individuals with low
fitness so that they are excluded in successive generations, thus fulfilling Darwin’s natural
selection. Through the crossover operator, selected individuals exchange their features
to produce new individuals. As a result, the created individuals contain features found
in their parents. Finally, the mutation operator slightly modifies the characteristics of the
newly created individuals and can bring new features not present in their parents nor in
the entire population. In this work, tournament selection, uniform crossover and bitwise
mutation are used as genetic operators [16, 17]. It is worth noting that bitwise mutation
can only be applied if k = 2. If more diameters are considered, Gaussian mutation can
be used as the mutation operator (see Chapter 2). The simple GA [16] employs only the
genetic operators mentioned above to determine the population at generation t + 1. How-
ever, when dealing with multiple objective functions, it is better to use a Pareto selection
mechanism to determine the population at generation t + 1. Through this procedure, indi-
viduals are compared in all objective functions simultaneously, and dominated candidates
are likely to be discarded in subsequent generations. When comparing two contenders,
the dominated individual is worse in at least one objective function while not being better
in the rest. The concept of dominance is due to Vilfredo Pareto [45] from the field of
economics.
Having the genetic operators for the creation of new candidate solutions and the Pareto
selection mechanism to deal with multiple objectives, the remaining challenge involves the
consideration of constraints. The explanation given in the previous paragraph deals with
the objective function space. Similarly, we can apply the same ideas to a space dealing with
constraints, thus better individuals can be thought of being “less unfeasible”. However,
this approach works only when dealing with unfeasible individuals. If at a particular
generation t, the population is composed of both feasible and unfeasible candidates, the
strategy adopted in this work to determine the better of two contenders is as follows:
If one individual is feasible and the other is not, the feasible individual is selected. If
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both individuals are unfeasible, select the less unfeasible one based on the values of the
constraints. Finally, if both individuals are feasible or if an individual cannot be selected
because they have the same constraint values, select the best individual in the objective
function space. In this work, the Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II)
[46] with the addition of a constraint space is used as the multi-objective constrained
genetic algorithm. For more information, refer to Chapter 2.
The evolution of a GA requires a large number of evaluations, thus obtaining meaning-
ful results can be computationally demanding. However, the evaluation part of the GA is
embarrassingly parallel, which means that candidate solutions can be evaluated in different
processes independently. This property of the GAs make them suitable for distributed-
memory machines. The algorithm used in this work adopts a master-slave approach,
where the master process sends the individuals so that they can be evaluated indepen-
dently by the slave processes, and then the master process collects the results afterwards.
Close to ideal speed-ups are obtained using this approach. A detailed description of the
parallelization scheme adopted in this work is given in Chapter 4.
5.4 Design objectives and constraints
This section describes the objective functions and constraints taken into account in the 3D
microvascular network design problem.
5.4.1 Void volume fraction
The void left by the microvascular network has a direct impact in the mechanical properties
of the resulting polymer. It is desired to keep the void volume fraction to a minimum in
order to reduce the network’s impact on the stiffness and strength of the material. The
void volume fraction objective function is defined as a function φv : E ′ (G ′)→ R:
φv := pi
∑
e′∈E ′ Le′D2e′
4VΩ
, (5.1)
where the volume of the network is normalized by the volume of the polymeric component
VΩ.
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5.4.2 Flow efficiency
Flow efficient networks will have a configuration such that the energy needed to drive
the fluid through the microchannels is kept to a minimum. The quantitative evaluation of
the flow efficiency is carried out through the computation of the maximum pressure drop
in the network. Assuming laminar flow, the pressure drop in microchannel e′ ∈ E ′ can be
expressed through the Hagen-Poiseuille’s law:
∆pe′ =
128νLe′
piD4e′
m˙e′ , (5.2)
where ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. Using Equation (5.2) to express the mass
flow rate at microchannel endpoints gives a total of 2 |E ′| equations, which are used
to assemble the system of linear equations ~K~p = ~˙m. In this system, ~K is the network
characteristic matrix, ~p is the network pressure vector and ~˙m is the network mass flow
rate vector. This system is solved after applying flow boundary conditions, which include
prescribed mass flow rate at inflow vertices v ′ ∈ S and prescribed pressure at outflow
vertices v ′ ∈ T . Then the flow efficiency objective function is defined as a function
φ f : V ′ (G ′)→ R such that
φ f := max
v ′i ,v
′
j∈V ′
|pv ′i − pv ′j |. (5.3)
More precisely, the computation of the maximum pressure drop is performed in each
connected component of the graph G ′, each one with its own flow boundary conditions.
That is, it is possible that during the mapping process that creates a new candidate solution,
a disconnected network with two or more connected components is created. As long as
those connected components have valid boundary conditions for the flow problem, the
networks are considered as feasible and the computation of the maximum pressure drop
is carried out component by component.
5.4.3 Thermal field
By obtaining the temperature field in the polymer, objective functions can be defined to
obtain highly efficient networks for active cooling applications. Consider the boundary
of the domain Γ with outward normal n, partitioned in regions Γu, Γq, and Γh, which
correspond to regions with applied Dirichlet, Neumann, and Robin boundary conditions,
respectively. These regions are mutually exclusive, thus Γu∩Γq∩Γh = ∅. Also, the closure of
their union defines the entire boundary of the polymeric compound, i.e., Γ = Γu ∪ Γq ∪ Γh.
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It can be shown through an energy balance [90], that the heat rate per unit length qe in the
wall of microchannel e is given by
qe = m˙ecp
du
dξe
, (5.4)
where u denotes temperature, cp the specific heat of the fluid, and ξe the local axial
coordinate of the channel. By adopting Equation (5.4), several simplifying assumptions
have been made, including a fully developed temperature profile and a constant heat rate
along the wall of the channel. Network microchannels can be collapsed to 1D line segments
due to their high aspect ratios and the small diameters used. Thus, Equation (5.4) allows
us to consider the cooling effect of the microchannels as heat sinks over their collapsed
lines. The steady-state thermal boundary value problem is given as follows: Given fluid
density ρ and fluid specific heat cp constants, ambient fluid temperature u∞, the thermal
conductivity tensor κ : Ω→ R3 ×R3, the heat source f : Ω→ R, heat transfer coefficient
h : Γh → R, and prescribed heat flux q¯ : Γq → R, find the temperature field u : Ω → R
such that
∇ · (κ∇u) + f = δ (x − xe) cpm˙e · ∇u on Ω, (5.5)
with m˙e = m˙eeξe , and boundary conditions
u = u¯ on Γu, (5.6)
κ∇u · n = q¯ on Γq, (5.7)
κ∇u · n = h (u∞ − u) on Γh. (5.8)
In Equation (5.5), the Dirac delta function allows us to represent the 1D microchannels
within the 3D computational domain.
For the weak formulation, letU = {u | u|Γu = u¯} ⊂ H1(Ω) be the set of trial solutions for
the temperature field and V = {v | v|Γu = 0} ⊂ H10(Ω) be the variation space. The weak
form of the problem is: Given ρ, cp, u∞, f , h, κ, q¯, u¯ as before, find u ∈ U such that
a (w,u) + a (w,u)Γh =
(
w, f
)
+
(
w, q¯
)
Γq
+ (w,u∞)Γh ∀w ∈ V, (5.9)
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with bilinear and linear forms
a (w,u) =
∫
Ω
(
∇w · (κ∇u) + w δ (x − xe) cpm˙e · ∇u
)
dΩ, (5.10)
a (w,u)Γh =
∫
Γh
whu dΓ, (5.11)
(
w, f
)
=
∫
Ω
w f dΩ, (5.12)
(
w, q¯
)
Γq
=
∫
Γq
wq¯ dΓ, (5.13)
(w,u∞)Γh =
∫
Γh
whu∞ dΓ. (5.14)
An approximate temperature distribution in the material uh (x) is obtained by solving
Equation (5.9) with a finite element discretization of the domain Ωh. Various thermal
efficiency objective functions can then be defined, such as the average temperature over
the polymeric component, the thermal energy stored, or even the temperature gradients
if the stresses produced by the thermal field are of interest. In the examples presented in
this chapter, we adopt the maximum temperature objective function φT : Ωh → R:
φT := max uh (x) , ∀x ∈ Ωh. (5.15)
5.4.4 Connectivity constraint
The objective functions introduced above are computed only for connected graphs. When
the candidate solutions are allowed to change in structure throughout the optimization
process, many of the subgraphs G ′ of the graph G that represents the network template
become unfeasible. When a solution to the flow problem cannot be computed, the candi-
date solution is marked as unfeasible. The connectivity constraint is defined as a function
ψc : E ′ (G ′)→ R such that
ψc :=
1/
∣∣∣E ′ (G ′)∣∣∣ if G ′ is disconnected,
0 otherwise.
(5.16)
Because ψc is inversely proportional to the number of edges in the candidate solution, the
optimization process pushes unfeasible individuals towards a known valid topology, i.e.,
that of the microvascular network template.
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5.5 Validation study
The numeric solution of Equation (5.9) is now compared with experimental measurements
obtained by B. Kozola, R. Saksena, and V. Natrajan at the University of Illinois. Three sets
of experimental results are used in this study: a) the surface temperature of the polymeric
component obtained by infrared (IR) imaging of the specimen [97]; b) the temperature of
the fluid through the two-dye LIF (Laser Induced Fluorescence) technique [110]; and c)
the mass flow rate in the microchannels via the microscopic Particle Image Velocimetry
(µ−PIV) technique [108]. It is worth mentioning that the experimental results used in this
validation study for the infrared imaging of the polymer surface and the two-dye LIF were
obtained almost simultaneously, whereas mass flow rates were measured at a different
time.
The measurement of the temperature field in the polymer is accomplished by obtaining
images of the specimen with the aid of an IR camera. Figure 5.2a shows the experimental
setup with the base of the specimen placed on a copper plate, which in turn lies on a
resistive heater that is kept at constant temperature using a feedback controller. Thermally
conductive grease is laid along the interface between the copper plate and the fin. The
IR camera is utilized to capture the temperature distribution in the surface of the fin
that contains the microvascular network. A detailed description of this technique can
be found in [97]. The specimen used in the experiments is illustrated in Figure 5.2b. It
consists of an epoxy polymeric fin with an embedded microvascular network containing
twelve microchannels. Attachment nozzles are placed at the diverging and converging
points of the fanning manifolds to provide the network with inlet and outlet locations.
The microchannels have roughly a diameter De = 410µm. The height of the specimen is
19.5 mm, and its thickness is 3.5 mm. The portion of the fin where the microchannels are
parallel to the heated stage measures 18.4 mm.
The mass flow rate in the individual microchannels is measured employing the µ−PIV
technique [108]. This method is able to determine the velocity field in a plane spanning the
full diameter of a microchannel. The experimental setup for this technique, which mainly
consists of a laser and a camera, is shown in Figure 5.3a. In order to obtain the velocity
field in a channel, a solution of deionized water mixed with polystyrene microspheres
containing a fluorescent red dye is driven through the network. By employing an optical
filter, the camera captures the fluorescent light emitted from the particles. By cross-
correlating two consecutive images taken by the camera at a specified time interval, the
displacement (and therefore the velocity) field can be fully determined, and thereby the
mass flow rate through the microchannel.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.2 – (a) Experimental setup for the determination of the temperature field in
the polymeric component. The figure shows the fin specimen lying on a copper plate
that sits on a resistive heater. An infrared image of a sample in the absence of flow
is illustrated on the right. (b) Fin specimen used in the validation study consisting of
12 microchannels that fan from inlet and outlet network locations.
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Figure 5.3 – (a) µ−PIV experimental setup; (b) LIF experimental setup.
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Finally, the temperature of the fluid is determined by the two-dye LIF technique [110],
with the setup illustrated in Figure 5.3b. The LIF employs a laser and two cameras with
appropriate optical filters that are used to capture the emissions from their corresponding
dye. One of the dyes is temperature sensitive, whereas the other is temperature insensitive.
However, both dyes are sensitive to the incident energy of the laser, hence to remove the
effect of variation in incident energy, the ratio of the images taken by the two cameras is
used. The setup is calibrated against known temperatures in a water bath that is used to
maintain constant temperature, which is additionally measured by a thermocouple.
Figure 5.4 summarizes the results of the comparison between numerical predictions
and experimental measurements of the temperature field for the specimen illustrated
in Figure 5.2b. The abscissas show the surface temperature along the centerline of the
specimen, and the ordinates the relative coordinate perpendicular to the heated stage.
The symbols correspond to three experimental measurements. For the first experimental
measurement, no flow was driven through the microvascular network. For the other two
experimental results, a solution of deionized water with the two dyes used in the LIF
technique was pumped through the twelve channels with total mass flow rates m˙S1 =
1 g/min and m˙S2 = 2.5 g/min, and the temperature measurements were obtained after
achieving steady-state conditions. As expected, the temperature in the specimen drops
with increasing values of the mass flow rate.
The fin equation, a simplified 1D equation that describes the energy balance that exists
between the heat conducted through the fin and the heat convected to the surrounding
fluid, can be used to obtain the film coefficient from experimental results. The equation
has the form
d2u
dx2
=
h f P f
κA f
(u − u∞) , (5.17)
where P f and A f are the perimeter and the area, respectively, of the cross section in
contact with the copper plate, x is the coordinate normal to this cross section, κ is the
conductivity of the polymeric material and h f is the heat transfer coefficient (or film
coefficient) that characterizes the heat convection between the fin and the surrounding air
with temperature u∞. Boundary conditions include fixed temperature at the base of the
fin (in contact with the copper plate) u|x=0 = u¯, and a convective boundary condition at
its free end (i.e., x = L = 19.5 mm) −κ (du/dx)|x=L = h f (u (L) − u∞) . With these boundary
conditions, the solution to the fin equation is given by
u (x) − u∞
u¯ − u∞ =
cosh β (L − x) +
( h f
βκ
)
sinh β (L − x)
cosh βL +
( h f
βκ
)
sinh βL
, β =
√
h f P f
κA f
. (5.18)
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Figure 5.4 – (a) Temperature profiles obtained at the centerline of the specimen shown
in Figure 5.2b. Curves show the experimental temperature measurements obtained
by infrared imaging (symbols), the numerical solutions (solid curves) and the results
of the fin equation (dashed line). The heat transfer coefficients used in the fin equa-
tion and in the numerical computations were calibrated to match the experimental
temperature distribution in the absence of flow. (b) Temperature profile through the
thickness obtained numerically at the top of the specimen for meshes with different
thickness discretizations.
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With u¯ = 353.3 K and an environmental temperature u∞ = 296.4 K, it was found that a heat
transfer coefficient h f = 8.131 W/m2K matches closely the experimental results, as shown
by the corresponding curve in Figure 5.4a.
A finite element model of the central portion of the domain that contains the straight
microchannels, i.e., 18.4 × 19.5 × 3.5 mm3, is created to obtain the numerical temperature
predictions. In the absence of flow, the boundary conditions for the computational model
include a prescribed temperature u¯ = 353.3 K at the base of the model, and convective
boundary conditions along the top and along the two major surfaces. Insulated boundary
conditions, i.e., q¯ = 0, are applied to the remaining surfaces of the computational model.
For the convective boundary conditions, the environmental temperature is the same as the
one used for the fin equation, and a value h = 8.736 W/m2K for the heat transfer coefficient
was obtained by matching the measured experimental temperature at the top of the fin.
Thus, in the absence of flow, the numerical results match closely those of the fin equation
and the experimental results, as illustrated in Figure 5.4a.
A mesh convergence study is carried out by creating four structured meshes of eight-
node brick elements over the 3D grids
{
40 × 48 × 2i · 3
}3
i=0
. In other words, the four meshes
have 40 elements along the length 18.4 mm, 48 elements along the length 19.5 mm and
either 3, 6, 12, or 24 elements through the thickness of 3.5 mm. For the four meshes,
measurements of the temperature across the thickness over the top of the specimen are
reported in Figure 5.4b. The figure shows that considering six elements is enough to
capture the thermal effects through the thickness of the specimen. It also illustrates that
the temperature at the extreme sides of the specimen, which are the locations where the
temperature measurements can be obtained experimentally by infrared imaging, does not
vary much, even when only considering three elements across the thickness.
For the numerical predictions considering the effect of the flow through the microvas-
cular network, the mass flow rate in each microchannel is predicted by taking into account
the actual geometry of the specimen. In other words, each microchannel length is mea-
sured and its corresponding mass flow rate is obtained by Equation (5.2). Also, the
temperature of the fluid at inlet locations is prescribed in the computational model with
the values reported in Table 5.1, which were obtained experimentally by the two-dye LIF
technique described above. The temperature values of the fluid at other inlet locations
were linearly extrapolated from those given in the table. The numerical results that take
into account the effect of the flow are also given in Figure 5.4. It can be seen that the
numerical curves follow the same trend as the experimental ones, which means that the
temperature reduces as the mass flow rate increases. Also, both numerical and experimen-
tal results share the same order of magnitude, but there are some discrepancies between
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mass flow rate m˙,
[
g/min
]
channel 1 2.5
2 312.4 311.9
4 309.5 305.8
7 305.2 305.1
8 303.2 297.0
Table 5.1 – Fluid temperature values obtained by the two-dye LIF technique, given
in Kelvin, measured at the start of the straight portion of four microchannels for the
specimen illustrated in Figure 5.2b. Channel 2 is the closest channel to the heated
stage.
them. The first source of discrepancy is associated with the experimental error related to
the temperature measurements at the inlet locations and with the interpolation/extrap-
olation of the temperature values given in Table 5.1 for the other eight microchannels.
Another source of discrepancy is due to the departure of the predicted flow distribution
across the twelve microchannels used for the numerical simulations from the actual flow
field in the experiments. Indeed, as shown in Figure 5.5a, a substantial variability is ob-
served experimentally (using the µ−PIV technique), with some channels (especially the
center ones) carrying more of the flow than others. Taking that variability into account
in the numerical predictions leads to the results shown in Figure 5.5b. As apparent there,
the differences observed in the temperature profile due to the variability in mass flow
rate are negligible for the case m˙S1 = 1 g/min. Therefore, the remaining discrepancy is
probably associated with errors in the inflow temperature, emphasizing the need for the
simultaneous measurement of the fin surface temperature and the inflow temperature of
the cooling fluid in every microchannel.
5.6 Network optimization results
This section presents the results obtained by applying the optimization framework for the
design of 3D microvascular polymeric components to two different applications. The first
application consists of the design of a periodic microvascular cell that is part of a larger
polymeric component, e.g., a thin wall structure used for high temperature applications.
The second application presents another opportunity to compare with experimental tem-
perature measurements and is motivated by the 2D optimization considering localized
heating, discussed thoroughly in Chapter 4.
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Figure 5.5 – (a) Predicted and actual mass flow rate values for each of the twelve
channels of the specimen shown in Figure 5.2b for a total mass flow rate m˙S1 =
1 g/min. Actual values were obtained by using theµ−PIV technique. (b) Temperature
profiles at the centerline of the fin specimen showing some of the results given in
Figure 5.4a, and another numerical curve for which the mass flow rates were corrected
with those given in (a). Results considering the flow in the network correspond to a
total mass inflow rate m˙S1 = 1 g/min.
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5.6.1 Periodic microvascular cell
Consider a cubic domain Ω = a3 with a = 10 mm, as displayed in Figure 5.6. The figure
shows a part of the microvascular network templateG , which contains 1946 microchannels.
With a diameter set D
[
µm
]
= {0, 100} used in the optimization process, there are 21946
network configurations. As mentioned previously, even though many of these topologies
are not feasible because they result in disconnected networks for the flow problem, the
number of feasible structures is extremely large. The network template consists of channels
aligned over an n3 grid, with n = 8, with a total of 3n (n + 1)2 microchannels, and two more
microchannels to link inflow and outflow, all of them with length Le = 1 mm. Thus, the
network template roughly has a 1 mm cover from each of the six surfaces of the domain Ω.
A single inflow and a single outflow are located at the bottom surface and are displayed
using arrows in the figure. Flow boundary conditions comprise a prescribed mass inflow
rate m˙S = 1 g/min at the inlet and zero pressure at the outlet. The fluid used as coolant is
water, with kinematic viscosity ν = 1.05 × 10−6 m2/s and specific heat cp = 4185.5 J/kg K.
Results are reported only for constant inflow, so that the mass inflow rate does not change
in all individual evaluations (see Chapter 4 for further details). For the heat boundary
value problem, a thermal conductivity value of κ = 0.3 W/mK is used for the polymer. A
uniform heat flux q¯ = 3 kW/m2 is applied to the top surface and the bottom surface has a
prescribed temperature u¯ = 273.15 K, which is also the temperature of the incoming fluid.
Thus, in the absence of flow the temperature field has a linear variation in the z coordinate,
with a maximum temperature umax = 373 K over the top surface. The remaining surfaces
have a periodic boundary condition, thus defining a unit microvascular cell in the x
and y directions, as displayed by the coordinate axes in the figure. The cubic domain
is discretized with a structured finite element mesh, consisting of 20 × 20 × 20 = 8000
eight-noded brick elements and a total of 9261 nodes. Note that a matching finite element
mesh is used, thus the microchannels of the network template lie along the edges of finite
elements in the mesh. By analyzing the grids used for the discretizing the domain and for
outlining the microvascular network template, it can be inferred that each microchannel
is surrounded by eight brick elements.
The problem is then optimized with a population size |P| = 1000. The Pareto-optimal
front for this problem is displayed in Figure 5.7 at generation t = 10000. Selected candidate
solutions, labeled in the figure and marked with ^, ©, and  symbols, are represented
in Figure 5.8 for visualization. As with the results in Chapter 4, the front is projected
into three orthogonal planes to ease its visualization. The projections show a well-defined
surface, with some individuals isolated from the main population, e.g., those marked with
^,© symbols. In Figure 5.8, the upper row shows the temperature field, whereas the lower
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Figure 5.6 – Schematic of the periodic microvascular cell problem with cubic domain
Ω = a3 and part of the microvascular network template G . A single inflow and a
single outflow are displayed in the figure with arrows. A uniform heat flux q¯ is
applied at the top surface, and a temperature u¯ is prescribed at the bottom surface.
The remaining surfaces have periodic boundary conditions, thus defining a unit cell
periodic in the x and y directions.
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Figure 5.7 – Pareto-optimal surface at generation t = 10000 for the periodic cell
example. Individuals selected for visualization are displayed in Figure 5.8 and are
labeled in the front and marked with ^,©,  symbols.
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Figure 5.8 – Selected candidate solutions at generation t = 10000. The upper row
shows the temperature field, whereas the figures in the lower row show the corre-
sponding flow field with their corresponding network. Figures (a) and (d) corre-
spond to the individual that minimizes φv, figures (b) and (e) to the individual that
minimizesφ f and figures (c) and (f) to the one that minimizesφT. These candidate so-
lutions are shown in the Pareto-optimal front of Figure 5.7 with^,©, and  symbols,
respectively. Arrows are size-coded according to flow magnitude.
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row shows the corresponding network and flow field. In the lower figures, the arrows
that represent the flow are color-coded and scaled according to the flow magnitude.
The candidate solution that minimizes the value of φv, marked with a ^ symbol in
Figure 5.7, is presented in Figures 5.8a and 5.8d. This is the most optimal solution for
this objective function, thus the inlet and the outlet are connected using the least amount
of void volume fraction, as revealed by Figure 5.8d. On the other hand, this solution is
the worst for minimizing the maximum temperature objective function φT, reducing it by
only 1 K from the configuration without flow. As explained previously, this individual is
isolated in the front from the main population. The individual that maximizes the flow
efficiency is shown in Figures 5.8b and 5.8e and is marked with a© symbol in the Pareto-
optimal front of Figure 5.7. The network is very dense, so that its topology resembles that
of the microvascular network template. After dividing the flow into four paths close to
the inlet, the magnitude of the flow is reduced and rapidly becomes negligible close to the
upper surface. The maximum temperature for this solution is reduced by approximately
54 K. Finally, the candidate solution that minimizes φT, corresponding to Figures 5.8c and
5.8f, is marked with a  symbol in the Pareto-optimal front of Figure 5.7. This individual
reduces the maximum temperature by approximately 84 K. Figure 5.8f shows how the
fluid is pushed from the inlet to the upper surface where the uniform heat flux is applied.
Along the upper surface, the flow seems to be uniformly distributed. Then the flow is
collected in the other side of the domain and taken to the outlet. Note the absence of
microchannels in the interior of the domain, demonstrating that no network is required in
this region to minimize the temperature. Referring back to Figure 5.7, it can be seen that
this individual has a low value of the flow efficiency objective function φ f . Dividing the
flow in the upper surface has the effect of reducing the amount of energy needed to drive
the flow, with the penalty of increasing the void volume fraction. Thus, this individual
has also a hight value of φv.
It is worth mentioning that the candidate solutions that minimize φv and φ f have a
similar value of the flow efficiency objective function. Thus, for the dense network the
division of the flow in several paths compensates the increase in length, thus maintaining
a low value for the pressure drop between inlet and outlet locations.
5.6.2 Microvascular fin with localized heating
Consider the domain confined by the rectangular cuboid Ω = (36 × 20 × 4) mm3 shown
in Figure 5.9. For this problem, the microvascular network template is aligned along
a 2D m × n grid over the specimen’s plane of symmetry that is parallel to the main
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surfaces. Thus, the network has m + n + 2mn channels, plus a couple used to connect
with the flow boundary locations. With m = 34 and n = 18, there are a total of 1278
20 mm
q¯
Ω
q¯
G
36 mm
4 mm
m˙
Figure 5.9 – Schematic of the mathematical model for the localized heating example,
showing the domain Ω and the microvascular network template G used in the opti-
mization process. Arrows show the location of the inflow and outflow for the flow
problem. For the heat boundary value problem, a localized heat flux q is applied in
two locations over the top surface.
microchannels. As in the previous problem, all microchannels have a length Le = 1 mm,
and the polymeric component has a cover of roughly 1 mm in each side over the plane
of the network, and a cover of 2 mm in the direction perpendicular to this plane. A
diameter set D
[
µm
]
= {0, 100} is used throughout the optimization process, resulting in
21278 network configurations. For the flow boundary value problem, a single prescribed
mass inflow rate of water m˙S = 1 g/min and zero pressure are considered as boundary
conditions, and their locations are displayed in the figure with arrows. The coolant
properties are the same as those given in the previous example. Regarding the solution
of the thermal boundary value problem, the rectangular cuboid is discretized using a
structured mesh of eight-node brick elements, with a total of 72 × 40 × 8 = 23040 finite
elements and 26937 nodes. Thus, this example contains a much larger number of elements
compared to the periodic microvascular cell problem studied in the preceding example.
A heat flux q¯ is applied locally as displayed in the figure to the free surface of eight
finite elements, i.e., to four elements per localized heat source. Convective boundary
conditions, with ambient temperature u∞ = 293.15 K and heat transfer coefficient h, are
prescribed along every surface of the domain that does not contain the applied heat
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fluxes. The numerical values of q¯ and h are determined from experimental temperature
measurements using the IR camera setup illustrated in Figure 5.2, from a manufactured
polymeric specimen with the geometry outlined in Figure 5.9. The surface that contains
the applied heat flux is considered insulated in the portions that do not contain the heat
flux. The value of the prescribed inlet fluid temperature is u¯ = 283.15 K.
In the experimental setup, the localized heating was achieved by placing the polymeric
part on a heated substrate that utilizes an epoxy matrix. The point heat sources were
created by embedding 25 mm long, 1.6 mm diameter brass rods into the epoxy at the
two point heat source locations. The top of the rods was flush with the top surface of
the epoxy, and the remaining length of the rods protruded below the 4 mm thick epoxy
specimen. The temperature in the brass rods was increased by applying resistive heating
with constant power. Figure 5.10a shows the temperature field in the heated substrate
just before placing the polymer on it, with a maximum temperature umax ≈ 369 K. The
measured temperature field in the polymer in the surface opposite to the substrate is
given in Figure 5.10b. The diffused temperature field in this surface has a maximum value
umax ≈ 322 K, a 47 K difference with respect to the substrate maximum temperature. A
finite element solution of the 3D model is given in Figure 5.10c. The applied heat flux and
the heat transfer coefficient are obtained such that the temperature field matches those
shown in Figures 5.10a and 5.10b, resulting in q¯ = 23.5 W/m2 and h = 1.78 W/m2K. Thus,
it is assumed that the maximum temperature in the polymer is the same as that of the
heated substrate. The 3D temperature field given in Figure 5.10c is our reference solution
in the absence of flow for the optimization process.
The optimization problem is then stated as:
minimize Φ =
{
φv, φ f , φT
}
,
such that ψc = 0.
Two approaches are considered to optimize the microvascular network: The first one
considers a full 3D optimization, i.e., the thermal boundary value problem is solved using
the finite element model used to obtain the temperature field displayed in Figure 5.10c.
The second one uses the aid of a 2D optimization by exploiting the two-dimensional
nature of the microvascular network template. In other words, a 2D GA optimization
can be carried out, and the resulting population from the evolution process can then be
used as the starting population for a 3D optimization. Thus, the starting population of the
3D optimization is not random anymore, so particular features about optimal solutions
are incorporated into the optimization. This type of optimization belongs to a category
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Figure 5.10 – Experimental temperature field obtained by B. Kozola at the University
of Illinois by using the setup illustrated in Figure 5.2 for (a) the heated substrate
before placing the polymeric component on it; and (b) the polymer surface located
opposite to the heated substrate. (c) Temperature distribution from a 3D finite element
simulation, obtained by matching the maximum temperatures in Figures (a) and (b)
in their corresponding surfaces.
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known as knowledge-based GAs.
For the full 3D optimization, a population size |P| = 1000 is used, and the NSGA-II
results at generation t = 5000 are displayed in Figure 5.11. As before, the front is projected
into three orthogonal planes to ease the visualization. The results shown were obtained
after running the code for approximately two months on 64 processors. Because the eval-
uation of the population at a particular generation is proportional to the evaluation time
of the individual objective functions, and because of the large finite element mesh used
to solve this problem in 3D, the total computational time is dramatically increased with
respect to the solution of the previous problem. Three individuals on the front, marked
with ^, ©, and  symbols, are displayed in Figure 5.12. The selected individuals show
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Figure 5.11 – Pareto-optimal surface at generation t = 5000 for the localized heating
example. The optimization is carried out using the 3D finite element model illustrated
in Figure 5.10c. Selected candidate solutions are displayed in Figure 5.12 and are
labeled in the front and marked with ^,©,  symbols.
the temperature field over the surface opposite to the heated substrate, together with their
corresponding network and flow field. Arrows in the figure are again scaled according to
the magnitude of the flow. The individual shown in Figure 5.12a minimizes the value of
φv in this generation. Clearly, this solution approaches the optimal configuration for this
objective function, which connects the inflow and outflow with a straight path. The can-
didate solution presented in Figure 5.12b maximizes the flow efficiency, and it has a very
dense network structure, resembling that of the microvascular network template. Finally,
the individual in Figure 5.12c minimizes the maximum temperature objective functionφT.
It can be noted that the flow is spread close to the hot spots.
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Figure 5.12 – Selected individuals for the localized heating example obtained with
the conventional GA scheme after 5000 generations. The figures show the tempera-
ture field at the control surface (i.e., the surface opposite to where the localized heat
sources are applied) and their corresponding networks and flow fields. The tem-
perature range is defined as the minimum and maximum temperature values in the
figures, so they cannot be compared to the control surface temperature field shown
in Figure 5.10b. The candidate solutions shown in Figures (a), (b), and (c), minimize
objective functions φv, φ f , and φT, respectively.
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For the second set of results, the thermal boundary value problem is solved using a 2D
structured finite element discretization of the main surface, with 5760 three-node elements
and 2993 nodes. The applied heat flux is scaled in order to match the maximum temper-
ature field in the heated substrate. The 2D evolution uses a population size |P| = 3200
and the selected individuals at generation t = 10000 that minimize objective functions
φv, φ f , and φT are displayed in Figure 5.13. It took only two days for the algorithm to
evolve 10000 generations on a distributed-memory machine with 64 processors. Note the
considerable computational time savings from using a 2D solution for the thermal bound-
ary value problem. Note also that for the 2D optimization, the number of generations
were doubled and that a much larger population size was used. The individuals that
minimize φv and φ f objective functions, shown in Figures 5.13a and 5.13b, are similar to
those shown in Figures 5.12a and 5.12b. However, the candidate shown in Figure 5.13c
is remarkably different. The flow is collected into a single path of microchannels that
pass through the two hot regions of the domain. The maximum temperature in the 3D
computational model considering the network of Figure 5.13c is umax = 327.9 K. On the
other hand, the individual shown in Figure 5.12c seems to distribute the flow close to
the hot regions, so it would seem that this solution is not the most effective in cooling
down the polymeric component. However, the maximum temperature in the polymeric
component is umax = 326.2 K, which is 1.7 K below the earlier temperature value.
The 2D population at generation t = 9900 is now taken as the starting point for the
3D optimization, and the algorithm is evolved only 100 generations. The candidate that
minimizes φT at generation t = 10000 for this knowledge-based evolution is illustrated
in Figure 5.14. This solution has a maximum temperature that is only 0.162 higher than
the individual in Figure 5.12c. This clearly demonstrates that the network displayed in
Figure 5.13c is not the optimal one at minimizing the maximum temperature objective
function φT. Because the heat sources are applied at a plane parallel to that of the
microvascular network template, and because of the diffusion of the heat that spreads
the hot regions at the plane of the network, the optimal solutions from 2D and 3D cases
are remarkably different. However, it is worth noting that a Pareto-optimal front can be
obtained faster with the aid of a 2D optimization in these cases.
5.7 Conclusions
This chapter presented a framework for the topology optimization of 3D microvascular
flow networks embedded in polymeric materials through the use of GAs. By defining a set
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Figure 5.13 – Figures (a), (b), and (c) show the selected individuals at generation
t = 10000 of the 2D optimization that minimize φv, φ f , and φT objective functions,
respectively.
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Figure 5.14 – Candidate solution that minimizes the maximum temperature objective
function φT for the knowledge-based GA optimization that started with the evolved
population at generation t = 9900 of the 2D optimization. The figure shows the
temperature field in the surface located away from the application of the heat sources.
of objective functions that describe different physical phenomena, this framework allowed
the design microvascular materials for various multi-physics applications. By considering
the thermal field in the polymeric component, optimized networks were obtained in the
context of active cooling applications. The methodology presented is independent of the
number of objective functions and constraints, and can be extended to study other effects,
such as maximum strength or maximum stiffness.
The framework was first used to optimize the network topology for a periodic microvas-
cular cell. It was demonstrated that the method was able to capture the trade-offs between
conflicting objective functions in a well-defined Pareto-optimal front, from which the se-
lection of a final network design is readily available to the analyst. Periodic boundary
conditions were prescribed in the solution of the thermal field to design a cell that was
part of larger polymeric thin-walled components.
The second optimization problem, which involves the design of a fin-like microvascular
structure subjected to localized heating, was approached using both a conventional GA
scheme and a knowledge-based GA, taking advantage of the 2D nature of the embedded
network. We demonstrated that seeding the 3D design with the outcome of a 2D opti-
mization yielded optimal network topologies for a fraction of the computational cost. Due
to the effect of thermal diffusion, the resulting 3D optimal solutions for the minimization
of the maximum temperature were remarkably different from their 2D counterparts.
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6 Concluding remarks and future work
Concluding remarks
This work has presented a methodology to carry out the optimization of microvascular
networks in polymeric materials. A Genetic Algorithm library was developed in C++ im-
plementing the Simple Genetic Algorithm (SGA) [16], the Deterministic Crowding (DC)
algorithm [111], and the Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) [46]. The
latter was used in this work as the underlying technique for the optimization of microvas-
cular networks. A constraint space was added to the original NSGA-II in order to handle
an arbitrary number of constraints. As a result, the selection mechanism considers the con-
straint space first, so that unfeasible individuals are discarded over feasible ones. For all
optimization problems studied, unfeasible individuals vanished after a few generations
of the algorithm. The methodology presented was able to accurately capture the trade-
offs between competing objective functions in a Pareto-optimal front. Consequently, the
analyst can readily determine the candidate solution that suits a particular problem. No
further complexity is introduced by adding objective functions or constraints. Note how-
ever, that the visualization of the Pareto-optimal fronts is cumbersome for more than three
objective functions, even though an analysis can still be made by visualizing objectives in
groups of three.
In Chapter 2, the optimization technique was used for the design of 2D and 3D networks
for flow efficiency and void volume fraction objective functions, together with imposed
constraints on the networks to ensure adequate redundancy and to eliminate topologies
with zero-flow microchannels. The tool was then used to obtain the optimal network
topology that distributes the flow evenly to the upper surface of a polymeric component,
by considering a flow homogeneity objective function. Chapter 2 also showed that the
optimization strategy was completely independent of the dimensionality of the problem,
the latter being completely defined by the microvascular network template used as the
starting structure. It was showed that a sequential algorithm was able to capture Pareto-
optimal fronts of fairly complex 3D optimization problems. However, as the problem
increases in size, the initial population of the GA and the number of generations needed
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to obtain optimal solutions increases. Hence, it was necessary to take advantage of the
embarrassingly parallel nature of genetic algorithms so that the optimization tool scales
with the size of the problem. A master-slave approach was developed using the Message
Passing Interface (MPI). The parallel algorithm was used for the optimization of the
problems discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.
In the context of the physics of the problem, the underlying optimization tool was
combined with a finite element solver for the optimization of multi-physics problems
involving flow and thermal fields. Consequently, a GFEM library was developed in C++
to solve for the temperature field in 2D and 3D, with Dirichlet, Neumann, and Robin
boundary conditions, and any configuration of thermal loads. In Chapter 3, enrichment
functions for the GFEM were specially developed to study this problem, where the solution
to the thermal field has discontinuous gradients. These enrichment functions were studied
in the context of junctions, but they reduce to functions that had been available in the
literature for the case of simple interfaces. Even though most of the problems in this work
have involved the use of a matching mesh, because of the topology of the microvascular
network template, it was demonstrated that optimal convergence is recovered with the use
of these enrichment functions when using a non-matching mesh. It was also demonstrated
that higher order approximations do not require any correction to the GFEM.
It was shown in Chapter 4 that Pareto-optimal fronts can be easily obtained when a 2D
polymeric material is subjected to different loading scenarios. A simplified formulation
was used to reduce the computational time needed to obtain the temperature field in the
solid. It was demonstrated that by using this formulation, expected optimized network
topologies could be obtained. A verification example proved the ability of the GA to
obtain microvascular networks that collected the entire flow through the region of the
domain where the heat source was applied to reduce the maximum temperature in the
polymer. Other examples showed that the GA was able to track the application of localized
heat sources and even create networks that can increase the convective heat transfer
between the surface of a polymeric component and its surrounding environment. Results
were reported for constant inflow, where the mass inflow rate remains constant for the
evaluation of the flow problem in all candidate solutions. Results were also provided for
constant power, where the mass inflow rate is scaled such that the power remains constant
for all evaluations. Differences in the Pareto-optimal fronts for the two scenarios were
discussed thoroughly. A detailed analysis of the parallelization scheme adopted in this
work predicts that there is an optimal number of processors to achieve maximum speed-up
for a particular problem size, after which the speed-up is reduced due to communication
time.
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Chapter 5 extends the optimization framework presented in Chapter 4 to 3D polymeric
components. The main motivation for the chapter was to capture the 3D effects of heat
transfer, since a 2D model cannot capture the thermal diffusion through the thickness of the
specimen. Also, the convective heat transfer between the polymer and all of its surfaces
is a better alternative than using of a temperature-dependent heat source to simulate this
effect, as discussed in Chapter 4. A 3D model was also needed to cope with current
manufacturing developments. Traditionally, microvascular structures in 3D were created
by superimposing 2D layers of the fugitive ink. By using new manufacturing techniques, a
3D microvascular network structure can be printed inside a gel that serves as its support, as
explained in Chapter 1. A validation study aimed at closing the gap between experimental
measurements and computational predictions. It was shown that the mathematical model
used to represent the cooling at microchannels was able to predict cooling effects with the
same order of magnitude as those obtained experimentally. However, discrepancies were
observed, mainly because of the lack of data for the fluid temperature at inlet locations
and because of the non-uniformity of the mass flow rate across microchannels.
It was also shown in Chapter 5 how a material cell that is part of a larger polymeric
component could be optimized by applying periodic boundary conditions to the thermal
boundary value problem. This was necessary due to the fact that the the optimization of 3D
materials requires vast computational resources. It was also demonstrated how the results
of a 2D optimization could be used to aid the optimization of a very complex 3D optimiza-
tion when the microvascular network template is two-dimensional. This methodology is
known as a knowledge-based GA, because the initial population for the 3D optimization
was not created randomly, but some knowledge about optimal topologies was incorpo-
rated into the starting population (the evolved population of a 2D optimization in this
case). Finally, it was demonstrated that the 2D results for the maximum temperature ob-
jective function were not as optimal as those obtained from the 3D optimization, because
of the differences that exist in the temperature field in the 2D optimization and in the
plane of the network in the 3D case. In other words, the localized heat sources diffuse
over the thickness of the specimen so that the areas of high temperature are more spread
in the plane of the network.
Future work
For the problems investigated in this work, reaching the Pareto-optimal fronts by using
the NSGA-II algorithm was straightforward, and candidate solutions alternated locations
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over the front in subsequent generations. However, the algorithm can exchange optimal
solutions in tightly crowded areas for non-optimal solutions because of the crowding
distance parameter [47]. Note that this parameter, which is used to better populate the
fronts, was devised for the optimization of problems with two objective functions [46].
Furthermore, the algorithm has difficulties finding the extremum candidate solutions
on the front. An interesting path for further exploration would be the use of other
algorithms. One promising candidate, which was shown to be superior to distribute
candidate solutions on the Pareto-optimal front, is a developed version of the Generalized
Differential Evolution (GDE) [44]. Another interesting area for further investigation would
be the use of hybrid approaches, where the multi-objective evolution strategy is used to
search the entire decision space, and another search technique (possibly gradient-based)
could be used to obtain local optima. Thus, this technique could overcome the pitfalls of
the NSGA-II in tracking extremum candidates over the front.
Regarding the computation of the temperature field through the use of the GFEM, the
proposed enrichments are studied in the context of 2D thermal boundary value problems
only, thus an interesting area for further research would be the extension of these func-
tions to 3D domains and to elasticity problems. As mentioned previously, all optimization
problems investigated in this work involved the use of a simplified formulation to account
for the convective heat transfer along the microchannels. However, the simplified formu-
lation relies on a series of assumptions, so further investigation is needed to understand
under what conditions the simplified formulation breaks down. By not relying on the
simplifying assumptions made on this work, different levels of complexity can be ob-
tained. As an extreme scenario, one could obtain the velocity field in the entire network
by solving the Navier–Stokes equations, and then solve for the conjugate heat transfer
problem to obtain the temperature field in both solid and fluid domains. This should
be done iteratively if the properties of the solid and the fluid change with temperature.
Even though the use of a more complex model could not be used in the optimization
process because of the additional computational time required, it could be used to verify
the candidate solutions obtained with the use of the simplified formulation.
The mathematical model assumes that microchannels have circular cross-sections with
a specified diameter, but there is an inherent probabilistic component due to the departure
from the theoretical diameter and actual shape of the cross-sections in the microchannels
of the resulting manufactured networks. In addition, the accumulation of the fugitive
ink at junctions, and its evacuation from the resulting polymeric component aggravate
the statistical nature of the final flow field. It would be interesting to study the statistical
nature of the flow and to provide a methodology that takes this variability into account.
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An immediate extension of this work would consider the transient response when
the material is subjected to thermal loads. The time necessary to achieve a steady-state
response can be used as an objective function, and networks that differ from those obtained
in this work may be created if the new objective function conflicts with those defined in
Chapters 4 and 5, i.e., the maximum temperature and thermal convected energy functions.
Also, further investigation can be carried out by including other physical phenomena. A
foreseeable continuation of this work would consider structural effects, by solving the
appropriate elasticity boundary value problem. In this way, the loss of stiffness and
strength because of the presence of the microvascular network could be quantified, and
optimal network geometries that mitigate this problem could be obtained. Also, the stress
concentrations due to the presence of the network can be quantified under a variety of
load conditions.
It is worth mentioning that the methodology presented in this work can be applied to
a large set of problems. The tools developed have been encapsulated in portable libraries
that can be installed in most scientific computing environments. Virtually any problem
for which an optimal solution cannot be obtained in polynomial time can make use of the
xga genetic algorithm library. The yafeq library provides a flexible implementation for
obtaining approximate solutions to boundary value problems through the GFEM. Details
on the implementation of these tools are provided in Appendix A.
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A Implementation
The implementation details behind the tools used to carry out the multi-physics optimiza-
tion of microvascular materials are described henceforth. For this project, about 50000
lines of code were written in C++, a strongly typed programming language. The code
is divided in four different projects: i) cpputils, ii) xga, iii) yafeq, and iv) µvac. The
first three projects are C++ libraries that are used by the µvac project to carry out the
actual optimization of microvascular networks. The four projects make use of the GNU’s
Not Unix! (GNU) build system, a.k.a. the autotools, to handle the configuration of each
project depending on the platform where it will be used, for the creation of makefiles
and for the installation of static and shared libraries. Each project has been thoroughly
documented by using the Doxygen project. The following sections describe each of the
projects individually.
A.1 The cpputils library
As the name suggests, cpputils is a library of C++ utilities that are used by all projects.
A.1.1 Vector and Matrix classes
C++ does not contain vector and matrix objects for use out of the box, so the developer
usually uses objects provided by libraries like the Matrix Template Library (MTL) [112]
or the blitz++ library [113]. For this work, new vector and matrix objects were developed
in order to reduce the code dependencies. The main motivation was the use of the BLAS
library [114, 115], a set of functions for vector and matrix operations that are usually
optimized for the scientific computing environment they operate on by taking advantage
of the memory hierarchy. A requirement of the use of the BLAS library, is that all elements
in vectors and matrices be contiguous in memory. As a result, the vector and class classes
developed are wrappers on standard C arrays.
The vector class also defines convenient functions inherent to the abstract concept of a
mathematical vector v. Thus, the implementation defines convenient functions to obtain
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the size |v| and the norms ‖v‖1, ‖v‖2 and ‖v‖∞ of a vector, to normalize a vector (such that
‖v‖ = 1), to compute the sum of the elements ∑i vi, and to obtain maximum and minimum
values (i.e., maxi vi and mini vi). Element access can be achieved by the use of parenthesis
(i.e., v (i) gives the i−th element) as in Fortran code, or as in standard C arrays (i.e., v [i]
gives the i−th element). Elements in the vector container can also be accessed by the use
of iterators, as in the C++ standard library [116, 117] containers.
Similarly, the matrix class is a wrapper on a one-dimensional C array, where the elements
of the two-dimensional array are flattened in column-major order (i.e., storage in the array
is done column by column such that every element of the i−th column has an index in
the array that is lower than any element in subsequent columns). Again, the matrix class
provides functions inherent to an abstract mathematical matrix concept. For a matrix M,
functions are provided to obtain the number of rows m and the number of columns n, to
obtain the norms ‖M‖1 and ‖M‖∞, among others. Element access to the elements in the
matrix can again be done by the use of parenthesis and brackets, M
(
i, j
)
= M [i]
[
j
]
. In
C++, operator[] is a unary operator, so the element access through the use of brackets is
carried out by the creation of a local proxy class [118].
A.1.2 cppblas
The vector and matrix classes described in the previous section can be used with the BLAS
library because all elements are located in contiguous memory. However, the use of the
BLAS routines is not intuitive and it is prone to error. Listing A.1 shows the declaration
of the function of the C interface to the BLAS library that carries out the multiplication
between two matrices.
void cblas dgemm ( const enum CBLAS ORDER Order ,
const enum CBLAS TRANSPOSE TransA ,
const enum CBLAS TRANSPOSE TransB , const in t M, const in t N,
const in t K, const double alpha , const double *A,
const in t lda , const double *B , const in t ldb ,
const double beta , double *C, const in t ldc ) ;
Listing A.1 – The cblas dgemm function for matrix-matrix multiplication, taken from
the C interface to the BLAS library
As a result, an interface to the functions provided by the BLAS library was written to
support the use of mathematical operators. Thus, when the client types A ∗ B for the
multiplication between matrices A and B, the interface calls the cblas dgemm function
given in Listing A.1. A comprehensive facility was built on the idea behind expression
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templates [119], the underlying framework behind the blitz++ library [113]. In this way,
when the client writes A ∗ B, an expression object is created containing the necessary in-
formation to be carried out (i.e., references to the matrices A and B, and the multiplication
operation between them). This concept is an example of lazy evaluation, a technique used
to defer the computation to the time when the result is actually needed. Using expression
templates allows the operation 2.0 ∗ (A ∗ (3.0 ∗ B)) to perform a single matrix-matrix mul-
tiplication. This is because the compiler creates an expression object for (3.0 ∗ B), which
is not evaluated immediately. Another expression object is created as the multiplication
of A and (3.0 ∗ B), but the expression is still not evaluated. Finally, another expression is
created by the multiplication between 2.0 and the last expression created, updating the
value of the scalar used in the multiplication. When the final expression is evaluated, a
unique evaluation is carried out, as if the client code written were C ∗ B, with C = 6.0 ∗A.
Furthermore, depending on the entities involved in the expression, the return type of
an entire expression can be determined by a metaprogram at compilation time. In other
words, with a vector v and matrix M, the result of the mathematical expressions v′v, Mv,
and vv′ is a scalar, a vector, and a matrix, respectively1. No matter how complicated an
expression is, the template metaprogram can determine the return type of the expression
at compilation time.
The code overloads operators +, −, and ∗, which means that these operators are defined
for vectors, matrices, and for many expression template objects. In addition, the code
supports transposition, matrix inversion, Kronecker product, Gaussian elimination and
Cholesky factorization.
A.1.3 The sparse matrix class
The evaluation of the objective functions in this work involves the solution of a system of
linear equations with a sparse matrix. For this work, a class template was written such that
the elements are stored in hashed associative containers. A hashed associative container
(known as a hash map) is a data structure where the value associated with a key is obtained
through the use of a hash function. When the keys are such that a simple hash function can
be used, the lookup of a value has close to constant time complexity. Thus, these containers
reduce considerably the amount of memory needed to store a sparse matrix, compared
to the use of a dense matrix implementation (as explained in Section A.1.1), while not
deteriorating the performance of element lookup. The sparse matrix class supports the
element access through the use of operator() and operator[], similarly to the dense
1The expression v′ denotes the transpose of a vector, i.e., a row vector.
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matrix of Section A.1.1. In addition, operations between sparse matrices is very efficient
because they operate on non-zero entries only. In addition, the sparse matrix defines
local classes CCS and CRS, which can be used to convert the matrix to compressed-column
and compressed-row storage formats, respectively. The compressed-column storage is
also known as the Harwell-Boeing sparse matrix format [120]. In this way, the sparse
matrix can be represented by the use of three arrays, two of which can be used for element
access, and the last one to store the non-zero values of the matrix. For a sparse matrix of
size n×n, any of these formats require 2z+n+1 storage locations, with z being the number
of non-zero entries in the sparse matrix, which is considerably better than the locations
needed for a dense matrix n2. The use of these formats is required by the superlu library
[121], which is used for the computation of the solution vector when the matrix is sparse.
A.1.4 Solvers
Two solvers provide the bridge between the data structures defined in the previous sec-
tions and the superlu library [121]. The first solver suits most problems and is a wrapper
on the C routines implemented by the superlu library. The second solver is used when the
matrix is semi-definite, so it implements the algorithm described in [58, 83], and briefly
outlined in Algorithm 3. In this algorithm, the solution vector is obtained by modifying
the matrix such that it is ill-conditioned but not singular. Then, the solution is obtained
by carrying out iterative refinement on this initial vector.
Algorithm 3 Positive Semi–Definite Solver algorithm
procedure SemiDefiniteSolver(K, u, )
for i = 1 to n do
Tii = 1/
√
Kii . builds transformation matrix
end for
K¯ = TKT . applies transformation to K
f¯ = T f . applies transformation to f
K¯ = K¯ + I . computes perturbed matrix
Solve K¯u¯0 = f¯ for u¯0 . computes initial solution u0
r0 = f¯ − K¯u¯ . computes residual r0
while ε > tol do . start iterative refinement
Solve K¯e = r for e
r = f¯ − K¯u¯
u¯ = u¯ + e
ε = eTK¯e/u¯TK¯u¯
end while
end procedure
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A.1.5 The ordered tree class template
An ordered tree is a data structure where the children of every node respect and maintain
an ordering. It was necessary to write such data structure because the C++ standard
library [116] does not provide such functionality. The ordered tree class template was
developed from the red-black tree implementation found in the C++ standard library. The
data structure provides several types of iterators, depending on the order of traversing
the nodes of the tree. Thus, the class provides depth-first iterators, breadth-first iterators,
leaf iterators, and even children iterators. The data structure supports functions to count
elements of certain value, find, insert and erase values, among others.
A.1.6 Other functionality
The library implements a set of functions for pseudo-random number generations. These
include a function to set the seed, a function that returns a value between 0 and 1, or
between two values xmin and xmax, a function that simulates the flip of a biased coin (i.e., a
Bernoulli trial), and a function that returns a normally distributed value with zero mean
and unit variance. The library also implements a timer class, an expression calculator,
used for get time measures in the code. It implements a tokenizator class, used to divide a
string into tokens, macros for static assertions [122], geometry classes defining the abstract
concepts of points, segments, and bounding boxes, and a non-strict implementation of
the visitor design pattern [123, 122].
A.2 The xga library
The xga library, short for extended genetic algorithms, implements the following algo-
rithms: i) the Simple Genetic Algorithm (SGA) [16] , ii) the Deterministic Crowding (DC)
algorithm [111], and iii) Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) [46]. The
former two algorithms deal with a single objective function, whereas the latter is the multi-
objective and constrained algorithm chosen in this work to carry out the optimization of
the microvascular networks. The library was written on Andrei Alexandrescu’s policy-
based design concept [122]. By combining the template mechanism of C++ with multiple
inheritance, policy-based design is a powerful methodology to confront designs that are
exponential in nature. With a small set of classes, which are called policy classes in this
context and that are used as template parameters to other classes, the library can define a
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large set of genetic algorithms by assembling them analogously to a Russian matryoshka
doll. Another important property of using this approach is that every single aspect of the
resulting implementation is determined at compilation time, thereby allowing the use of
compile-time assertions [122].
The library implements class templates for the abstract concepts of a chromosome,
an individual, a population, for the genetic operators and for the genetic algorithms.
The basic building block of the code is the Objective class template, which contains
information about the number of objective functions and constraints used, and a parameter
for each one of them that indicates if maximization or minimization is carried out. In this
way, it is possible to minimize some objective functions while maximizing others. The
next building block is the Chromosome class template, which takes the Objective class
template as a building block. The chromosome contains a structure that store its alleles,
and information about the type of mutation carried being carried out. The Chromosome
class is itself a building block for the Individual class template, which embeds the
structure of the former. The Population class template then takes the Individual class
as a building block to configure the data structures used to store individual objects. The
Population class template contains information of how individuals crossed. Finally, a
specific class of genetic algorithm, taken from those mentioned in the first paragraph of
this section, takes the Population class as a building block, and also contains information
about the selection mechanism. The concept of genetic operators is therefore implemented
in three categories of policy classes. The mutation policy classes are passed as a building
block to the Chromosome class template. Mutation policy classes implemented include a
bitwise mutation policy, a clock bitwise mutation policy, and a mutation policy used for
integers that uses a gaussian distribution function. A crossover policy class is used as a
building block for the Population class template. Crossover policy classes implemented
carry out one-point, and uniform crossover. Finally, the selection policy classes are used to
configure the genetic algorithm class template, and only a selection policy that implements
tournament selection is available at this time. The library can be easily extended to include
other policy classes implementing further selection, crossover and mutation mechanisms,
as long as the new policy classes respect the interface of the policy.
The library can be configured to be used in distributed memory machines. An im-
plementation of the master-slave approach was developed using the Message Passing
Interface (MPI), a commonly used protocol for parallel computation. As mentioned in
Chapters 2 and 4, the evaluation part of the genetic algorithm is embarrassingly parallel.
Therefore, the master slave sends the information about the chromosomes in the popula-
tion to several processes. The processes evaluate the chromosomes that they receive and
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send the results back to the master. A thorough discussion on the methodology adopted
can be found in Chapter 4.
A.3 yafeq (yet another finite element qode)
The functionality of the xga library is fully determined at compilation time. On the
other hand, the behavior of the yafeq library is determined at runtime. This is because
all the information to run a simulation needs to be read from a file, so there are less
opportunities for static assertions. The library reads standard Abaqus files and even
extends its semantics to provide functionality that is not available. yafeq can solve
thermal and elasticity boundary value problems in two and three dimensions. Most major
class templates in the library inherit from their corresponding abstract base classes. To
provide the concrete functionality in derived classes, functions are overridden, the typical
approach that polymorphism provides in object oriented programming. However, in this
work, there is a vast use of the visitor design pattern [123, 122]. In this way, classes
that support the visitor design pattern implement a bouncing function and the further
functionality can be encapsulated in the visitor class definition, without adding virtual
functions. The suggested approach when using visitor is to use strict visitation, which
means that the compiler prevents the compilation if the behavior is not implemented
to at least one class in the visiting hierarchy. However, there are functions that make
sense for some classes and not for others, even in the same category. Thus, a non-strict
implementation of the visitor design pattern is used, which can be found as one of the
components of the cpputils library.
The objects in the library model the abstract concepts found in the finite element method,
i.e., nodes, elements, element sides, materials, boundary conditions, equations, meshes
and the finite element itself. Because the information about the creation of these objects
is not known at compilation time, the creation is done through the use of object factories
contained in singleton objects (see [123] and [122] for an explanation on these design
patterns). Additionally, the library implements a set of classes to support the generalized
finite element method, by adding enrichment classes. Most classes in the code provide
iterators to access the state stored in the classes, similarly to the containers in the C++
standard library [116, 117]. Most of the class templates in the library contain the dimen-
sionality of the problem as a template parameter, which is very useful when implementing
classes that have different behavior in two and three dimensions.
The base node class contains information about its location on space and elements it is
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connected to (i.e., the node connectivity table). A mesh node inherits this information and
stores information about the degrees of freedom and solution values for the equations that
are solved. For the element classes, the hierarchy contains an abstract base class, a middle
class that implements common functionality to all elements using the Curiously Recurring
Template Pattern (CRTP) [124], and several concrete classes that implement the different
finite elements supported by the library. The element base class embeds a container of side
objects, contains the node connectivity table, and the material the element is made of. For
2D problems, the library currently implements linear, quadratic and cubic triangles, and
bilinear quadrangles. 3D elements include tetrahedra, hexahedra (brick elements) and
triangular prism elements (i.e., wedge elements). The material base class store informa-
tion about material properties, such as material density, specific heat, conductivity, elastic
moduli, Poisson’s ratio, etc. Concrete classes define the material behavior as elastic, elastic
under plane-strain (or plane-stress), plastic, etc. The material model dictates the assembly
of the element local stiffness matrices. Boundary conditions classes implement Dirichlet,
Neumann, Robin, and periodic boundary conditions. Equation objects store information
about the number of degrees of freedom per node for the solution of its corresponding
boundary value problem, and embed a container of boundary conditions. Concrete equa-
tion objects include a thermal equation and a structural equation (for elasticity problems).
A mesh class embeds containers nodes, elements, materials and equation objects. As a
result, it is possible to solve two different equations for the same mesh. Note again that
the boundary conditions for a boundary value problem are associated with the equation
objects. It also contains the data structures that store the stiffness matrices and vectors.
Elements in the mesh are stored in an ordered tree container, explained in Section A.1.5.
In the context of the GFEM, when an element is subdivided into integration elements (see
Chapter 3), the latter are added as children of the former in the ordered tree hierarchy. As
a result, the assembly of finite elements needs only traverse the elements found as leaves
of the ordered tree. The solution of the system of equations is carried out by the solvers
described in Section A.1.4, and the resulting field is stored in the nodes of the mesh. The
mesh also provides a function for the evaluation of a field at a point, functionality that is
carried out by the creation of a quad-tree in 2D (or an oct-tree in 3D), which allows to find
the element that contains the point in logarithmic time complexity. It also implements
functions for obtaining maximum and minimum field values, computing error measures
(see Equations (3.4.1) and (3.4.1)), energy values, and to export the mesh so that it can
be visualized by the Visualization Toolkit (VTK). Finally, a finite element class template
embeds a container of meshes, and provides the user with the interface for I/O. The tem-
plate parameters of this class control the type of formulation used (either standard FEM
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or GFEM) and the type of analysis carried out (steady or transient).
As mentioned above, other classes were developed to support the GFEM. The use
of the GFEM allows us to obtain accurate solutions in finite element meshes that are
completely independent of the geometry of the network, as shown in Figure A.1. The
enrichment functions presented in Chapter 3 were developed because of the fact that
the gradient of the temperature field in the direction perpendicular to a microchannel is
discontinuous, as displayed in Figure A.2. As explained in Chapter 3, the generation of
matching meshes is not straightforward when the topology of the microvascular network
is complicated. For the GFEM, a special class takes care of enriching the nodes of the
(a) (b)
Figure A.1 – Finite element meshes: a) Standard FEM; b) GFEM.
finite elements that are intersected by the network, increasing the number of degrees
of freedom and assigning enrichment functions for the computation of shape functions.
The implementation supports all the enrichment functions described in Chapter 3. Finite
elements that are intersected by the microvascular network are split into integration
elements. In 2D, the algorithm used is described in Algorithm 4 In the algorithm, several
special cases are taken into account. For a three-node triangle, these cases are illustrated
in Figure A.3.
Chapter 3 also explains the use of adaptive integration to find regions of the mesh that
require special attention due to use of the enrichment functions. The approach adopted
in that chapter is outlined in Algorithm 5, which makes use of the function outlined in
Algorithm 4. A parent element at the root is recursively split into integration elements
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Figure A.2 – Schematic of the temperature field close to a microchannel.
Algorithm 4 Algorithm used to split 2D finite elements into integration elements.
procedure Split(M)
for all Ni ∈M do . loop over nodes
φi ← LevelSetFunction(Ni) . get level set function
end for
for all Ei ∈M do . loop over elements
{c} ← ∅ . initialize point container
for j← 1,Edges(Ei) do . loop over element edges
if φs · φt < 0 then
{c} ← {c} ∪ IntersectionPoint() . add point to
container
else if φs = 0 or φt = 0 then
SpecialCase() . handle special case
else
do nothing
end if
end for
if | {c} | ≥ 2 then
Cut(Ei, {c}) . cut element
end if
end for
end procedure
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Figure A.3 – Special cases for handling the cut of a three-node triangle depending on
the value of the level set function φ. From left to right: i) φ1 < 0, φ2 > 0, φ3 > 0; ii)
φ1 < 0, φ2 = 0, φ3 < 0; iii) φ1 = φ3 = 0, φ2 > 0; and iv) φ1 < 0, φ2 > 0, φ3 = 0.
until errors in the norm of matrices and vectors with respect to the previous recursion lie
within the specified tolerance.
Algorithm 5 Adaptive integration
procedure Integrate(p,K,F){
kp, fp
}
← Assemble(p)
{c1, c2} ← Split(p){
kc1 , fc1
}← Assemble(c1){
kc2 , fc2
}← Assemble(c2)
rK ←
∥∥∥kp − (kc1 + kc2)∥∥∥
rF ←
∥∥∥ fp − ( fc1 + fc2)∥∥∥
if rK > tol or rF > tol then
Integrate(c1)
Integrate(c2)
else
K← K + kp
K← F + fp
end if
end procedure
A.4 The µvac project
The µvac project makes use of the tools described in the previous sections to carry out the
optimization of the topology of microvascular networks in 2D and 3D. The microvascular
network is implemented as a graph data structure using the Boost Graph Library (BGL)
[125], which allows a flexible implementation with custom properties associated to vertices
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and edges. The BGL provides also convenient algorithms for the traversal of vertices and
edges, and the algorithm for the computation of the number of connected components of
the graph, widely used to find unfeasible networks in this work. Theµvac also implements
the interface for the computation of objective functions.
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